Welcome to the Hollywood Live Auction Extravaganza weekend. We have assembled an incredible collection of
iconic movie props and costumes from early Hollywood to the present.
From an exclusive Michael Jackson collection featuring his stage worn sequined glove from the HIStory tour,
autographed fedoras and personal artwork, to Madonna’s hero fedora from Dick Tracy, her costume from Evita,
and the exquisite handmade dress she walked the red carpet in at the premiere of Who’s That Girl – we are very
excited to bring you over 1,000 items of some of the most rare and valuable memorabilia to add to your collection.
Be sure to see the custom hot rod cars on display from The Fast and Furious franchise featuring Vin Diesel’s hero
grey Chevelle and black Charger, an original Darth Vader Stunt Lightsaber from Star Wars: Return Of The Jedi,
Morticia Addams infamous family wicker chair from The Addams Family, a life size Michael Myers figure with
screen worn Halloween H2O mask and bloody coveralls and much more.
Also bring home some of the most detailed costumes and props from the soon to be released Mirror Mirror
starring Julia Roberts!
If you are new to our live auction events and would like to participate, please register online at
HollywoodLiveAuctions.com to watch and bid live. If you would prefer to be a phone bidder and be assisted by
one of our staff members, please call us to register at (866) 761-7767.
As Premiere Props celebrates our 13 years in business, we want to personally thank you for making this possible.
We hope you enjoy the Hollywood Live Auction Extravaganza V live event and we look forward to seeing you on
June 23-24 for Hollywood Live Auction Extravaganza VI.
Special thanks to everyone at Premiere Props for their continued dedication in producing these great events.
Have fun and enjoy the event!

Daniel Levin, EVP Marketing
and the entire staff of Premiere Props
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Lot 1. Munsters Original
Clapperboard - Black and
white clapperboard, used by
production crews to assist in
the synchronization of picture
and sound, used in the original 1960s television series The
Munsters. Features a faded
“Munsters” written in marker
on the title line. (11x10)
($100-$300)

Lot 2. Lot of James Bond
Actor Signed Photos - Three
photos of James Bond actors
Roger Moore, Timothy
Dalton and Pierce Brosnan,
each signed by the respective
actor. ($100-$300)

Lot 3. The Breakfast Club
Signed Cast Photo - Photo
from The Breakfast Club
(1985) signed by Judd
Nelson, Emilio Estevez, Ally
Sheedy, Molly Ringwald
and Anthony Michael Hall.
($100-$300)

Lot 4. Married With
Children Signed Cast Photo
- Color photo depicting the
cast of Married With Children,
signed by Ed O’Neil, Christina
Applegate, Katey Segal and David Faustino. ($100-$300)

Lot 5. Star Trek Signed Cast Photos
- Two photos signed by the cast of the
original Star Trek series: the first photo
is from Star Trek: The Motion Picture
(1979) and is signed by William Shatner,
Leonard Nimoy and DeForest Kelley. The
second photo is from Star Trek II (1982)
and is signed by George Takei, James
Doohan, Nichelle Nichols and Walter
Koenig. ($300-$700)

Lot 6. Lord of the Rings
Prop Lock - Old fashioned
door lock, made of wood and
painted black, used in the
background of Lord of the
Rings: Fellowship of the Ring
(2001). Collected by a technician who worked on the film.
(9x5x1.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 7. Enter the Dragon
Prop Box - Black box with
Chinese dragon motif, used in
the background of Bruce Lee’s
classic kung fu adventure Enter
the Dragon (1973). Features
the name “Shun Chang Huang” scrawled into the interior. Huang worked in the art department for the film.
(9.5x6x3.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 8. Tribal Tool from ApocalyptoTribal tool made to resemble pointed,
weapon-like tips emerging from wood
pieces, from Mel Gibson’s film Apocalypto (2006). Appears to be made of
actual wood and painted over with a
varnish material. (7x3x2). ($100-$300)
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Lot 9. Pirates of the
Caribbean: At World’s
End Prop - Metal pan with
wooden Chinese figure
forming the handle, used
in the background of pirate
crime lord Sao Feng’s lair
in Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World’s End (2007).
(11.5x4x3.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 11. Harry Potter Metal Plaque
- Heavy metal plaque with heraldic insignia at the top, used in the
production of the first two Harry
Potter films. This piece of decoration figured as part of the castle
décor at Hogwarts. (10x4) (10x4)
($100-$300)
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Lot 10. Beverly Hills Cop 2 Screen
Used Cup - Glass cup with handle,
featuring Beverly Hills Police badge
motif on its side, used in the production of Beverly Hills Cop 2 (1987).
This was Eddie Murphy’s second
outing as Axel Foley, a Detorit police
officer who makes his way to Beverly
Hills to solve a crime. (6x5) ($100$300)

Lot 12. My Little Pony Hand
Drawn Animation Sketches Six sheets of hand drawn pencil
sketches from the production of
the My Little Pony, the 1986-1987
animated series from Sunbow
Productions and Hasbro. The
show ran concurrently with
a highly successful toy line.
(11x12.5 each) ($100-$300)

Lot 13. My Little Pony Hand
Drawn Animation Sketches
- Five sheets of hand drawn
pencil sketches from the production of the My Little Pony,
the 1986-1987 animated series
from Sunbow Productions
and Hasbro. The show ran
concurrently with a highly
successful toy line. (11x12.5
each) ($100-$300)

Lot 14. Where on Earth is
Carmen Sandiego Hand
Drawn Animation Cels Nine full color, handpainted
animation cels from the
production of Where on
Earth is Carmen Sandiego?
(1994-1998), a cartoon
series from DiC Enterprises.
(9x12 each) ($100-$300)

Lot 15. Where on Earth is
Carmen Sandiego Hand
Drawn Animation Cels Eight full color, handpainted
animation cels from the production of Where on Earth
is Carmen Sandiego? (19941998), a cartoon series from
DiC Enterprises. (3 drawings
14x10.5, 5 drawings 12x8)
(9.5x6x3.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 16. Bon Jovi Signed
Album- Bon Jovi 7800
Fahrenheit album, signed
by all members of the
groundbreaking rock band
Bon Jovi in felt pen on the
front cover. (12.5x12.5)
($100-$300)
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Lot 18. Jackson Browne
Signed Album - Jackson
Browne’s Saturate Before Using album, signed by Brown
on the front cover in felt pen.
(12.5x12.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 17. Johnny Cash Signed
Album - The Fabulous Johnny
Cash album signed by Cash
in felt pen on the cover. Cash
remains of of the most enduring country-blues singers
in the musical profession.
(12.5x12.5) ($150-$350)

Lot 20. Pat Harrington
Lot 19. Pat Harrington
Signed Pink Panther
Signed Pink Panther Music
Items - Music box deBox - Pink Panther music box
picting the Pink Panther
signed by Inspector Clouseau’s
and Inspector Clouseau,
voice in the animated series,
signed by Pat Harrington,
Pat Harrington. Scene depicts
the voice of the Inspector
the Pink Panther as a snake
in the animated series.
charmer, making the Inspector
This lot further includes a
rise from a basket. Plays the
ceramic
statue
signed
by
Harrington.
Plays the Pink PanPink Panther theme. (6x5x5)
ther
theme.
(7x5x5,
5x4x2).
($100-$300)
($100-$300)

Lot 21. Batman Ad Materials
- Michael Keaton Batman VHS
ad display from 1989, depicting
a die-cut upper half of Keaton’s
Batman costume. This lot
further includes a Batman and
Robin VHS display for use on
shelves depicting Batman, Robin, Mr. Freeze, Poison Ivy and
Batgirl. As an added bonus,
also included is a collector’s
edition DVD of The Dark Knight complete with comic
book and collectible coin, still in the box. (VHS Display
29.5x24, Keaton 33x22, DVD Set 11x8) ($100-$300)

Lot 23. Debbie Reynolds
Signed Colorforms Set Vintage Colorforms set with
Debbie Reynolds, signed by
the actress on the front cover.
(13x8.5x1) ($100-$300)

Lot 22. Jane Kean Signed
Honeymooners Items
- Honeymooners board
game signed by Jane Kean,
who replaced Jane Randolph as Trixie when the
series went to color, writes
“Life’s A Game, Jane Kean”
on the box. This lot further includes a Jane Kean
1944 vintage publicity still,
personalized and signed, from her own collection.
(Photo 8x10, Game 10.5x10.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 24. Winterset Book
Signed by Cast - 1936
hardcover edition of the
play Winterset, signed by
the stars of the film version: Burgess Meredith,
Maryon McCormick and
Margo on the title page
in black ink. Complete with a certificate of authenticty
from Christophe Stickel. (8x5.5) ($100-$300)
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Lot 25. Lauren Bacall and
Spring Byington Signed
Book - 1932 edition of
There’s Always Juliet, being
a play in hardcovers signed
by Lauren Bacall, this being her personal copy, and
Broadway actress Spring
Byington. Complete with a certificate of authenticity
from Christophe Stickel. (7.5x5) ($100-$300)

Lot 27. Hank Azaria Screen Worn
Costume from The Birdcage - Butler’s
costume worn by Hank Azaria in The
Birdcage (1996). Azaria portrayed the
Guatemalan housekeeper Agador in the
film directed by Mike Nichols. The ensemble consists of a white jacket, white
shirt, black Pierre Cardin tie and black
After Six pants. Jacket has a handwritten
“Aga” on its inner collar. Includes a certificate of authenticity from Reel Clothes
and Props. ($100-$300)

Lot 29. John Lennon Oversized Record Store Display
- Very large record store
display for John Lennon’s
Anthology, depicting Lennon
gazing out over a body of water. (48x36). Oversized item.
Additional postage required.
($100-$300)

Lot 31. Amazing Spider
Man Pewter Web Shooters Signed by Stan Lee
- The Amazing Spider Man
pewter statue of web shooters, still in their original
box, signed by Stan Lee.
Sculpted by Industrial Zoo.
(11x11x10). Oversized
item. Additional postage
required. ($100-$300)
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Lot 26. Kirk Douglas Signed
Lobby Cards- Two framed
lobby cards for the classic
MGM film Lust for Life starring Kirk Douglas. Douglas
has signed both in felt pen.
(14x11) ($100-$300)

Lot 28. Military Pants from
the Golden Age of Hollywood
- Vintage red military pants
with white piping and brass
studs down the side of each
leg, worn in a 1930s-1940s era
Hollywood film production.
Includes a “6” stamp on the inner waist. ($100-$300)

Lot 30. Marvel Cap Resin
Statue - Earth X Marvel
Cap, a version of Captain
America, resin statue, with
a certificate of authenticity
signed by sulptors and designers Alex Ross and Jarrod
Shiflett. Includes original
box. (14.5x14.5x5). Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($100-$300)
Lot 32. Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World’s End Screen Used Sword
- Hand crafted sword with axe-like
attachment on the scabbard, used in the
background of Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World’s End (2007). Features gemstones along the scabbard and around
the handle. Curved blade is made of
real metal. Oversize item. Additional
postage required. (Scabbard 21.5x1,
Sheath 17.5x8). Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($100-$300)
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Lot 33. Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World’s End Screen Used Rifle
- Broken rifle, used in the scene
detailing the destruction of the
Endeavour in Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End (2007). The
Endeavour is the ship of Lord Cutler
Beckett, the enemy of Johnny Depp’s
Jack Sparrow, in the film. Oversize
item. Additional postage required.
(30x5x2) ($100-$300)

Lot 34. Prop Bottle from Pirates of
the Caribbean: Dead Man’s ChestLarge bottle with brown suede covering and a herbal talisman on the
inside, used in the parlor of Tia Dalma
(Naomi Harris) in Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest (2006). Tia
Dalma was the witch who once served
as Davy Jones’ lover in the Disney film
series. (12x7) ($150-$450)

Lot 35. Sylvester Stallone Worn Planet Hollywood
Jacket - Orange and white Planet Hollywood jacket
worn by actor Sylvester Stallone for a photo shoot
in London, England. The jacket was purchased from
a charity school auction in Acton, London in 1994.
Includes a letter of provenance. ($500-$900)

Lot 36. Land of the Giants Color Storyboard Color storyboard and effects breakdown notation
for Land of the Giants (1968-1970), a television
series from Irwin Allen that told the tale of Earth
people lost on a planet of gargantuan beings. Image
is hand drawn and depicts the central cast huddled
behind a table leg as a giant approaches. Includes a
Profiles in History tag. (8x10) ($1200-$1600)
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Lot 37. Glenne Headly
Signed Sgt. Bilko
Duffelbag - Sgt. Bilko
(1996) promo duffelbag
signed in black marker
by co-star Glenne
Headly, who played Rita
Robbins in the film.
(31x24) ($100-$300)

Lot 38. Lillian Gish Signed
Book - Hardcover, profusely
illustrated book Dorothy and Lillian Gish, published by Charles
Scribner’s Sons in 1973, signed by
Lillian Gish on the half-title page.
Book is personally inscribed:
“To Bonnie, with I hope happy
memories and every good wish
- Lillian Gish”. Gish is a silent
movie legend most famous for
her collaborations with D. W. Griffith, such as Birth of a Nation (1916). A fabulous item. complete with a certificate of
authenticity. (12x9) ($100-$300)

Lot 39. The MGM Story Signed
Book - Deluxe, profusely illustrated
and hardcover book The MGM
Story, detailing 1,723 films released
by MGM during its Golden Age
height. The title page has been
signed by the late Ann Miller (star
of the MGM musicals Kiss Me Kate
and Easter Parade), Cyd Charisse
(of MGM’s Singin’ in the Rain) and
Kathryn Grayson (of MGM’s Show Boat and Anchors Aweigh).
(13x9.5) ($100-$300)
Lot 41. Sherlock Holmes Screen Used Rifle - Elaborate
foam rifle with shoulder sling, used in the background
of Sherlock Holmes (2009). The film starred Robert
Downey Jr. as Holmes and Jude Law as Watson. Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($100-$300)

Lot 40. Raiders of the Lost Ark
Screen Used Sword - Very heavy metal
sword, used by one of the Nepalese
Nazi collaborators in the classic Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981). The film
featured a scene in a bar, wherein Indiana Jones, played by Harrison Ford,
must battle Gestapo agent Toht and his
mixed band of thugs from Germany
and Nepal. Oversized item. Additional
postage required. ($100-$300)

Lot 42. Big Trouble in Little
China Screen Used Sword - Metal
sword with grip coated in black
tape, used by a background actor
in Big Trouble in Little China
(1986). Features an engraved star
constellation on the blade. Oversized item. Additional postage
required. ($100-$300)

Lot 43. Wild Man Screen Used Figure from Big Trouble in Little China - Lifesize figure of the Wild Man beast as seen in Big Trouble in Little China (1986). This is the actual screen used figure, complete with wires attached to the face which can be pulled to
manipulate its expression. A tremendous display piece. The Wild Man, based upon the
Chinese legend of the Yeren, was one of the many unusual fantasy creatures featured in
this John Carpenter film. Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($600-$1,000)
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Lot 44. Michael Jackson’s Stage Worn “Billie Jean” Fedora - Michael Jackson’s
Stage Worn “Billie Jean” Fedora - An extremely rare stage worn black fedora worn
by Michael Jackson during the “Victory Tour”. He threw this fedora into the crowd
after his “Billie Jean” performance on September 17, 1984 in Montreal. Made by
Maddest Hatter, embossed with a golden crown, and the words “Low Rider” on the
inside brim. Sweat stains also present in the white lining. Includes original owner’s
two concert ticket stubs identifying front rows/center stage. Also comes with LOA
from the original owner and two witness statements. Accompanied by a custom
made plaque. Stage worn “Victory Tour” fedoras are among the rarest and most
sought after Michael Jackson performance fedoras as the tour only consisted of 55
concerts. *** Size 7 1/8. ($24,000-$26,000)

CALL TO BID @ 1-888-761-PROP (7767)
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Lot 45. Michael Jackson Framed Platinum Record Display - Framed series of platinum
records for Michael Jackson’s Bad, presented to Bill Bray, a close friend of Jackson’s as
well as being his chief of security. The final platinum record of the display is engraved
thusly: “Presented To Bill Bray To Commemorate the First Anniversary of the Fastest
Selling Album Ever in the UK. 1st September, 1988.” Beautiful, very desirable piece.
(51x16.5x2). Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($2,800-$3,200)

Lot 46. Michael Jackson Lifecast
Lifecast of musician Michael Jackson,
revealing fine detail in face. (8x5.5x4)
($100-$400)
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Lot 47. The Wiz Movie Crew Permit - Black, yellow
and blue, cardboard sign with Universal/Motown
Productions “The Wiz permit no. 0900” on the front.
The film starred Michael Jackson, Dianna Ross, and
Nipsey Russell. This would appeal to both Michael
Jackson and Motown collectors alike! (approx. 14 x 5)
($100-$300)
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Lot 48. Three
Maxi-CDs Signed
by Michael Jackson
- Three maxi-CDs,
two for the song
“Earth Song” and
one for song “They
Don’t Care About
Us”, each signed in
gold in by Michael
Jackson. ($300$700)

Lot 49. Michael Jackson Signed
Dancing the Dream Book- Dancing
the Dream hardcover book in original
dust jacket, signed by author Michael
Jackson on the inside. Jackson writes
“All My Love, Michael Jackson, 1998”.
Book presents a series of poems and
reflections by the King of Pop and is
illustrated profusely throughout. (approx. 9 x 9 1/2) ($300-$700)

Lot 50. Michael Jackson Signed Thriller Album
- Original album for Michael Jackson’s immortal
album Thriller, signed on the front in blue felt
pen by Jackson himself. Gatefold cover. Includes
original LP. ($800-$1,200)

Lot 51. Michael Jackson Signed HIStory Page - Full color
page from Michael Jackson’s HIStory Past, Present and Future
Book. One with an illustration depicting the large statue of
Jackson made to publicize the tour. Jackson has signed this
exquisite item in the following manner “I Love You, Michael
Jackson”. (approx. 12 1/2 x 12 1/2) ($300-$700)

CALL TO BID @ 1-888-761-PROP (7767)
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Lot 52. We Are the World Sheet Music Signed by Michael
Jackson and Others - Sheet music from 1985 for the song “We
Are the World”, signed by several of the artists who took part in
USA for Africa. Signed on the front cover by Michael Jackson,
who co-wrote the song, Tina Turner, Cyndi Lauper and Bette
Midler. (approx. 12 x 9) ($1,300-$1,700)

Lot 53. We Are the World Album Signed by Michael
Jackson - Original 1985 album for We Are the World,
signed on the front cover in silver ink by Michael Jackson, co-writer and co-perfomer of the song. Gatefold
cover. ($800-$1,200)

Lot 54. Michael Jackson Signed Thriller Album - Original
album for Michael Jackson’s immortal album Thriller, signed on
the front in black felt pen by Jackson himself. Gatefold cover.
(approx. 12 x 12) ($800-$1,200)

Lot 55. Michael Jackson Signed Napkin - White napkin from
the Hilton Hotel, signed and inscribed by Michael Jackson in the
follwing manner “All my love, Michael Jackson - Keep the faith
always and smile from your heart. M.J.” ($800-$1,200)
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Lot 56. Michael Jackson Hand-Rendered Drawing - Michael Jackson
pencil drawing of a boy, done around the time of his HIStory Tour. The
drawing is additionally inscribed “You Are Not Alone Love Michael
Jackson” and further graced with Jackson’s handwritten initals. (approx.
8 x 12) ($1,000-$4,000)

Lot 57. Michael Jackson Drawing of a Boy - Hand-rendered drawing
by the King of Pop, Michael Jackson, in green ink of a sad boy in profile.
Signed by MJ in 1995 but dated to 1998. Why? If one looks at the beginning of the book Moonwalk, MJ has signed his drawing with his name and
with the year 1998. Michael always thought his death would come about in
that year. (approx. 8 x 12) ($1,000-$4,000)

Lot 58. Michael Jackson
Hat Badge- Metallic Special
Officer hat badge, worn by
Michael Jackson as part of a
special costume during his
Bad era of the late 1980s.
Features two attachments.
(approx. 2 1/2” long) ($300$700)

Lot 59. Michael Jackson
Mystery Cap - In 1997
Michael Jackson created his
own energy drink called
Mystery drink. This was
one of the HIStory World
Tour’s official merchandising items. This is a signed
Mystery cap, autographed
in white ink, Love Michael
Jackson. ($300-$700)

Lot 60. Neverland Valley Fire
Patch - Neverland Valley Fire
Patch (approx. 3 3/4” long)
($100-$300)

CALL TO BID @ 1-888-761-PROP (7767)
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Lot 61. Michael Jackson Custom Worn Shirt from Dangerous Era
Custom long sleeve white cotton shirt worn by Michael Jackson during his
Dangerous era. MJ wore the very same shirt during his performance with
Slash of the song “Black or White” at the 1995 MTV Video Music Awards in
New York City. Contains Jackson’s signature armband in black, and a “Dennis Tompkins Michael Bush” label. ($1,300-$1,700)

Lot 62. Michael Jackson Worn Military Shirt - Olive green military
shirt customized for Michael Jackson. Jackson wore this shirt during
his French trip in September 1996. Neverland crest buttons, and armband in black. ($1,300-$1,700)

Lot 63. Michael Jackson
Heal The World Robe
Green ‘Heal The World’
robe from Michael Jackson’s
Dangerous tour. The robe
can be seen on a performer
on MJ’s Heal The World
performance from the SuperBowl XXVII Half Time
Show. ($300-$700)
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Lot 64. Michael Jackson
Heal The World Robe
Blue ‘Heal The World’ robe
from Michael Jackson’s Dangerous tour. The robe can be
seen on a performer on MJ’s
Heal The World performance
from the SuperBowl XXVII
Half Time Show. ($300-$700)

WATCH AND BID LIVE AT HOLLYWOODLIVEAUCTIONS.COM

Lot 65. Michael Jackson Signed Military Hat- Olive green
military hat with red felt band and leather chinstrap, worn
by one of the soldiers in Michael Jakcson’s short commercial
film HIStory Teaser. This hat has been signed on its crown
by Jackson himself in black felt pen. Includes an inner label
reading “Meret 55”. ($800-$1,200)

Lot 66. Michael Jackson Worn Military Jacket
Blue-green formal jacket with Soviet army
lieutenant’s shoulder boards and buttons with
the Soviet hammer and sickle, worn by Michael
Jackson circa 1996-1997. Also includes Jackson’s
signature red band around one sleeve. Sleeves are
additionally decorated with a British Royal Corps
of Transport insignia. ($2,300-$2,700)

CALL TO BID @ 1-888-761-PROP (7767)
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Lot 67. Michael Jackson Autographed Black
Fedora - Because of his skin disease, Michael
Jackson was always wearing a black felt fedora to
protect his face from the sunshine. It was a practical and fashionable solution and finally it became
his trademark. Nowadays the MJ fedora is every
collector’s dream, every fan’s delight, and indispensable piece for a Rock ‘N Roll museum. This is
a black wool fedora used and signed by Michael
Jackson on the underside of the brim. Stamped in
gold ink on the sweatband “Michael Jackson”. Size
large. ($2,300-$2,700)
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Lot 68. Michael Jackson Stage Worn HIStory Tour Crystal Glove
Michael Jackson’s single crytsal glove is the most iconic piece of his
clothing. This is the most hunted, top expensive memorabilia from the
pop King’s stage outfits. This is a white cotton, right-hand glove owned
by Michael Jackson, with velcro closure at wrist. Completely covered in
Swarovski loch rosen crystals. This was a gift from MJ to a fan backstage, just minutes before the Hungarian HIStory Tour show started
on September, 10th 1996. Some make-up stains present inside. This
off-white glove is detailed with hundreds of round Austrian swarovski
crystal aurora borealis rhinestones. Each crystal is individually sewn-a
seamstress would spend approximately 40 hours to hand sew such a
large quantity of rhinestones. Accompanied by the fan’s two tour tickets
for the show. ($6,000-$10,000)

CALL TO BID @ 1-888-761-PROP (7767)
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Lot 68a. Stunt Darth Vader Lightsaber from Return of the Jedi - Darth Vader’s
rare screen used stunt lightsaber from Return of the Jedi (1983) acquired directly
from Elstree Film Studios, one of the films key studio locations with a certificate
of authenticity directly from The Danziger Collection, signed by Nick Harrison,
Special FX Supervisor. A gold Danziger seal accompanies the Certificate Of
Authenticity from the studio. This lightsaber was used on screen in a majority of
the stunt sequences for Darth Vader performed by David Prowse, as Darth Vader
in George Lucas’ third installment of the Star Wars series of films, Return of
the Jedi. The historical importance of this item can hardly be overstated. Darth
Vader began life as Anakin Skywalker before falling prey to the Dark Side. In the
wake of a dreadful accident he assumes an elaborate breathing apparatus and becomes Darth Vader, a slave to the Galactic Emperor Palpatine. Strongman David
Prowse portrayed Vader in most scenes for Return of the Jedi save those involving lightsaber duels. These were performed by Olympic fencer Bob Anderson.
Anderson further performed stunts for films such as Highlander (1986) and Pirates of the Caribbean: Curse of the Black Pearl (2003). (11x2) ($30,000-$50,000)
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Lot 69. John Wayne Bible from Angel and the Badman- This is
John Wayne’s rare, hero inscribed dark brown leather bound bible
prominently featured on screen throughout the movie Angel and
the Badman (1947). Quirt Evans (John Wayne) uses this bible
and references it throughout the film in his journey. This was
the first film produced by John Wayne’s production company and
has remained with the original family who worked in the prop
department for John Wayne’s production company directly. May
possibly be the only one in existence and is in excellent condition
with a Certificate of Authenticity from the family of the Propmaster. Bible reads ‘The Holy Bible’ King James version, “Jonh C.
Winston” book with Quirt Evans embossed on the front. (approx.
7 1/2 x 5) ($2,000-$4,000)

Lot 70. The Addams Family Morticia’s (Carolyn Jones) Parlour
Chair - The Addams Family (1964) - This is the infamous Wicker
Chair used on screen in virtually all of the episodes of the hit
television show The Addams Family by Morticia Frump Addams (played by Carolyn Jones). Acquired directly from Carolyn
Jones, it has remained with the same owner ever since. Carolyn
Jones was married to Aaron Spelling, whom she later divorced.
When the owner of this chair purchased her home in Beverly
Hills, Mrs. Jones personally gave the chair to her. The chair is in
overall excellent condition. A very rare collectible that has not
been made available to the public until this auction.
The chair, which is believed to be originally painted powder
blue with markings, has been painted white, but can be partially
restored according to a professional restorer.
Included with this lot is a photo of the chair going back thirty
years. A truly iconic piece that measures approximately. 5’ x 3’ x
2’. Comes with an LOA from the original and only owner since it
came from the estate of Carolyn Jones. ($10,000-$12,000)

CALL TO BID @ 1-888-761-PROP (7767)
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Lot 71. SLASH T-shirt Worn During VH1 Rock Honors PerformanceThis black t-shirt was worn by legendary guitarist “Slash” (nee Saul Hudson), of the Rock groups Guns N’ Roses, Snakepit and Velvet Revolver.
The black short sleeve cotton t-shirt has a mock Los Angeles Lakers-style
bright yellow and purple logo with the words “Beverly Hills Pimps and Hos”
printed on the chest. The garment has been professionally framed in a 42 x
34 x 1 ½ display with photographs of Slash wearing the shirt on stage.
Slash wore the shirt while performing during the first annual VH1 Rock
Honors on May 25, 2006, as part of a rock star super group honoring the
band Kiss. In addition to Slash, the unnamed super group of rock legends
included Rob Zombie (White Zombie), Scott Ian (Anthrax), Ace Frehley
(Kiss), Tommy Lee (Motley Crue), and former Guns N’ Roses band mate
Gilby Clarke (Slash’s Snakepit). The group performed Kiss’ classic hard rock
anthem “God Of Thunder” as part of the ceremony that also honored Def
Leppard, Queen, and Judas Priest.
The historic performance was held at the Mandalay Bay Events
Center in Las Vegas, Nevada and was televised on May 31, 2006.
The shirt is in very good stage worn condition and is accompanied
by a letter of authenticity. ($800-$1,200)

Lot 72. Airplane 2 Blue Coveralls - This pair of blue coveralls was worn by a background
“Cleaning Crew” character in the 1982 sequel, “Airplane 2.” The coveralls have metal rings
and zippered pockets on the breast, two pouch pockets on the thighs, and have zippered
front with a steel buckle belt. Comes complete with the original custom-made “Pan Universe patch sewn on the left breast as seen in the film and also has an attached tag listing
the title “Airplane” and costumer’s notes. There are two holes in the suit that were made to
be used with the wire harness the actor wore to “float” onscreen.
The garment was seen during the sequence in the cockpit of the space shuttle when the
pilots of the space shuttle prepare the craft for takeoff. A member of the cleaning crew
enters and begins vacuuming while listening to the song “At The Carwash.” As a visual
joke, the shuttle pilots continue talking in the foreground while the cleaning crewmember
slowly begins to float due to the zero gravity.
“Airplane 2” featured an all star cast largely comprised of actors from the original 1980
hit film, including Robert Hays, Lloyd Bridges, Peter Graves, while featuring numerous
cameos from stars such as Raymond Burr, William Shatner, and Sonny Bono.
The garment is in good screen worn condition and is accompanied by a letter of
authenticity from the costume house. ($200-$400)
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Lot 73. Armageddon Harry S. Stamper (Bruce Willis)
NASA Suit - This flight suit was worn by the character
“Harry S. Stamper,” portrayed by actor Bruce Willis, in the
1998 motion picture, “Armageddon.” The Air Force issue
flight suit is constructed of a green cotton material and is
complete with the original screen used NASA and American flag patches and “Harry” nametag sewn on the breast.
The character name “Harry” is handwritten inside the
military label located in the collar.
Mr. Willis wore this suit in several notable scenes when
Harry and his crew of drillers train and prepare for their
astronaut mission at NASA to try and save the world from
being destroyed by a gigantic meteor. “Armageddon” was
directed by Michael Bay and featured an all star cast including Steve Buscemi, Ben Affleck, and Liv Tyler. The film
was nominated for four Academy Awards in 1999.
The garment is in very good screen used condition and
is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from the
costume house. ($3,300-$3,700)

CALL TO BID @ 1-888-761-PROP (7767)
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Lot 74. Rob Schneider Costume from The Animal - This costume was worn by
the character “Marvin,” portrayed by actor Rob Schneider, in the 2001 comedy
film, “The Animal.” The outfit consists of a blue long-sleeve uniform shirt with
“Elkerton Police shoulder patches and a pair of dark blue uniform pants with
black vertical side stripes. Includes an extra “Elkerton Police” patch.
Mr. Schneider wore this outfit throughout much of the film and in the official
trailer for the movie. “The Animal,” starring Rob Schneider, Colleen Haskell, and
John C. McGinley, is a comedy about a man who finds himself taking on the traits
of animals after receiving organ transplants from various animal donors.
The garments are in excellent screen worn condition and are accompanied by a
letter of authenticity from the costume house. ($2,300-$2,700)

Lot 78. Sam Rockwell Galaxy Quest (1999) Costume - Sam
Rockwell screen-worn jumpsuit for the character Guy Fleegman
from Galaxy Quest. This one-piece gray jumpsuit with blue shoulder patches was used for the Fleegman character, who begins as a
fan of the Galaxy Quest television show and goes on to be cast as
its chief of security. ($300-$700)

Lot 79. Tim Allen Galaxy Quest Costume Top- Tim
Allen screen-worn uniform top for the character Jason
Nesmith from Galaxy Quest (1999). This gray, zippered
front jacket features a planetary patch on the chest. The
shoulder rank indicators have been removed but holes
still mark where they once were. Includes a Western
Costume Company stamp on the inside. Allen essayed
the role of the cocky commander in this sci-fi comedy.
($500-$900)
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Lot 80. Alan Rickman Screen
Worn Galaxy Quest Uniform
- Screen worn gray and purple
uniform, worn by Alan Rickman as Dr. Lazarus in Galaxy
Quest (1999). The film detailed
the adventures of a group of
actors from a television series
called Galaxy Quest who find
themselves taking part in real-life
intergalactic escapades. Lazarus
was the ship’s intellectual technical specialist. Includes bullet
holes from one of the film’s battle
sequences. A Western Costume
Company stamp appears on the
inside. ($1,000-$1,400)

Lot 81. Thermian Costume
from Galaxy Quest -Gray vinyl jumpsuit with raised, clear
plastic shoulder accents, worn
by a Thermian character in
Galaxy Quest (1999). In the
film, these extraterrestrials
launch the stars of the Galaxy
Quest television series into a
universe where all the aliens,
technology and danger of the
sci-fi television show become
a reality. ($300-$700)

Lot 82. Village Creature Costume - The Village
(2004) - From the classic film by M. Night Shyamalan,
one of the signature creature costume. These are the
monsters that keep the villages trapped within the
borders of the town and are pivotal to the plot. Very
large and made with incredible detail. A very impressive display in any setting. Oversized item. Additional
postage required. ($2,300-$2,700)

CALL TO BID @ 1-888-761-PROP (7767)
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Lot 83. Casting of Alien Head from Close
Encounters - Close Encounters of the Third
Kind (1976) alien head casting, fully painted
and detailed, made by Burman Studios. Featuring stunning blue eyes and a small mouth.
Burman created the extraterrestrial visitors
for Steven Spielberg’s iconic sci-fi adventure.
Oversize item. Additional postage required.
(14x9x10) ($2,300-$2,700)

Lot 84. House of Frankenstein 1997 Screen Worn Makeup - Facial makeup mounted to a
bust, once worn by Peter Crombie as the Frankenstein Monster in the TV mini-series House
of Frankenstein 1997. This was a Halloween special for NBC in that year and attempted to update the Universal monsters to the present day. Scars and stitches characteristic to the Monster
are apparent. Oversized item. Additional postage required. (15x9x7)($100-$300)

Lot 85. “Lost” Cast Autographed LE Series Finale Print - This portrait,
which was the final cast photograph ever taken of the “LOST” cast was entitled “The Final Flight” and was part of a limited edition print run of 300. It
has been numbered and signed by ABC chief photographer Bob D’ Amico.
Making this piece one of a kind however, is that it has also been signed by
the cast of the show! Nestor Carboneli (Richard), Michael Emmerson (Ben),
Naveen Andrews (Sayid), Yunjin Kim (Sun), Terry O’Quinn (Locke), Matthew Fox (Jack), Josh Holloway (Sawyer), Evangeline Lilly (Kate), Emile
de Raven (Clare), Jorge Garcia (Hurley) and Ken Leung (Miles) have all
boldly signed by their image on the portrait. The portrait itself is 15x19 but
has been professionally matted to the size of 20x25. The print number is
003/300. Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($100-$500)
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Lot 86. “Glee” Autographed
Framed Poster - This professionally framed giant 34
x 44 poster has been boldly
autographed by the entire
first season cast of Glee! The
signatures include Jayma Mays
(Emma), Jessalyn Gilsig (Terri),
Matthew Morris (Mr. Schue),
Cory Monteith (Finn), Kevin McHale (Artie), Chris Colfer
(Kurt), Amber Riley (Mercedes), Lea Michele (Rachel), Jenna
Ushkowtz (Tina), Mark Salling (Puck), Dianne Agron (Quinn)
and Jane Lynch (Sue). All the signatures are large and bold on
this wall sized poster… You’ll never see another one like this!
Obtained directly from the set of the show! Oversized item.
Additional postage required. ($150-$450)

Lot 88. Val Kilmer Costume from
Spartan - Dark gray Joseph and
Lyman shirt and black Banana
Republic jeans, worn by Val Kilmer
as Bobby Scott in Spartan (2004).
Scott was the film’s protagonist,
a member of the Delta Force
who is charged with rescuing the
President’s kidnapped daughter.
Includes studio-issued hangtags
with Kilmer’s name and character
handwritten on them. ($300-$700)

Lot 87. Kristen Bell Jacket
from Spartan - Green
jacket worn by Kristen
Bell as Laura Newton in
Spartan (2004). Newton
was the President’s daughter, a young lady who is
kidnapped by nefarious
forces in this film directed
by David Mamet. Includes
studio-issued hangtags,
with Bell’s name and character handwritten on
them. ($100-$400)

Lot 89. Roger Moore Pants from
Maverick - Blue, Western-style
pants for wear with boots, worn
by the legendary Roger Moore in
Maverick (1957-1962). Moore portrayed Beau Maverick beginning in
the show’s fourth season, this in response to James Garner, the previous star of the series, quitting after a
contract dispute. Includes a Western Costume Company label on
the inner waist with Moore’s name
typewritten on it. ($300-$500)

Lot 90. Raymond Burr Screen Worn Perry Mason Suit - Gray jacket and matching
gray pants, worn by actor Raymond Burr in one of his several returns as the attorney
Perry Mason during the 1980s. In all, twelve Mason telefilms were made over that
decade, all starring Burr in his most famous role. Mason was a brilliant defense attorney who, with the aid of his private investigator, always proved the innocence of his
client and made sure the guilty party confessed their guilt, often by means of a dramatic courtroom confession. The jacket has a maker’s label reading “Hart, Schaffner
and Marx, Silver Trumpeter, Tailored for Baskin” on its interior while the pants have
a Western Costume Company label on the inne waist with Burr’s typewritten name. A
cleaning label attached to the pants reads “1989”. ($800-$1,200)

CALL TO BID @ 1-888-761-PROP (7767)
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Lot 91. Warner Baxter Military
Jacket from The Road to Glory
- Green French grenadier military jacket, worn by Golden Age
star Warner Baxter in The Road
to Glory (1936). Baxter portrayed Captain Paul La Roche in
this World War One film directed by Howard Hawks. Includes
a United Costumers label with
Baxter’s name handwritten on it. Baxter is most famous
as the Crime Doctor in a series of Columbia B movie
mysteries during the 1940s. (14x9x10) ($300-$700)

Lot 93. Richard Kiel Prison Outfit
from The Longest Yard - Prison shirt
and pants, worn by actor Richard Kiel,
most famous as Jaws in The Spy Who
Loved Me (1977), in The Longest Yard
(1974). Kiel, measuring over seven feet
in height, portrayed Samson in this
tale of a football match between prison
guards and their captives. Samson was
one of the players on the prisoner team
formed by Burt Reynolds as Wrecking Crewe. Includes
a studio-issued hangtag reading “Samson”. ($300-$700)

Lot 92. Ted Cassidy Full Military
Uniform from The Last Remake of
Beau Geste - French Foreign Legion
uniform consisting of a blue tunic and
matching red pants with a blue stripe
down each leg, worn by the 6 ft. 9 in.
actor Ted Cassidy in The Last Remake
of Beau Geste (1977). Cassidy, most
famous for his role as Lurch the Butler
in The Addams Family television
series, essayed the role of “Blindman” in this parody
of desert adventures. Marty Feldman directed and
starred. Collar has the regimental number 2 sewn
into each side. Both the top and pants have a Western
Costume Company label with Cassidy’s name typewritten on them. ($800-$1,200)

Lot 94. Charles Tyner Prison Outfit from The Longest Yard - Prison
shirt and pants, worn by actor Charles
Tyner in The Longest Yard (1974).
Tyner portrayed the mad arsonist Unger in the film, who consipires to kill
the film’s hero, Crewe, played by Burt
Reynolds. The film told of a football
match between prison guards and their
captives. Tyner is most famous for his
role as Boss Higgins, the evil prison
guard in Cool Hand Luke (1967). ($100-$400)

Lot 96. Prison Jumpsuit from
Lot 95. Tom D’Andrea Military Jacket
Natural Born Killers - Neon
from Fighter Squadron - Short green
green correctional officer
“Ike” style US Air Force jacket, worn by
jumpsuit worn in Oliver Stone’s
Tom D’Andrea as Sgt. Dolan in Fighter
Natural Born Killers (1994). The
Squadron (1948). Includes a Warner
film, even today considered one
Bros. label on the inner lining with
of the most controversial ever
D’Andrea’s name handwritten on it,
made, detailed the adventures
along with a date of 5-12-48. The film
of Woody Harrelson and Juliette
was set in 1943 and featured D’Andrea
Lewis, who embark on a camas the local cad at a US air base in
paign of terror across the counEngland during the run-up to D-Day.
try which eventually culminates in their arrest
($100-$400)
and escape from prison. Includes an Illinois State
Penitentiary patch on the sleeve. ($100-$400)
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Lot 97. Gilbert Roland Spanish
Army Tunic from Pirates of Monterey - Blue Spanish Army military
tunic worn by Gilbert Roland as
Major de Roja in Pirates of Monterey
(1947). The film detailed the adventures of a woman caught beteween
opposing Spanish and American
forces seeking to control California in
the nineteenth century. Roland was
a Mexican born actor who began as
a romantic lead in the silent era before becoming famous as
The Cisco Kid in a series of films in the 1940s. The tunic has a
Western Costume Company label on the inner lining with Roland’s name handwritten on it. This costume has been slightly
altered, with the white collar piping and shoulder epaulettes
having been removed at some point. ($100-$400)

Lot 99. Vintage Military
Coat and Vest - Extremely
high quality creme-colored
British army coat and matching vest in the style of the
18th Century, sourced from
Western Costume Company
and used in a Hollywood film
production. Includes Western
labels on the inner lining of
the coat and vest, each with
the typewritten name “Dr. Pratt”. Attractive ensemble;
great for military re-enactments. ($100-$400)

Lot 98. Lyle Talbot
Screen Worn Military
Tunic - Tan US army tunic worn by Golden Age
actor Lyle Talbot. Includes
a Western Costume Company label on the inner
lining with Talbot’s name
handwritten on it. Talbot
was a very prolific actor
whose credits include
Three on a Match, 42nd Street and as Commissioner Gordon in the 1949 serial Batman and
Robin. He also appeared in infamous Z movie
director Ed Wood’s productions Glen or Glenda
and Plan 9 from Outer Space. ($100-$400)

Lot 100. Bo Svenson Screen Worn
Vest from Here Come the Brides
- Brown leather vest-jacket, worn
by Swedish actor Bo Svenson in
the television series Here Come the
Brides. Includes a Western Costume
Company label on the interior with
Svenson’s name typewritten on it.
This series ran on ABC from 1968 to
1970 and centered around women
from the Eastern United States
migrating to Seattle for marriage-worthy men. Svenson
had a recurring role as Olaf “Big Swede” Gustavsen on
the series. ($100-$400)

Lot 101. Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom Submarine Patrol Tunic
- Blue Marine Corps tunic worn
by Max “Slapsie Maxie” Rosenbloom in the film Submarine
Patrol (1938). The boxer turned
actor, a veteran of many comedic
roles, portrayed Marine Sentry Sgt.
Joe Duffy in this John Ford film,
which also starred Richard Greene
and Preston Foster. Includes a
United Costumers label with Rosenbloom’s name handwritten on it. Rosenbloom’s imposing form graced such films as
Mr. Moto’s Gamble, The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse and The
Boogie Man Will Get You. ($200-$600)

Lot 102. Jean Reno Military
Fatigues from Godzilla - Green
military fatigues and undershirt,
worn by actor Jean Reno as Phillipe Roache in Godzilla (1998).
Roache, an agent of the French
Secret Service, is instrumental in
causing the accident which spawns
Godzilla. Includes a handwritten
“JR” on the inner tag of the fatigue
top. ($100-$500)
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Lot 103. Matthew Broderick Military
Rain Jacket from Godzilla - Green camo
military rain jacket worn by Matthew
Broderick in Godzilla (1998). Broderick
starred as Dr. Tatopoulos in this remake of
the 1954 monster classic. Tatopolous serves
as the story’s hero and mounts a campaign
to destory the scaly menace. Includes a
studio hangtag with Broderick’s name
handwritten on it. Uniquely, this costume
was packaged with two bags of debris
from the film’s disaster sequences. One
bag is labeled “Debris” from Scene 86
and the other is full of small prop rocks
and soil. ($300-$700)

Lot 104. Perry Mason
Crew Jacket - Gray
jacket with red leather
sleeves, worn by a crew
member on one of the
Perry Mason telefilms of
the 1980s or 1990s. Features the Perry Mason
“scales of justice” logo on
the back. ($100-$400)

Lot 105. Don Ameche Military
Tunic - Green British Army
military tunic worn by superstar
Don Ameche. Includes a Western
Costume Company label with
Ameche’s name handwritten
on it. Buttons have the British
national emblem on them and
are stamped “J. R. Gaunt, New
York” and “Made in England” on
the back. Gaunt was an British
military outfitter with bases outside the UK. These latter
stores provided authentic British accoutrements to foreign
sources for film and theater production. ($300-$700)

Lot 106. Shirley MacLaine
Skirt from Out on a Limb Brown skirt worn by Shirley
MacLaine, playing herself in the
AMC telefilm Out on a Limb
(1987). This five hour special
was based upon MacLaine’s own
book which detailed her spiritual awakening. Includes a tag
from Star Wares. ($100-$400)

Lot 107. Mark Stevens Screen Worn
Tuxedo Jacket - Blue tuxedo jacket
with textured satin lapels, worn by
actor Mark Stevens in a Golden Age
film productions. Includes a Cotroneo
maker’s label on the inner pocket, as
well as an MGM label with Stevens’
name handwritten on it. Stevens was
a American actor raised in England
who appeared in films such as Within
These Walls, the Street with No Name
and I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now.
($100-$400)

Lot 108. Howard Mitchell
Screen Worn Jacket - Blue
jacket with 1949-style US
Air Force buttons made by
Waterbury Button Co., worn
by Howard Mitchell in a
Golden Age film production.
Includes a Warner Bros. label
on the inner pocket with
Mitchell’s name and a date
of 12-13-39. Buttons were
apparently altered at a later
date. ($100-$400)
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Lot 109. Victor McLaglen Screen Worn Gunga
Din Tunic - Tan tunic with British military buttons,
worn by Victor McLaglen in Gunga Din (1939).
This film, taken from Rudyard Kipling’s famous
poem of the same name, starred McLaglen as
MacChesney, a British Indian Army man who, along
with co-stars Cary Grant and Douglas Fairbanks Jr.,
guard Britian’s interests in nineteenth century India.
Features a Western Costume Company label on
the inside with McLaglen’s name handwritten on it.
($3,800-$4,200)

Lot 110. Alan
Hale Screen Worn
Tunic - Tan tunic
with plain brass
buttons, worn by
Golden Age actor
Alan Hale in a
classic Hollywood
production. This
tunic is in the style
of a US World War
One uniform top.
Includes a Western
Costume Company label on the inside with Hale’s
name handwritten on it. Hale, the father of Alan
Hale Jr. of Gilligan’s Island, had wanted to become
an opera singer but made the transition into motion pictures, particularly for Warner Bros. and
often with Erroll Flynn. His films include The
Adventures of Robin Hood, Destination Tokyo
and The Sea Hawk. ($700-$900)

Lot 111. Rita Moreno Screen
Worn Skirt from West Side
Story - Blue skirt with pink
satin interior, worn by Rita
Moreno the famous Leonard
Bernstein musical film West
Side Story (1961). This United
Artists production starred
Natalie Wood and Richard
Beymer in a tale of foredoomed
romance. Moreno portrayed
Anita, Wood’s friend in the film
and a fellow member of the
Sharks Gang, which finds itself
in opposition to Beymer’s Jets.
Includes a Western Costume
Company label on the inner lining with Moreno’s name handwritten on it. ($800-$1,200)
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Lot 112. Barbara Lawrence Screen Worn
Oklahoma Costume - Crème two-piece
dress with purple floral motif, worn by
actress Barbara Lawrence in the film version
of the celebrated stage musical, Oklahoma
(1955). Lawrence portrayed Gertie in this
film directed by Fred Zinnemann and starring Gordon MacRae and Gloria Grahame.
Includes a Western Costume Company label
on the inner waist of the dress. ($550-$950)

Lot 114. Sir Cedric
Hardwicke Coat from
Howards of Virginia Eighteenth century style
beige coat with tails, worn
by austere British actor
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
in Howards of Virginia
(1940). Includes a United
Costumers label on the
inner lining with Hardwicke’s name handwritten
on it. Hardwicke portrayed the patriarchal
Fleetwood Peyton in the film directed by
Frank Lloyd. Sourced from Warner Bros.
wardrobe department, which bought out the
entire United Costumers stock. ($100-$500)

Lot 116. Franchot Tone Screen
Worn Vest - Back and white
striped vest, worn by Golden
Age leading man Franchot
Tone, a veteran of such films as
Mutiny on the Bounty, Quality
Street and Advise and Consent.
Includes a United Costumers
label on the inner lining, with
Tone’s name handwritten on it.
($100-$400)
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Lot 113. Rod Taylor Screen
Worn Giant Pants - Tan
breeches with leather innerleg padding, worn by Rod
Taylor as Sir David Karfrey in
Giant (1956). Includes a May
Fair Riding Shops label on
the inner waist, along with
a Warner Bros. label with
Taylor’s name handwritten on
it and a date of 5-13-55. The
George Stevens-directed film starred Elizabeth
Taylor, Rock Hudson and James Dean in a
stirring drama about the wealthy oil families of
Texas. ($300-$700)
Lot 115. Liberace Stage Worn
Pants - Lime green pants with gold
flaps at bottom, worn by legendary
pianist Liberace during one of his
elaborate stage performances. Glitzy
background sets and ornate costuming were the flamboyant musician’s
trademark, these pants being a fine
example of his style. Includes an
Acuna, Hollywood label on the inner
waist, with Liberace’s name typewritten on it and a date of May, 1969.
Includes a Butterfield and Butterfield
hangtag. ($800-$1200)

Lot 117. Leo G. Carroll Screen Worn Vest
from Clive of India - Burgundy vest with
gold floral motif, worn by Leo G. Carroll in
Clive of India (1935). The British born actor
appeared in such films as The Desert Fox,
Father of the Bride and, most famously, on
television as Alexander Waverley, the head
of the U.N.C.L.E. agency on The Man From
U.N.C.L.E. Includes a United Costumers
label on the inner lining with Carroll’s name
handwritten on it. ($100-$400)
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Lot 119. Bud Abbott Screen
Worn Abbott and Costello
Meet the Keystone Kops
Tunic - Blue policeman’s
tunic with brass buttons and
red piping, worn by the great
Bud Abbott in Abbott and
Costello Meet the Keystone
Kops (1955). This was one of
the last Abbott and Costello
comedies and featured the
great comedy duo alongside
a number of silent comedy
veterans in a tribute to the
madcap days of Mack Sennett. Includes a Western
Costume Company label with
Abbott’s name typewritten on
it. ($1,800-$2,200)

Lot 118. George Arliss
Pants from House of
Rothschild - Screen worn
green period pants worn
by George Arliss as Nathan
Rothschild in House of
Rothschild (1934). Arliss portrayed the famous
founder of the Rothschild
banking dynasty in this
lavish 20th Century Fox
historical opus. Includes a United Costumers
label with Arliss’ name handwritten as “Geo.
Arliss”. ($100-$400)

Lot 120. Ralph Bellamy Military
Tunic from Ace of Aces - Green
US army tunic worn by Ralph
Bellamy as Captain Blake in Ace
of Aces (1935), a World War
One drama starring Richard Dix.
Includes brown buttons down the
front with the United States eagle
on them. Features a United Costumers label on the inner lining
with Bellamy’s name handwritten on it. Bellamy was an
affable leading man of the Golden Age who appeared
in films such as The Wolf Man, Lady on a Train and
His Girl Friday. Later films include Trading Places and
Pretty Woman. ($200-$600)

Lot 121. Roy Rogers Screen
Worn Vest - Dark blue vest
with buttons reading “Brakeman, worn by the legendary
King of the Cowboys, Roy
Rogers. Rogers starred in
scores of Western outings
during the 1930s and 1940s,
frequently alongside his wife
Dale Evans. The Roy Rogers Show ran for six years on
NBC television. Includes a United Costumers label on
the inner lining with Rogers’ name handwritten on it.
($300-$700)

Lot 122. Henry Fonda Screen Worn Pants from Drums
Along the Mohawk - Gray breeches worn by Henry Fonda
in John Ford’s enduring classic Drums Along the Mohawk
(1939). The film was set during the Revolutionary War and
came at a time when war was just sparking up in Europe.
Fonda remains an icon of classic Hollywood via such films
as The Grapes of Wrath and 12 Angry Men. Includes a
United Costumers label on the inner waist with Fonda’s
name typewritten on it. ($100-$500)
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Lot 123. Ray Bolger Screen Worn
Tuxedo - Gray tuxedo jacket, vest
and pants, worn by the legendary Ray
Bolger in one of his many motion pictures. Features satin lapels to the jacket
and satin stripes down the pants legs.
Includes a United Costumers label with
Bolger’s name handwritten on it, on
both the inner waist of the pants and
the inner lining of the jacket. Bolger is
most famous as the Scarecrow in The
Wizard of Oz. ($200-$600)

Lot 125. Noah Beery Sr. Cummerbund - Screen
worn black cummerbund worn by the great silent
actor Noah Beery, a specialist in villains whose
credits include Beau Geste, Riders of the Purple
Sage and The Millionaire. Includes a Hook Tailors
label on the inner lining with Beery’s name handwritten on it and a date of Feb. 1929. ($100-$300)
Lot 127. Bruce Willis Screen
Worn Sunset Costume 1940s style double breasted
tan pinstripe jacket and
matching pants, worn by
Bruce Willis in Sunset (1988).
Includes a Western Costume
Company label on the inner
jacket pocket with Willis’
name typewritten on it and
the same on the inner waist
of the pants. Willis portrayed
legendary cowboy actor Tom
Mix in the film directed by
Blake Edwards. ($300-$700)
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Lot 124. Bing Crosby Screen Worn
Pants - Plaid pants with blue piping
along the pockets and sides, worn by
Bing Crosby in one of his many Hollywood classics. Includes a Western
Costume Company label on the inner
waist with Crosby’s name typewritten
on it. Crosby is most famous for such
legendary films as White Christmas,
The Bells of St. Mary’s and Going My
Way. ($100-$500)

Lot 126. Cary Grant Screen Worn
Breeches from Howards of Virginia Brown breeches worn by Cary Grant as
Matt Howard in Frank Lloyd’s Revolutionary War drama Howards of Virginia (1940). The film starred Grant as an
independent surveyor who falls in love
with the sister of an upper class plantation owner in 1700s Virginia. Includes
a United Costumers label with Grant’s
name typewritten on it. ($100-$500)

Lot 128. Dean Cain Screen
Worn Superman Costume
from Lois and Clark - Blue
spandex suit with red satin
trunks and yellow foam belt,
worn by actor Dean Cain as
Superman in Lois and Clark:
The New Adventures of
Superman television series.
The iconic “S emblem has
been removed from the chest.
($400-$800)
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Lot 129. Raymond Massey Screen
Worn Vest - Green vest with floral
motif, worn by Raymond Massey,
most famous for his role in Arsenic
and Old Lace and as John Brown
in The Santa Fe Trail, in a Golden
Age production. Includes a United
Costumers label on the inner lining
with Massey’s name handwritten
on it. ($100-$400)

Lot 131. Anthony Quinn Screen Worn Cummerbund from Blood and Sand - Purple cummerbund
worn by Anthony Quinn in Blood and Sand (1941), a
lavish Technicolor production starring Tyrone Power
and Rita Hayworth. Includes a United Costumers
label with Quinn’s name handwritten on it. Quinn
portrayed the matador Manolo de Palma in the film
directed by Rouben Mamoulian. Oscar-winner Quinn
was a rugged adventure star most famous for Zorba
the Greek, Lust for Life and Viva Zapata! ($100-$300)

Lot 133. Roland Young Screen
Worn Vest and Pants - Grey
checked vest and black pants, screen
worn by Golden Age character actor
Roland Young. The vest has a United
Costumers label with Young’s name
handwritten on it while the pants
feature the same on the inner waist.
London-born Young frequently appeared in comedies as timid bankers
and businessmen, most famously
as Cosmo Topper in three films for
MGM. He also appeared in Ruggles of Red Gap and
David Copperfield as well as a 1939 adaptation of
H. G. Wells’ The Man Who Could Work Miracles.
($100-$500)

Lot 130. Richard Arlen
Screen Worn Vest - Black
vest with Spanish style gold
piping, worn by Richard
Arlen in a Golden Age production. Includes a United
Costumers label on the inner
lining with Arlen’s name
handwritten as Dick Arlen.
Arlen was a handsome leading man of the 1930s and
1940s who appeared in such classics as Island of Lost
Souls, Wings and Artists and Models. ($100-$400)

Lot 132. Nigel Bruce Costume
from The Blue Bird - Red velvet
jacket with gold piping and red
satin pants made for Nigel Bruce
in the Shirley Temple Technicolor fantasy The Blue Bird (1940).
The film found Bruce as Mr.
Luxury, a resident of the Land of
Luxury who encounters Temple
and her fantastic assembly of
fairy tale creatures including a
humanized cat and dog. The film,
Fox’s response to the success of
The Wizard of Oz, was nominated for two Academy Awards
and was adapted from a 1908
play by Maurice Maeterlinck. Bruce is most famous for his
role as Dr. Watson in several Sherlock Holmes films with
Basil Rathbone playing the world’s most famous detective.
The red satin pants are screen worn and include a United
Costumers label with Bruce’s name handwritten on it. The
jacket appears to be a prototype made for Bruce but
not screen worn, including
an Associated Costumers
stamp on the inner lining
and a vintage hangtag with
Bruce’s name handwritten
on it. ($300-$700)
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Lot 134. Walter Huston Pants from The Outlaw
- Plaid pants colored in orange and blue, worn
by Walter Huston as Doc Holliday in Howard
Hughes’ classic western The Outlaw (1943). The
film was notorious for challenging the censors
of the time with its generous displays of star
Jane Russell’s cleavage. Its plotline followed the
struggle between Holliday and Billy the Kid over
Russell’s character. Includes a United Costumers label on the inner waist with Huston’s name
handwritten on it. Huston, the father of John
Huston, is most famous for his portrayal of Mr. Scratch in The Devil and
Daniel Webster. ($300-$700)

Lot 135. Noah Beery Sr.
Screen Worn Vest - Gold
vest worn by silent and
early talkie actor Noah
Beery Sr., whose credits
include Beau Geste, Zorro
Rides Again and The
Four Feathers. Includes a
United Costumers label
on the inner lining with
Beery’s name handwritten on it. Beery is
perhaps best remembered for his role as
the saloon owner in Mae West’s She Done
Him Wrong. ($100-$400)

Lot 136. Chester Morris Screen Worn Pants - Plaid pants with
elastic bands around the bottom cuffs and violet stripes along each
leg, worn by Golden Age actor Chester Morris. Includes a United
Costumers label on the inner waist with Morris’ name typewritten
on it. Morris is most famous for his Boston Blackie detective films
for Columbia in the 1940s. His other credits include Five Came
Back, The Bat Whispers and as an evil hypnotist in the cult horror
film The She Creature. ($100-$500)

Lot 137. Clark Gable Screen Worn Suit - Plaid suit, consisting of a jacket and
pants, worn by Golden Age superstar Clark Gable. Includes a label on the inner
jacket pocket with Gable’s name written in faded ink, above an unreadable date.
The pants have a Western Costume Company stamp on one of the inner pockets
with a further “Mr. Gable” handwritten into the lining. Gable is best known for his
portrayal of Rhett Butler in Gone with the Wind and also appeared in such classics
as Mutiny on the Bounty (as Mr. Christian, alongside Charles Laughton’s Captain
Bligh), It Happened One Night and his final film The Misfits, which was also the last
screen appearance of Marilyn Monroe. Gable was also a major in the American Air
Force and flew five combat missions during World War II, winning the Air Medal
and the Distinguished Flying Cross. ($800-$1200)
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Lot 138. William Lundy Dance Costume from Starlift - Screen worn dance costume consisting
of a vest and pants, worn by actor William Lundy in the Doris Day vehicle Starlift (1951). The
film found Day portraying herself in a romantic-musical-comedy set during the Korean War.
Lundy figured into one of the film’s signature dance sequences. The vest includes a United Costumers label while the pants have a Warner Bros. label with Lundy’s name and a date of 6-25-51
handwritten on it. Lundy frequently appeared in background dance sequences in films such as
Around the World in 80 Days and Excuse My Dust.($100-$500)

Lot 139. Anthony Hopkins Suit from Nixon - Gray suit consisting of a jacket and
pants, worn by Oscar winning actor Anthony Hopkins as President Richard Milhous Nixon (1913-1994) in his triumphant turn in Nixon (1995). This biopic about
the turbulent career of the thirty seventh president featured Hopkins alongside Joan
Allen as Pat Nixon, James Woods as H. R. Haldeman and Paul Sorvino as Henry
Kissinger. The triumphs and the tragedies of the Nixon White House came to life in
this acclaimed film by Oliver Stone, which was nominated for four Academy Awards.
Hopkins was among those so honored. This suit features Motion Picture Costume
Company labels on the inner pocket of the jacket and inner waist of the pants, with
Hopkins’ name, given as “A. Hopkins”, typewritten on them. An exceptional ensemble, noteworthy for students of both film and political history. ($2,300-$2,700)

Lot 140. Peter Sellers Three Piece Suit from Being There - Full three piece gray suit consisting of a jacket, vest and pants, worn by Peter Sellers, most famous for his role as Inspector
Clouseau, in Being There (1979). This Hal Ashby film starred Sellers as Chauncey Gardiner, a
simple gardner who unwittingly stumbles his way into political power and media stardom. The
role garnered Sellers nods from both the Golden Globes and the Academy Awards; he won the
former. Includes a Western Costume Company label on the inner collar of the jacket, inner
lining of the vest and inner waist of the pants with Sellers’ name typewritten on them. Sellers,
born in London in 1925, rose to stardom in comedic roles such as Dr. Strangelove (1964), a
Cold War comedy in which he portrayed no less than three characters: The President, the British Capt. Mandrake and the mad Teutonic strategist of the title. Other notable films include
Lolita (1962), another Stanley Kubrick production in which Sellers co-starred with James
Mason and Shelley Winters, and The Pink
Panther (1963) which originated the character
of Inspector Clouseau, a role Sellers would
reprise in a further four films. ($1,000-$1,200)
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Lot 141. David Duchovny Signed
Photos - Two photos of David
Duchovny in The X Files, each
signed by the actor in blue felt pen.
($100-$300)

Lot 143. Mike Judge Signed
Drawing - Drawing of ButtHead signed by Beavis and ButtHead creator Mike Judge in blue
felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 145. Haywire
Mallory (Gina Carano) Movie
Costume - Mallory (Gina
Carano) screen worn, grey long
sleeve with buttons at the neck
sweater, black tank top, black
cargo pants, grey cap, black fingerless gloves, and black combat
boots. Includes wardrobe tag!
($300-$600)

Lot 147. Haywire Mallory
(Gina Carano) Movie Costume - Mallory (Gina Carano)
screen worn, brown leather
‘Abercrombie & Fitch’ jacket,
(size L) green hooded zipper
up the front ‘Trinity College’
sweatshirt, (size M) and dark
blue denim ‘Adriano Goldschmied’ jeans. (size 31R)
($300-$600)
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Lot 142. Terri Hatcher and
Dean Cain Signed Superman
Photo - Color photo from Lois
and Clark, signed by series stars
Dean Cain and Terri Hatcher in
blue felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 144. Keanu Reeves
Signed Photo - Photo of
Keanu Reeves in The Matrix,
signed by the actor in blue felt
pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 146. Haywire Mallory
(Gina Carano) Movie Costume - Mallory (Gina Carano)
screen worn, brown jacket,
green ‘Trinity College’ sweatshirt, grey deep scoop neck
long sleeve shirt, black camisole, dark denim jeans, and
brown lace up the front ankle
boots. Includes wardrobe tag!
($300-$600)

Lot 148. Haywire Kenneth
(Ewan McGregor) Movie
Costume - Kenneth (Ewan
McGregor) screen worn, hero,
tan with buttons on the front ‘J.
Crew’ overcoat, (size M) dark
blue ‘Joseph Abboud’ sport
coat, (size 38R) white with thin
grey stripes long sleeve button
front ‘Nordstrom’ dress shirt,
(size 15 1/2 - 34) dark navy
‘Theory’ dress pants, (size 32) brown leather belt, and
brown lace up the front ‘To Boot New York’ dress shoes.
(size 10) Includes wardrobe tag! ($500-$800)
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Lot 149. Haywire Coblenz
(Michael Douglas) Movie
Costume - Coblenz (Michael
Douglas) screen worn, hero,
dark slate blue wool, two piece
‘Canali’ suit, (size 52R) black
leather dress belt, white cotton long sleeve button front
‘Anto’ dress shirt, (custom)
and scarlet with white diagonal stripes ‘Bloomingdale’s tie. Includes wardrobe tag!
($800-$1,000)
Lot 151. Haywire Rodrigo
(Antonio Banderas) Movie
Costume - Rodrigo (Antonio Banderas) screen
worn, dark grey two button
‘Canali’ suit jacket and
pants, (size 48R) white with
black striping long sleeve
‘Nordstrom’ dress shirt,
(size 15) grey with purple
and black design ‘Zegna’ tie, and metal cuff links.
Includes wardrobe tag! ($500-$800)
Lot 153. Haywire Aaron
(Channing Tatum) Movie
Costume - Aaron (Channing
Tatum) screen worn, hero,
dark grey long sleeve zipper up the front with buttons
‘Gap’ jacket, (size XL) blue
and white flannel long sleeve
snap button front ‘American
Rag’ shirt, (size XL) blue short
sleeve ‘Banana Republic’ t-shirt, (size L) and medium
blue denim ‘Diesel’ jeans. (size 36 x 32) ($300-$600)

Lot 150. Haywire Scott
(Michael Angarano) Movie
Costume - Scott (Michael
Angarano) screen worn, hero,
blue with faux sheepskin
inside, pockets and buttons on
the front ‘Levi’s’ jacket, (size S)
light blue long sleeve button
front ‘Converse’ over shirt,
(size S) medium navy blue
waffle ‘Fruit of the Loom’ shirt, (size M) and olive flat
front ‘Banana Republic’ pants. Includes wardrobe tag!.
($300-$600)
Lot 152. Haywire Aaron (Channing Tatum) Movie Costume Aaron (Channing Tatum) screen
worn, hero, dark grey long sleeve
zipper up the front with buttons
‘Gap’ jacket, (size XL) blue and
white flannel long sleeve snap
button front ‘American Rag’
shirt, (size XL) grey short sleeve
‘Banana Republic’ t-shirt, (size
L) medium blue denim ‘Diesel’ jeans, (size 36 x 32) and
brown lace up the ankle ‘Kenneth Cole’ boots. (size 10 1/2)
Includes wardrobe tag! ($300-$600)
Lot 154. Haywire Mallory (Gina
Carano) Movie Costume - Mallory
(Gina Carano) screen worn, hero, blue
plaid with self tie belt ‘Stafford Essentials’ robe, (one size) grey heathered
cotton ‘Mossimo’ shirt, (size S) and
blue cotton with blue square pattern
‘Stafford Essentials’ boxers. (size M)
Includes wardrobe tag! ($300-$600)

Lot 155. Haywire Aaron (ChanLot 156. Haywire Aaron
ning Tatum) Movie Costumes
(Channing Tatum) Movie
- Aaron (Channing Tatum) screen
Costume - Aaron (Channing
worn, hero, bloody front initial
Tatum) screen worn, hero,
gunshot, grey long sleeve with
grey long sleeve with pockets
pockets on the front ‘5.11 Tactical
on the front ‘5.11 Tactical SeSeries’ shirt, (size L) black short
ries’ shirt, (size L) black short
sleeve ‘Chaps’ polo shirt, (size XL)
sleeve ‘Chaps’ polo shirt,
olive green with multiple pockets
(size L) olive green with
‘5.11 Tactical Series’ pants, (size
multiple pockets ‘5.11 Tacti36/34) and green with Velcro tactical belt. Includes ward- cal Series’ pants, (size 36/34) and green with Velcro
robe tag! ($300-$600)
tactical belt. Includes wardrobe tag! ($300-$600)
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Lot 157. Haywire Mallory
(Gina Carano) Prop - Mallory (Gina Carano) screen
worn, brown leather with
shoulder strap, rigged to hold
UZI sub machine gun shoulder bag. (approx. 16 x 13)
($100-$300)

Lot 158. Haywire Mallory (Gina
Carano) Prop - Mallory (Gina
Carano) screen used, red notebook with the Barcelona address
‘Calle Auselm Clave, 38’ written.
(approx. 4 x 6) ($100-$300)

Lot 159. Haywire Mallory
(Gina Carano) Prop - Mallory (Gina Carano) screen
used, key set with red plastic
nametag with ‘Ausias March,
43’ on the front.($100-$300)

Lot 160. Haywire Mallory (Gina
Carano) Prop - Mallory (Gina
Carano) screen used, black plastic, metal and rubber ‘Scuba Max’
knife and rubber leg holder. (approx. 10 1/2 long) ($100-$300)

Lot 161. Haywire Mallory
(Gina Carano) Prop - Mallory
(Gina Carano) screen worn,
black with tape around it stick
grenade. (approx. 5 1/2” long)
($100-$300)

Lot 163. Haywire Mallory
(Gina Carano) Prop - Mallory
(Gina Carano) screen worn,
black ‘Blackhawk’ tactical gloves.
($100-$300)

Lot 165. Screen Worn Apron
from Warner Bros. Wardrobe
Department - Gray apron
sourced from Warner Bros.
wardrobe department, having a
United Costumers label on the
inner lining with a handwritten
“W.B.” on it. ($100-$400)
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Lot 162. Haywire Mallory (Gina
Carano) Prop - Mallory (Gina
Carano) screen worn, black tactical belt with gun holsters on the
side. (size M) Includes wardrobe
tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 164. Ian Hunter Screen
Worn Cape - Gray cape with
brown satin lining, worn by
Golden Age actor Ian Hunter,
an English born veteran of such
films as Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
with Spencer Tracy, It Started in
Paradise and as the king in The
Adventures of Robin Hood. Includes a United Costumers label
on the inner lining with Hunter’s name handwritten
on it. Hunter also appeared as Dr. Watson opposite
Arthur Wontner’s Sherlock Holmes in the 1932 British
adaptation of The Sign of Four. ($100-$500)
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Lot 166. The Story of Louis Pasteur Screen
Worn Costume - Woman’s blue shirt and
period dress, worn by an actress in The Story
of Louis Pasteur (1936). The film starred Paul
Muni as the famous researcher who found a
treatment for rabies. William Dieterle directed the Warner Bros. production. Includes
a Warner Bros. label on the inner dress lining
and a handwritten “TBS” on the inner shirt.
($100-$400)

Lot 168. Screen Worn Shirt from
The Flame and the Arrow - Blue
period shirt with red piping around
the neck, worn by an actor in The
Flame and the Arrow (1950). The
film was set in medieval Italy and
starred Burt Lancaster and Virginia
Mayo. Includes a Warner Bros. label
with the date 9-13-49 and a production number of 366. ($100-$400)

Lot 170. Vintage Jumpsuit from
Warner Bros. Wardrobe Department
- Dark green jumpsuit from the Golden
Age of Hollywood, possibly made for a
science fiction film, sourced from the
Warner Bros. wardrobe department.
Includes a United Costumers label with
an unreadable name handwritten on it
($100-$400)

Lot 172. James McCallion Screen
Worn White Breeches - White
breeches worn by actor James
McCallion. Includes a Warner
Bros. label on the inner waist with
McCallion’s name handwritten on
it. McCallion was a Scottish-born
actor active from the early sound
era to the 1970s. ($100-$400)

Lot 167. Elizabeth Fraser Screen
Worn Dress from So Big - Crème
colored satin dress worn by Elizabeth Fraser in So Big (1953). The
film starred Jane Wyman and Steling
Hayden in a drama about the Dutch
community of New Holland. Includes
a Warner Bros. wardrobe label with
Fraser’s name handwritten on it.
($200-$600)

Lot 169. Screen Worn Shirt
from The Flame and the Arrow
- Gray period shirt with green
piping around the collar, worn
by an actor in The Flame and
the Arrow (1950). The film was
set in medieval Italy and starred
Burt Lancaster and Virginia
Mayo. Includes a Warner Bros.
label with the date 9-13-49 and a
production number of 366. (approx. 5 1/2” long) ($100-$400)
Lot 171. Vintage Jodphurs from
Warner Bros. Wardrobe Department - Tan jodphurs sourced
from the Warner Bros. wardrobe
department, having a Pesterre’s
Beverly Hills label on the inner
waist with a handwritten “S. Eiller” on it. A further handwritten
“W.B.” also appears. ($100-$400)

Lot 173. Screen Worn Dress from Dr.
Ehrlich’s Magic Bullet - Brown dress,
worn by an actress in Dr. Ehrlich’s Magic
Bullet (1940), a trailblazing biopic about
the German doctor who found a cure
for syphilis. Ehrlich was portrayed by
Edward G. Robinson in the film directed
by William Dieterle. Includes a Warner
Bros. label on the inner lining. ($100$400)
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Lot 174. Warner Bros. Vintage Period
Costume - Black and silver long robe
with ornamental ties down the front,
worn by an actor in the Golden Age of
Hollywood. Includes a United Costumers label with an unreadable, handwritten name (first name Frank). Evidently
made for a Middle Ages-set production.
($100-$400)

Lot 176. Sid Gordon Screen
Worn Tuxedo Jacket - Black
tuxedo jacket with velveteen
collar, worn by a dancer named
Sid Gordon in the Golden
Age of Hollywood. Includes
an Eaves Costume Company
label on the inner pocket with
Gordon’s name handwritten on
it. ($100-$400)
Lot 178. Luke Saucier Screen
Worn Tuxedo Jacket - Black
tuxedo jacket with tails, worn by
veteran movie studio reptile handler Luke Saucier. Includes Saucier’s
name handwritten on an inner
pocket. Saucier was also a stunt
man for movies such as Swamp
Women and Ride Beyond Vengeance. A futher label for the tailor
firm of Otto Boettner is also featured on the inner pocket,
with a handwritten name of H. B. Jackson and a date of
1-1913. ($100-$400)
Lot 180. Roland Rego Screen Worn
Jester Costume - Sky blue with red
satin accents court jester costume for
a period production, worn by Roland
Rego in a 1930s film production.
Includes a matching hat. Rego was a
bit part player who appeared in films
such as The Last Train from Madrid
and Around the World in Eighty
Days. ($100-$500)
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Lot 175. Period Page Boy Costume
from Warner Bros. Wardrobe - Purple page boy costume with gold fleur
de lys motif along the neck and bottom, worn by an actor in the Golden
Age of Hollywood. Includes a United
Costumers label on the inner lining.
Sourced from Warner Bros. wardrobe department. ($100-$500)

Lot 177. Dickie Jones Screen Worn
Tuxedo Jacket - Black tuxedo jacket
made for Golden Age child actor
Dickie Jones. Includes a United
Costumers label with Jones’ name
handwritten on it. Jones was a prolific presence in B Westerns in the
30s and 40s but his most enduring
role was as the voice of Pinocchio in
Walt Disney’s classic 1940 cartoon.
($100-$500)
Lot 179. Warner Bros. Wardrobe
Ceremonial Robe - White ceremonial
robe, sourced from the Warner Bros.
wardrobe department. Has an unreadable, handwritten name on the inner
collar with a faded “Burbank Studios”
stamp ($100-$400)

Lot 181. Screen Worn Armor Metal and leather armor piece made
for a vintage Hollywood production.
Metal parts were painted black but
paint has chipped off considerably in
several places. ($100-$300)
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Lot 182. Woman’s Dress from The
Adventures of Robin Hood - Gray
dress, being an all-in-one skirt and
shirt, with purple short sleeves, worn
by a background actress in Erroll
Flynn’s The Adventures of Robin Hood
(1938). This remains the definitive version of the English legend, co-starring
Olivia de Havilland and Basil Rathbone. Includes a Warner Bros. label
on the inner lining with a production
number of 186. ($100-$500)

Lot 183. Woman’s Skirt from The
Adventures of Robin Hood -Brown
skirt, worn by a background actress
in Erroll Flynn’s The Adventures of
Robin Hood (1938). This remains
the definitive version of the English
legend, co-starring Olivia de Havilland and Basil Rathbone. Includes
a Warner Bros. label on the inner
lining with a production number of
186. ($100-$500)

Lot 184. Vintage Priest’s Cassock
from Warner Bros. - Black cassock costume for a priest, sourced
from Warner Bros. wardrobe
department and used in a Golden
Age Hollywood production. Some
wear to the back, possibly intentionally so for a film sequence.
($100-$500)

Lot 185. Warner Bros. Vintage
Frock Coat - Black frock coat for
use in a period film production
from the 1930s or 1940s, sourced
from Warner Bros. wardrobe department. Includes a Warner Bros.
label on the inner pocket, with no
name written on it. ($100-$500)

Lot 186. Vintage Warner Bros.
Sleepwear - Pink sleeping shirt
sourced from Warner Bros. and used
in a vintage Hollywood production.
Includes a “TBS” stamp on the inner
collar, standing for The Burbank
Studios. ($100-$400)

Lot 187. Maria Schell Screen Worn
Dress from The Hanging Tree- Brown
period dress worn by Maria Schell as
Elizabeth Mahler in The Hanging Tree
(1959). The film told of the Montana
gold rush of the nineteenth century and
starred Gary Cooper and Karl Malden
(who co-directed). Schell was an Austrian born actress who also appeared in
The Brothers Karamazov, Superman and
Cimarron. ($550-$950)

Lot 188. Clint Walker Screen Worn Pants from Yellowstone Kelly - Tan, Western style
breeches worn by Clint Walker in Yellowstone Kelly (1959). This Warner Bros. prodction found Walker as Luther “Yellowstone” Kelly, a famed American soldier and explorer.
Features Walker’s name handwritten on the inner waist, underneath a Warner Bros. studio
sticker which was applied later. Walker, of one quarter Cherokee descent, also appeared in
The Dirty Dozen, The Ten Commandments and Killdozer. ($100-$500)
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Lot 189. Vintage Tuxedo
Jacket with Tails - Black
tuxedo jacket sourced from
Warner Bros. and used in
a 1930s film production.
Includes a United Costumers label with the name Carl
Frederick handwritten on it.
($100-$400)

Lot 190. Vintage Tuxedo Jacket
with Tails - Black tuxedo jacket
with velveteen collar, sourced
from Warner Bros. and used in a
1930s film production. Includes a
United Costumers label with the
name Woolsley handwritten on it.
($100-$400)

Lot 191. Screen Worn Camelot
Shirt - Orange velvet shirt with
gold piping, worn by an actor
in Camelot (1967). This classic
adaptation of the stage musical
starred Richard Harris and Vanessa Redgrave as King Arthur and
Guinevere. Includes a Warner
Bros. label on the inner collar with
the handwritten name Paul Kent.
($100-$500)

Lot 192. Screen Worn
Camelot Vest- Child’s vest
with drawstring, worn by an
actor in Camelot (1967). This
classic adaptation of the stage
musical starred Richard Harris
and Vanessa Redgrave as King
Arthur and Guinevere. ($100$500)

Lot 193. Camelot Screen Worn
Shirt - White, coarse woolen shirt
made for an actor appearing in
Camelot (1967). This classic adaptation of the stage musical starred
Richard Harris and Vanessa Redgrave as King Arthur and Guinevere.
Includes a Warner Brothers label on
the inner collar with no name apparent. ($100-$500)

Lot 195. Camelot Screen
Worn Shirt- White shirt,
made for an actor appearing
in Camelot (1967). This classic
adaptation of the stage musical starred Richard Harris and
Vanessa Redgrave as King Arthur and Guinevere. Includes
a handwritten WB on the
inside collar. ($100-$500)
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Lot 194. Camelot Screen Worn
Cape - Orange wool cape, made
for an actor appearing in Camelot
(1967). This classic adaptation of the
stage musical starred Richard Harris
and Vanessa Redgrave as King Arthur and Guinevere. ($100-$500)

Lot 196. Wild Wild West Screen
Worn Dress and Corset - Pink
corset and very long white satin
dress, worn by an actress in the
Wild Wild West television series
which ran from 1965 to 1969
on CBS. Includes a Wild Wild
West label on the inner lining of
the dress and corset. The series
starred Robert Conrad as James
West, a secret agent in the Old West who battles eccentric
villains with all manner of steam-powered technology. The
series proved popular but was eventually cancelled due to
outcries regarding its level of violence. ($100-$500)
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Lot 197. Wild Wild West Screen Worn Dress, Corset and Shirt - Turquoise
shirt and matching corset and satin dress ornamented with white lace, worn
by an actress in the Wild Wild West television series which ran from 1965
to 1969 on CBS. Features a handwritten “WWW” inside the shirt. Elaborate
ensemble. Condition is worn in several places. Wild Wild West starred Robert Conrad as James West, a secret agent in the Old West who battles eccentric villains with all manner of steam-powered technology. The series proved
popular but was eventually cancelled due to outcries regarding its level of
violence. ($100-$500)

Lot 198. Michael C. Gwynne Screen Worn Uniform from
The Terminal Man - Crème colored jumpsuit worn by
Michael C. Gwynne as Dr. Morris, one of the Babel Hospital
physcians, in The Terminal Man (1974). Includes two metallic D insignias attached to the collar and a Babel patch on
the chest. Inner collar has a label with a handwritten M.G.
The film starred George Segal as a man given to violent fits
of psychopathy who undergoes experimental treatment with
computer technology. ($100-$400)

Lot 199. Spencer Tracy Screen Worn Naval Jacket
from Shanghai Madness - Naval jacket with American
eagle buttons, worn by legendary actor Spencer Tracy
in Shanghai Madness (1933), a Fox films wherein Tracy
portrayed Pat Jackson, a man cashiered from the service
only to find himself battling Chinese Communist forces.
Includes a United Costumers label on the inside with
Tracy’s name handwritten on it. Tracy is most famous for
his roles in Guess Who’s Coming To Dinner, Boy’s Town
and Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. ($800-$1,200)
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Lot 200. Jack Nicholson Screen Worn Witches of Eastwick CostumeWhite silk double breasted jacket, white shirt, slip-on paisley shoes and
black pants, worn by Jack Nicholson in the role of Daryl Van Horne, a.k.a.
The Devil, in The Witches of Eastwick (1987). The film was an adaptation
of John Updike’s novel of the same name and featured Cher, Susan Sarandon and Michelle Pfeiffer in the title roles. Nicholson won the Best Actor
award from both the Los Angeles Film Critics Association and the New
York film Critics Circle for his work in the film. Jacket has a Western Costume Company label on the inside with Nicholson’s name typewritten on it.
The shoes are by Alan Bilzerian, with that label on the inner soles. Shirt is
by Brooks Brothers. Pants have a handwritten “WCC” on the inside pocket.
($2,300-$2,700)

Lot 201. Al Jolson Full Costume from Swanee River - Frock coat, vest
and pants worn by Al Jolson as minstrel performer E. P. Christy in Swanee
River (1940), a biopic about Stephen Foster starring Don Ameche made by
Fox. The coat is blue wool with checkered labels and matching checkered
vest and pants. Each piece has a United Costumers label with Jolson’s name
handwritten on it. Jolson (real name Asa Yoelson), star of the first sound
film, The Jazz Singer, was a legendary superstar of stage and screen famous
for his blackface performances and renditions of standard jazz hits such as
Mammy, Toot, Toot Tootsie, Goodbye and Swanee. ($3,300-$3,700)
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Lot 202. Vintage Paramount
Period Costume - Vintage black
velvet vest, designed to be worn
with period costuming, with a
stamp indicating it was made
in Charlottenburg, Germany by
the firm of Leopold Verch. A
Paramount label is sewn to the
inside. ($100-$400)

Lot 203. Batgirl Prototype
Corset for Alicia Silverstone - Black corset made
for Alicia Silverstone as a
prototype for her Batgirl
costume in Batman and
Robin (1995). ($100-$400)

Lot 204. Richard Burton Screen Worn Frock Coat
from Prince of Players - Black frock coat with lime
green piping and hobo-style patches of various colors
and materials, worn by the legendary Richard Burton
in Prince of Players (1955), a biopic about actor Edwin
Booth. The Fox film was directed by Philip Dunne and
co-starred John Derek and Raymond Massey. Includes
a Western Costume Company label on the inner pocket
with Burton’s name typewritten on it. Burton is best
rembered for his Shakesperean roles on stage, his
marriage to Elizabeth Taylor and his oft-times erratic
personal life. He was nominated for an Oscar several
times, including for Equus (1977) in a role he originated onstage. ($800-$1,200)

Lot 205. Bob Hope Screen Worn Road To Bali Jacket - Gray jacket with
stripes, worn by the great Bob Hope in Road To Bali (1952). This film, the
sixth of seven Road To movies starring Hope and Bing Crosby, found the
pair as song and dance men who run afoul of an island prince during a tour.
Includes an Acuna, Hollywood label on the inner pocket with Hope’s name
handwritten on it. A date of 5-22-52 also appears. ($800-$1,200)
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Lot 206. Joel McCrea Screen Worn Jacket- Brown period jacket
worn by Golden Age actor Joel McCrea, a legendary leading man who
specialized in Westerns. His films include Barbary Coast, Buffalo Bill
and Ride the High Country. He also appeared in Alfred Hitchcock’s
Foreign Correspondent in 1940. Includes a United Costumers label
on the inner pocket with McCrea’s name handwritten on it. Includes
original auction receipt. ($300-$700)

Lot 207. Paul Muni Screen Worn Jacket from The Life of Emile Zola Gray period jacket with tails, worn by Golden Age actor Paul Muni in The
Life of Emile Zola (1937). The film told of the life of French author Zola,
who crusades on behalf of Captain Alfred Dreyfus and goes to jail for libel
in the process. Includes a United Costumers label with Muni’s name handwritten on it. Muni is most famous for his role in Scarface as gangster Tony
Camonte and also appeared in Juarez, Commandos Strike At Dawn and
Angel on My Shoulder. ($800-$1,200)

Lot 208. Arthur Treacher Screen Worn Jester
Pants from The Little Princess - White and
blue jester tights worn by veteran British character actor Arthur Treacher in The Little Princess
(1939). The film starred Shirley Temple as a girl
attending a boarding school which Treacher
helps to administer. In a dream sequence Temple imagines Treacher as a jester. Treacher, born
in 1894, appered in films such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Magnificent Obsession and
Remember Last Night? in addition to inspiring
the Arthur Treacher’s Fish and Chips chain of
restaurants throughout the USA. ($100-$400)
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Lot 209. Andy Devine Screen
Worn Vest and Pants - Multicolored velvet vest and checkered
pants worn by Golden Age comedic actor Andy Devine, a specialist in Westerns. Includes United
Costumers labels on the inner
lining of the vest and the inner
waist of the pants, with Devine’s
name handwritten on them.
His distinctive voice and rotund
form is evident in films such as
John Ford’s Stagecoach, William A. Wellman’s A Star is Born
and in several Westerns alogside
Roy Rogers, wherein Devine
portrayed the sidekick Cookie. Later in life he
appeared in the infamous 1970 film adaptation of
Gore Vidal’s Myra Breckinridge. ($300-$700)
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Lot 210. Martha Scott Screen Worn Dress - Elaborate white dress with lace bottom
half and accents on the collar and cuffs, worn in a 1940s film by Martha Scott. Includes
a United Costmers label with Scott’s name handwritten on it.The actress began her
career in 1940 with Our Town and followed this with appearances in The Howards
of Virigina, One Foot in Heaven and Hi Diddle Diddle. From the 1950s onward she
mostly specialized in TV series and movies. These include Playhouse 90, Route 66,
The Courtship of Eddie’s Father and The Bionic Woman. She also appeared in The Ten
Commandments and Airport 1975. ($800-$1,200)

Lot 211. Jay Sebring Salon Original Apron - Yellow apron with “Sebring” emblazoned in brown thread, sourced from Jay Sebring’s Hollywood hair salon on
Fairfax Ave. in the 1960s. Sebring, born Thomas Kummer, was a world famous
hairdresser very much connected to the Hollywood elite whose clients included Kirk Douglas and Steve McQueen. Another of his friends was Sharon Tate
who, along with Sebring himself, would be murdered by the Manson Famliy
on August 8, 1969 in what remains the most famous, and infamous, spate of
mayhem to cut a swath across the 20th Century. This unique, grim memento
mori of Hollywood’s dark side can now be yours. ($800-$1,200)

Lot 212. Al Pacino Signed
Lobbycard - Color lobbycard
for The Godfather II (1974)
signed by star Al Pacino in
blue felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 214. Ocean’s Eleven
Signed George Clooney and
Matt Damon Photo - Color
photo from Ocean’s Eleven
(2001) signed by stars Matt
Damon and George Clooney.
($100-$300)

Lot 213. Grease Signed John
Travolta and Olivia Newton
John Photo - Color photo from
Grease (1977) signed by John
Travolta and Olivia Newton
John. ($100-$300)

Lot 215. Batman Photos Signed
by George Clooney and Chris
O’Donnell - Two photos from
Batman and Robin (1997) signed
by George Clooney and Chris
O’Donnell. ($100-$300)
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Lot 216. Dustin Hoffman and Jon
Voight Signed Midnight Cowboy Photo - Photo from Midnight
Cowboy (1968) signed by Dustin
Hoffman and Jon Voight in blue felt
pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 217. Cheech and
Chong Signed Photo Color photo of comedians
Cheech and Chong, signed
by each man in felt pen.
($100-$300)

Lot 218. Gabriel Macht Screen Worn Spirit Hat - Muddy black fedora worn by actor
Gabriel Macht as The Spirit (2008). This hat was worn during the film’s mudflats fight
sequence, wherein The Spirit challenges The Octopus (Samuel L. Jackson). Includes a
Casablanca maker’s label embossed on the inner brim. ($100-$500)

Lot 219. Gabriel Macht Screen
Worn Spirit Costume - Hero and
stunt combination ensemble Spirit
costume worn by Gabriel Macht
and his stunt double in The Spirit
(2008). Includes a lightweight
flying cape designed to be used
in a special effects sequence, hero
pants, hero shirt, stunt gloves, hero
tie, socks and a pair of apparently
unissued black Converse sneakers.
($800-$1,200)

Lot 221. Johnny Simmons
Screen Worn Young Spirit
Costume - Old navy blue denim
jacket and gray shirt, worn by
Johnny Simmons as Young Spirit
in The Spirit (2008). Simmons
portrayed the young version of
Denny Colt in Frank Miller’s
adaptation of the classic comic
strip character. Includes studio
wardrobe tags. ($100-$400)
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Lot 220. Eva Mendes Screen
Worn Spirit Boots - Black
vinyl SoleTech boots worn
by Eva Mendes as Sand Saref
in The Spirit (2008), Frank
Miller’s big screen adaptation
of the Will Eisner classic comic
strip. Sand Saref is The Spirit’s
sweetheart who finds herself
at odds with the hero when
she embarks upon a criminal
career. ($100-$300)

Lot 222. Samuel L. Jackson Screen Worn
Octopus Sleeve and Hat from The Spirit
- Detached sleeve and Russian style wool
hat, worn by Samuel L. Jackson as The
Octopus in The Spirit (2008). The sleeve
was once attached to the Octopus’ Russian style costume and features fur lining.
The hat went with the same outfit. The
Octopus essayed a number of different
costumes throughout the film in keeping
with his flamboyant persona. ($100-$500)
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Lot 223. Samuel L. Jackson Screen Worn Octopus Robe
from The Spirit - White robe with tentacle motif lining, worn
by Samuel L. Jackson as The Octopus in The Spirit (2008).
The Octopus was the flamboyant opposite number for Gabriel
Macht’s The Spirit in this adaptation of Will Eisner’s classic
comic strip. ($900-$1,200)

Lot 224. Jaime King Screen Worn
Spirit Costume - Sheer, peach colored
costume studded with gemstones,
worn by Jaime King as Lorelei Rox, the
Angel of Death, in The Spirit (2008).
Lorelei pursues the Spirit, who previously cheated death, with the intention of taking him to the next realm.
($100-$300)

Lot 225. Sarah Paulson Costume
from The Spirit - White lab coat and
blue surgical shirt, worn by actress
Sarah Paulson as Dr. Ellen Dolan in
The Spirit (2008). The coat has “Dr.
Ellen Dolan sewn into the chest in
blue thread. Dolan is the Spirit’s secret confidant, much to the consternation of her father. ($100-$400)

Lot 226. Gabriel Macht Screen
Worn Bullet Proof Vest from
The Spirit - Black bullet proof
vest used by Gabriel Macht
as The Spirit (2008). Includes
surface abrasions where bullets
were supposed to have been
fired into the vest. ($300-$700)

Lot 227. Screen Worn Octopus
Clone Shirts from The Spirit
- Five black shirts worn by the
cloned henchmen to the Octopus in The Spirit. Each is named
per the character they represent:
Sucros, Matzos, Glucos, Laos
and Huevos. ($100-$300)
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Lot 228. Eric Balfour Screen Worn
Mahmoud Costume from The Spirit
- Wetsuit worn by Eric Balfour as
Mahmoud in The Spirit (2008). Mahmoud was the husband of Sand Saref
in the film directed by Frank Miller
and based upon Will Esiner’s classic
comic strip. ($300-$700)

Lot 230. Iron Man Promo Items Blockbuster Video window display
for the original Iron Man (2008),
being a very large image in several
separate sections on sheets of paper. This lot further includes a shelf
display for the film and a three dimensional counter display with Iron
Man’s head mounted to a spring. A
boxed Iron Man bobble head is also included. Oversized
item. Additional postage required. ($100-$300)

Lot 232. Buddy Holly Display - Oversized Buddy Holly die-cut display for
record stores, made to advertise Buddy
Holly Lives 20 Golden Greats. Top half
features a vivid figure of Holly while
the lower half depicts the cover of the
record. Dates from the late 1970s. Oversized item. Additional postage required.
($100-$300)

Lot 229. Seychelle Gabriel Screen
Worn Spirit Costume - Screen
worn costume for Seychelle
Gabriel as Young Sand Saref in
The Spirit (2008). Includes a black
tank top, dark brown shirt, denim
shorts and gray stockings. Also
includes a studio issued wardrobe
tag. ($100-$300)

Lot 231. John Saul Signed Items
- John Saul’s The Right Hand of
Evil audiobook, signed Lee Meriweather and Saul himself. This lot
also includes an oversize Midnight
Voices book promo sign signed by
Meriweather and Saul. (30x20.5)
Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($100-$300)

Lot 233. John Entwhistle Signed
Photo - John Entwhistle signed 8 x
10 color photo, with an image of the
musicial standing alongside his fellow bandmates of the iconic ensemble The Who. Includes two certificates of authenticity, stating that the
autograph was obtained in person
by the famous New York specialist
Blake Levine. (8 x 10) ($100-$300)

Lot 234. Henry Fonda Lot of Signed Items - Lot of
Henry Fonda signed items, including a black and white
8 x 10 photo of the actor holding a cigarette, inscribed
and personalized by Fonda in black felt pen. Further
includes a get well card which has been signed and
inscribed on the inside as follows: “To Ellen, with all my
very best wishes. Henry Fonda.” Includes a certificate of
authenticity for the card. Some staining at the top of the
photo. (Photo 8 x 10, Card 10 x 7) ($100-$300)
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Lot 235. Annette Funicello Lot of
Signed Items - Two Annette Funicello signed photos, the first being
a black and white 8 x 10 portrait
shot signed in blue felt pen and the
other being a black and white 8 x 10
shot with a CMA logo, signed and personalized by the
actress most famous for her Disney and Beach Party
movies. The second photo has been glued to a black
album page. (8 x 10 each) ($100-$300)

Lot 236. Kirk Douglas Signed
VHS Cassette - The Big Sky
(1952) VHS cassette, signed on the
front cover by star Kirk Douglas.
This tape was manufactured by
Nostalgia Merchant in 1987. This
lot further includes an original
Paramount Continental Café receipt signed by Douglas and dated
1-13-51. ($100-$300)

Lot 237. Debbie Reynolds Signed
Magazine - Entertainment Weekly
special issue covering the 100 Greatest Movies of All Time with a cover
image depicting a scene from Singin’ in the Rain, signed by Debbie
Reynolds in black felt pen. This lot further includes an
original, full color Mexican lobbycard for Singin’ in the
Rain. (8 x 10) ($100-$300)

Lot 238. Mary Pickford Owned Book
- Original 1935 copy of Mary Pickford’s
book My Rendezvous With Life, once
owned by Pickford herself and obtained
at the Pickfair auction, which sold off
various items from the Pickford estate.
The original bidder card from the auction is included. ($100-$300)

Lot 239. Bustin Surfboards Signed
Album - Vintage classic surfing
album, Bustin’ Surfboards, from
1982 featuring a number of artists
associated with the genre, including The Beach Boys, Dick Dale and
The Rockin’ Rebels. The album has
been singed on the front cover by Dick Dale and Randy
Fuller, who adds “howdy y’all”. (8 x 10) ($100-$300)

Lot 240. The Boatniks Poster Signed
by Stefanie Powers - Standard-sized
window card for Disney’s 1970 comedy The Boatniks, signed by co-star
Stefanie Powers in blue felt pen. Exhibition information from the time of
the film’s release is handwritten in red
at the top. (22x14) (8 x 10) ($100$300)

Lot 241. Charlie Chaplin Signed
Photo - Oversized color photo of
comedian Charlie Chaplin in a
late-in-life pose, signed in very
small print by Chaplin. A certificate of authenticity is included.
(12x9.5) (8 x 10) ($100-$300)

Lot 243. Jimmy Durante Signed
Photo - Jimmy Durante signed
vintage photo, depicting the comic
actor standing in front of an elephant. Durante’s best-known feature
was his prominent nose. This photo
features an extensive inscription (to
“Allen Ray Carpenter”), which has
sadly faded with age. Printed on
heavy stock. (8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 242. Art Carney Signed
Photos - Two signed photos of actor
Art Carney, one being a black and
white 8 x 10 iconic shot of Carney as
Ed Norton and the other being a 10
x 8 card stock publicity color photo
from the 1977 movie The Late Show. Certificates of
authenticity for both are included. (8x10) ($100-$300)
Lot 244. The Love Boat Signed Cast
Photo - 8 x 10 black and white photo
of several cast members of the classic
1970s prime time series The Love
Boat, signed by Bernie Kopell, Ted
Lange and Fred Grandy. Grandy has
personalized his autograph “To Tom”.
Complete with a certificate of authenticity. (8x10) ($100-$300)
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Lot 245. A Majority of One Signed
Playbill - Playbill theatrical program booklet for A Majority of One
(1959), signed on the cover by star
Barnard Hughes. (9x6.5) ($100$300)

Lot 246. Wings Signed Playbill Playbill theatrical program booklet
for the Tony Award winning Wings
(1979), signed on the cover by star
Constance Cummings. (9x5.5)
($100-$300)

Lot 247. Crucifer of Blood Signed
Playbill - Playbill theatrical program
booklet for The Crucifier of Blood
(1978), signed by stars Glenn Close,
Christopher Curry, Edward Zang
and other stars of the play. (9x5.5)
($100-$300)

Lot 248. The Extra Man Signed
Playbill - Playbill theatrical program
booklet for The Extra Man (1992),
signed by star Boyd Gaines. (9x5.5)
($100-$300)

Lot 249. Whoopee Signed Playbill
- Playbill theatrical program booklet
for Whoopee (1979), signed by the
entire cast, including Charles Repole, bob Allen, Beth Austin, Peter
Boyden, Catherine Cox and Leonard
Drum. (9x5.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 250. Footloose Signed Playbill
- Playbill theatrical program booklet
for Footloose (1999), signed by the
entire cast including Stephen Lee Anderson, Maryh Gordon Murray and
Jeremy Kushner. (9x5.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 251. The Weir Signed Playbill
- Playbill theatrical program booklet
for the Weir (1999), signed by the
entire cast, including Kieran Ahern,
Brendan Coyle, Dermot Crowley
and Jim Norton. (9x5.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 252. Sherman Bros. Signed
Mary Poppins Display - Mary
Poppins VHS 3-D display signed by
the two Sherman Bros., songwriters for the classic film. With ad for
the signing. (30x30x3)Oversized
item. Additional postage required.
($100-$300)

Lot 253. Ron Dante Signed Archie
Stand-Up - Archie oversized display
depicting a die-cut figure of the cartoon version of the character, signed by
Ron Dante, lead singer for the group
the Archies. Dante adds “Archie” to his
autograph. Oversized item. Additional
postage required. ($100-$300)
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Lot 254. Mummy Returns Video
Displays - Two different Mummy
Returns video displays, one still
sealed and in yet to be assembled,
the other in a box which has been
opened. Box has the film’s logo
stamped on its side. Oversized
item. Additional postage required.
($100-$300)
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Lot 255. Batman Signed Plaque
- Batman bat signal plaque,
made of sturdy wood and signed
by Adam West, George Barris, Yvonne Craig “Batgirl”, Julie
Newmar “Catwoman”, Burt Ward
“Robin”. The signatures of West and Barris are personalized. Each signature is in silver ink. Oversized item. Additional postage required. (30x19x3) ($100-$300)

Lot 257. Helen Reddy Signed LP and
Guitar - Helen Reddy LP titled Music,
Music together with an acoustic guitar
signed by Reddy in black felt pen.
Reddy, “the Queen of 70s Pop, had a
string of hits including Delta Dawn,
Ain’t No Way to Treat a Lady and I
Can’t Hear You No More. (39x14x3.5)
Oversized item. Additional postage
required. ($100-$300)
Lot 259. Paul McCartney Display
Pieces - Cassette display for Paul
McCartney’s Broad Street, still
sporting one empty tape holder. Lot
also includes a large record store
display for McCartney’s Flowers in
the Dirt. (40x32, 29x12) Oversized
item. Additional postage required.
($100-$300)
Lot 261. Beatles Record Store
Display - 1970s vintage record
store display depicting The
Beatles, with three dimensional
lettering and figures. Made of
styrofoam. (40x24x3). Oversized item. Additional postage
required. ($100-$300)
Lot 263. Playbill for All American
Signed by Fritz Weaver - Playbill
theatrical program booklet for All
American (1962), signed by star Fritz
Weaver. (9x5.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 256. Keely Smith Signed
Concert Poster - Concert poster
for Keely Smith, signed by Smith
in black felt pen. Smith, the wife
of singer Louis Prima and the
“straight man” half of their act, also
collaborated with Frank Sinatra
and made a number of film and
television appearances over her
long career. (44x28) Oversized
item. Additional postage required. ($100-$300)
Lot 258. Judy Garland Oversized
Images - Judy Garland concert
poster, depicting the singer later
in life, mounted on board. This lot
further includes an oversize print
of the lobby card for Easter Parade,
featuring Garland and Fred Astaire.
(Poster 28x23, Lobby Card 30x24)
Oversized item. Additional postage
required. ($100-$300)
Lot 260. Paul McCartney Tug of
War Display - Paul McCartney’s Tug
of War oversized display for record
stores, featuring a cut-out image of
the musician. (44x35.5). Oversized
item. Additional postage required.
($100-$300)

Lot 262. Dream Playbill Signed by
Deborah Yates - Playbill theatrical
program booklet for Dream (1997),
signed by star Deborah Yates. (9x5.5)
($100-$300)

Lot 264. Power Plays Playbill Signed
by Cast - Playbill theatrical program
booklet for Power Plays (1998), signed
by stars Alan Arkin, Elaine May, Jeannie Berlin and Anthony Arkin. (9x5.5)
($100-$300)
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Lot 265. The Paisley Convertible
Program Signed by Sam Waterston
- Program for The Paisley Convertible
(1967), signed by star Sam Waterston.
(9x6) ($100-$300)

Lot 266. Star Jones and Deborah
Cox Signed Playbill - Playbill theatrical program booklet for B.I.V.
Live 2005, signed by stars Star Jones
and Deborah Cox. (9x5.5) ($100$300)

Lot 267. Tony Roberts Signed
Playbill - Playbill theatrical program
booklet for They’re Playing Our
Song (1979), signed by star Tony
Roberts on the front cover. (9x5.5)
($100-$300)

Lot 268. Jack Nicholson Signed
Drawing - Black and white pencil
drawing of Jack Nicholson by
Joseph Namsinh, signed by the
actor in black felt pen. Signed in
Century City in 1995. Measures
16 x 20. ($100-$300)

Lot 269. Tony Curtis Signed
Drawing - Black and white drawing of Tony Curtis, signed by the
actor in blue felt pen. Art is by
Joseph Namsinh. Signed at the
premiere of The Scarlet Letter in
1995. Measures 16 x 20. ($100$300)

Lot 271. Harvey Keitel Signed
Drawing - Original drawing
of Harvey Keitel by Joseph
Namsinh, signed by both the
actor and the artist. (20x16).
($100-$300)

Lot 273. Sylvester Stallone Signed
Painting - Color painting of Sylvester Stallone out and in character
as Judge Dredd, signed by both the
actor and artist Joseph Namsinh.
(19x15) ($100-$300)
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Lot 270. Dennis Hopper Signed
Drawing - Pencil drawing of
Dennis Hopper, signed by the actor in blue felt pen. Hopper adds
“Thanks”. Signed at the Jay Leno
Show at NBC in 1995. Artwork
done by Joseph Namsinh. ($300$400)

Lot 272. Dustin Hoffman Signed
Painting - Original color painting
of Dustin Hoffman, signed by both
the actor and artist Joseph Namsinh.
(19x5) ($100-$300)

Lot 274. Signed Painting of Jodie
Foster - Original color painting
of Jodie Foster, signed by both the
actress and artist Joseph Namsinh.
(19x15) ($100-$300)
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Lot 275. Cutthroat Island Poster
Signed by Drew Struzan - Rolled
poster for Cutthroat Island (1995),
signed by artist Drew Struzan.
(approx. 27 x 40) ($100-$300)

Lot 276. Dreamscape Poster
Signed by Drew Struzan - Rolled
poster for Dreamscape (1984)
signed by artist Drew Struzan.
(approx. 27 x 40) ($100-$300)

Lot 277. Kellan Lutz Signed
Twilight Photo - 8 x 10 color
photo of Kellan Lutz in Twilight.
Rare, difficult signature to attain.
Signed at the premiere of Immortals. ($100-$300)

Lot 278. Michael Fassbender
Signed X Men First Class Photo
- 8 x 10 color photo of Michael
Fassbender in X Men First Class,
signed at the premiere of Shame.
Rare. ($100-$300)

Lot 279. Wes Craven Signed
Scream 4 Photo - 8 x 10 color
photo advertising Scream 4,
signed in black felt pen by
director Wes Craven. Signed
at the ArcLight in Hollywood.
Rare signature. ($100-$300)

Lot 281. Janet Leigh Signed
Magazine - 1949 Screen Stories
magazine, with pinup of Janet
Leigh and Peter Lawford, signed
by Leigh. (8.5x11) ($100-$300)

Lot 283. Zahng Ziyi Signed
Photo - Signed photo of
Chinese actress Zahng Ziyi,
signed in blue felt pen. (8x10)
($100-$300)

Lot 280. Robert Downey Jr. Signed
Iron Man Mask - Resin Iron Man
mask signed in black felt pen by
Robert Downey Jr. Signed at a
Tropic Thunder afterparty. Rare.
(9.5x6.5x3.5) ($100-$500)

Lot 282. Harmonica Signed By Tiffany - Harmonica
signed by Tiffany, a 1980s teen icon whose hits include I Think We’re Alone Now and Could’ve Been.
(6.5x1x1) ($100-$300)
Lot 284. Gene Simmons and Paul Stanley Signed Photos - Color photos of Paul
Stanley and Gene Simmons, both of KISS,
signed by each. (8x10) ($100-$300)
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Lot 285. Clint Eastwood Signed
Photo - Signed photo of Clint Eastwood in The Enforcer (1976). (8x10)
($100-$300)

Lot 286. Mel Gibson Signed
Photo - Black and white photo of
Mel Gibson, signed by the actor in
blue felt pen. (8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 287. Rocky IV Signed Cast
Photo - Black and white photo
depicting the supporting cast of
Rocky IV (1985), Brigitte Nielsen,
Burt Young, Carl Weathers and
Talia Shire, signed by each actor in
felt pens. (8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 288. Rocky Photo Signed
by Sylvester Stallone and
Talia Shire - Photo from Rocky
(1976) signed by Sylvester Stallone and Talia Shire in blue felt
pen. (8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 289. Dick Van Dyke Signed Photos - Two photos of Dick Van Dyke,
one from Diagnosis: Murder (19932001) and the other from Chitty,
Chitty Bang Bang (1968), both signed
by the actor in blue felt pen. (8x10
each)($100-$300)

Lot 291. Harry Morgan Signed
Photo - Color photo of Harry
Morgan from MASH, signed by
the actor in blue felt pen. (8x10)
($100-$300)

Lot 293. Walter Lantz Signed
Photo - Black and white photo
of Woody Woodpecker signed by
creator Walter Lantz in black felt
pen. (8x10) ($100-$300)
Lot 295. Salma Hayek Signed
Photo - Color photo of Salma
Hayek, signed by the actress in blue
felt pen.(8x10) ($100-$300)
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Lot 290. Faye Dunaway and
Warren Beatty Signed Photo Color photo from Bonnie and
Clyde (1967) signed by Faye
Dunaway and Warren Beatty.
(8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 292. Anne Bancroft and
Dustin Hoffman Signed Photo
- Black and white photo from
The Graduate (1967), signed by
Anne Bancroft and Dustin Hoffman in black felt pen. (8x10)
($100-$300)

Lot 294. Dick Clark Signed
Photo - Black and white photo
of Dick Clark, signed by him
in blue felt pen. (8x10) ($100$300)
Lot 296. Lauren Bacall Signed
Photo - Black and white photo
of Lauren Bacall signed by the
actress in black felt pen. (8x10)v
($100-$300)
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Lot 297. Wall Street Signed Michael Douglas and Charlie Sheen
Lobbycards - Two color lobbycards
from Wall Street (1987), one signed
by Michael Douglas and the other
signed by Charlie Sheen. (8x10 each)
($100-$300)

Lot 299. Joey Bishop Signed Photo
- Color photo of comedian Joey
Bishop, signed by him in blue felt
pen. (8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 301. Jennifer Lopez Signed
Photo - Color photo of Jennifer
Lopez, signed by the actress in
blue felt pen. (8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 303. Carmine Appice
Signed Drum Head - Drum
head by Ludwig, signed by
musician Carmine Appice in
black felt pen. (15 diameter)
($100-$300)

Lot 298. Burt Ward and Frank
Gorshin Signed Batman Photo Color photo from Batman, signed
by stars Burt Ward and Frank
Gorshin as Robin and the Riddler,
respectively. (8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 300. Matt Groening Signed
Simpsons Comic - Comic book of
the Best Radioactive Event Ever,
signed on the cover by Matt Groening, who adds a drawing of Bart
Simpson. (10.5x6.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 302. Angelina Jolie Signed
Photo - Black and white photo
of Angelina Jolie, signed by the
actress in blue felt pen. (8x10)
($100-$300)

Lot 304. Briefcase from Judge
Dredd - Heavy rubber briefcase used in the production
of Sylvester Stallone’s Judge
Dredd (1995). Includes the
word “Mega” rendered via
stickers on the briefcase’s side.
(16x10x4) ($100-$300)

Lot 305. Ron Perlman Signed
Photo and Doug Jones Signed
Pan’s Labyrinth DVD - 8 x 10 color
photo from Hellboy (2004), signed
by star Ron Perlman. This lot further
includes a DVD of Pan’s Labyrinth
(2006) signed by actor Doug Jones.
($100-$300)
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Lot 306. Lot of Playboy
Signed Magazines - Three
issues of Playboy magazine,
each signed by their cover
models. These are Erica
Eleniak, Barbi Benton and
Donna D’Errico. (8.5x11
each) ($100-$300)
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Lot 307. Bob Kane Signed
Batman Drawing -Drawing of
the Batman symbol, drawn and
signed by creator Bob Kane.
Dated 1992. ($100-$300)

Lot 309. Robin Williams and
Shelley Duvall Signed Popeye Lobbycard- Lobbycard
for Robert Altman’s Popeye
(1980) signed by stars Robin
Williams and Shelley Duvall.
($100-$300)

Lot 311.Pierce Brosnan Signed
Photo - Oversized black and white
photo of Pierce Brosnan as James
Bond, signed by the actor in silver
felt pen. ($100-$300)
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Lot 308. Mel Blanc Signed
Lobbycard for The Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner Movie Lobbycard for The Bugs Bunny/
Road Runner Movie (1979),
signed by voice actor Mel Blanc
in blue felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 310. Batman Photo Signed
by Adam West and Burt Ward
- Oversized color photo from
Batman (1966) signed by stars
Adam West and Burt Ward in
blue felt pen. ($100-$500)

Lot 312. Evel Knievel Signed
Photo - Oversized color photo of
daredevil Evel Knievel, signed by
him in blue felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 313.Return of the Jedi Signed
Photo - Oversized color photo from
Return of the Jedi (1983) signed
by the central cast: Mark Hamill
(Luke), Carrie Fisher (Princess
Leia), Kenny Baker (R2-D2), Harrison Ford (Han Solo), Anthony
Daniels (C-3PO)and Peter Mayhew
(Chewbacca). (8.5x11) ($300-$700)

Lot 314. Desperate Housewives
Signed Cast Photo - Color oversized photo signed by the cast of
Desperate Housewives, Nicloette
Sheridan, Terri Hatcher, Eva
Longoria, Felicity Huffman and
Marcia Cross. ($100-$300)

Lot 315. Grease Signed John
Travolta and Olivia Newton
John Photo - Oversized color
photo from Greasre (1977)
signed by John Travolta and Olivia Newton John. ($100-$300)

Lot 316. Kirk Douglas Signed
Photo from Spartacus Spartacus (1960) oversized
color photo signed by star Kirk
Douglas. ($100-$300)
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Lot 317. Madonna Black Lace Robe Worn on W Magazine Cover This vintage black lace lounging robe with transparent nude lining was
worn by Madonna for the March 2009 W Magazine cover article and
pictorial “Blame it on Rio.” Madonna appears wearing the robe on the
cover of the magazine as well as in photos accompanying the article.
The robe is in excellent vintage condition and is accompanied by a letter
of authenticity from the costume house that supplied the wardrobe to
Madonna for the pictorial. ($5,000-$8,000)
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Lot 318. Madonna Skirt Suit from Evita - This period 1940’s red and black mini-check skirt suit was worn by
actress and singer Madonna in the title role of Eva Peron in the 1996 motion picture musical, “Evita.” The wool suit
consists of a fitted hip length jacket and straight knee length skirt. The skirt has a pleated inset at the center front,
and the matching long sleeve jacket has a decorative bib front, black velvet edging on the cuffs and collar.
The actress wore the suit onscreen after the Inaugural Ball sequence when Eva decides she must work on her image
and make a good impression on the media and the Argentine people to show support for Juan Peron (Jonathan
Pryce). Eva launches into the musical number “Rainbow High” and is seen wearing this outfit while trying on
shoes during a montage sequence showing her being fitted and styled in a wide variety of designer clothing, jewelry, and other accessories.
“Evita” won an Academy Award in 1997 for Best Music, Original Song for “You Must Love Me.” Costume Designer
Penny Rose won a Golden Satellite Award and also received a 1997 BAFTA nomination for her outstanding work
on the production.
The garments are in very good screen worn condition and are accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the
costume house. ($5,500-$9,500)
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Lot 319. Madonna’s Beaded Dress from “Who’s That
Girl?” Premiere - This vintage silver beaded dress was worn
by Madonna during the 1987 world premiere of “Who’s That
Girl,” held on August 8, 1987 in Time Square, New York
City. This knee length fitted dress with spaghetti straps is
entirely covered with silver lined glass bugle beads in a diamond pattern, and accented by rhinestones. The zigzag top
of the bodice is reinforced with nude mesh.
Madonna appeared wearing this dress at the highly publicized Time Square premiere of the film in 1987. At the
premiere, she briefly reminisced about arriving in Times
Square for the first time, eight years prior, with only $35 in
her pocket, dreaming of making it as an entertainer.
Daryl Hannah can be seen wearing the same dress at the
1988 Academy Awards and in various other promotional
images from that event. She and Kevin Costner were presenters for the Best Costume Design award.
“Who’s That Girl” follows the story of Nikki Finn (Madonna), a street-smart woman who is falsely accused of murder
and spends four years in jail. Upon her release, she cons a
lawyer (Griffin Dunne) into helping her catch the embezzler,
resulting in a series of adventures and ultimately, romance
between Finn and Trott (Dunne). The title song for the film
was nominated for both a Golden Globe and Grammy award
for Best Original Song for a Motion Picture. The film was
also promoted through Madonna’s Who’s That Girl World
Tour, and the motion picture soundtrack went on to sell six
million copies worldwide.
The dress is in good vintage condition and is accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the costume house.
($16,500-$20,500)
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Lot 320. Screen Worn Madonna Hat from
Dick Tracy - Black fedora worn by Madonna as
The Blank/Breathless Mahoney in Dick Tracy
(1990). Mahoney took on the mysterious alter
ego of The Blank in an attempt to protect Tracy
from the evil schemes of Big Boy Caprice. Made
of fur felt in Italy by Tesci. Includes a small
framed photo of the hat being worn in the film.
($550-$950)

Lot 321. Rihanna Lace Wrap from California King Bed - This wrap was
worn by singer Rihanna in the video for her song “California King Bed.” The
vintage garment is constructed of delicate cream lace with a design similar
to a serape, worn over the shoulders but open at the sides and front. Rihanna
wore the wrap prominently in numerous scenes and close up shots throughout the video, which premiered on May 9th, 2011.
“California King Bed” was the sixth single off Rihanna’s fifth studio album
“Loud.” Rihanna’s fans voted on Twitter for the song to be her next single /
video release following the success of her fifth single “Man Down.” The video
was directed by longtime collaborator Anthony Mandler, who also directed
videos for other Rihanna songs such as “Russian Roulette” and “Only Girl (In
The World).” The song was also featured in the “100 Years of Skin Care commercial campaign for Nivea in 2011.
The garment is in vintage screen worn condition and is accompanied by a
letter of authenticity from the costume house. ($3,300-$3,700)
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Lot 322. Jack Bauer (Kiefer Sutherland) Costume from 24 - This costume was worn by
the character “Jack Bauer,” portrayed by actor Kiefer Sutherland, in the iconic television
series, “24.” The outfit consists of a black and grey thermal pull over, blue Levi’s jeans, and a
black cotton jacket custom made for Mr. Sutherland’s use on the series.
Mr. Sutherland wore this outfit throughout much of Season 7. This marked the first full
season of “24” not based in Los Angeles, instead moving Jack and company to Washington, D.C. He first appears putting on the outfit in episode 4 (11am-12pm) as he prepares
to go undercover into Emerson’s (Peter Winfield) cell. He can be seen in the remainder
of the season wearing the outfit both with and without the jacket. “24”, which aired from
2001-2010, and starred Kiefer Sutherland as Counter Terrorist Unit agent, Jack Bauer, was
nominated for 68 Emmy Awards, winning 20 times, and nominated for 12 Golden Globe
Awards, winning twice.
The garments are in good screen worn condition and
are accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the
costume house. ($650-$1,050)

Lot 323. Jack Bauer (Kiefer Sutherland) Prop Pistol and Holster from 24
- This non-firing prop pistol and leather hip holster was used by the character “Jack Bauer,” portrayed by actor Kiefer Sutherland, in the iconic television series, “24”. The prop weapon is modeled after a Heckler Koch USP
Compact 9mmx19 pistol with Serial # 27-012655 and comes with “Aker”
brand black leather and plastic hip holster. This particular gun and holster
set became Jack Bauer’s signature sidearm set towards the end of Season Two
through the end of the series and is perhaps the most significant and recognizable piece of memorabilia used by the main character of “24”.
The prop HK’s utilized by Mr. Sutherland were molded out of three types of materials: soft rubber, dense rubber,
and hard rubber for durability. Most of these props were damaged or destroyed over the course of production,
making this hard rubber gun extremely rare.
There were a very limited number of holsters used in the production, many of which also had to be replaced due to
damage or wear on set from being used by Mr. Sutherland during stunt and fight sequences. Two different models
of Aker holster were used with the live firing and prop versions of the gun, those for the HK USP and for the HK
2000, since they were interchangeable and both fit the USP. Each was originally equipped with tabs that make it
easier to holster a sidearm, but these rubbed against the actor’s hip and caused discomfort, so were all removed at
Mr. Sutherland’s request.
While production records detailing each holster and gun combination’s exact use are not available, each gun and
holster set was utilized by Mr. Sutherland repeatedly in different combinations onscreen. Mr. Sutherland is featured
holding different versions of the pistol and holster combination in numerous studio promotional posters, box set
DVD covers, and other print and digital collateral. Specific examples include
the Season 5 poster and cover of the box set, the Season 7 box set cover, the
Season 8 poster, and others.
Both the gun and holster have evidence of wear from their extensive use on
the series and are in good screen used condition. Accompanied by a letter of
authenticity. ($2,300-$2,700)
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Lot 324. Jack Bauer (Kiefer Sutherland) Prop Knife from 24 - This prop knife was used by the character “Jack
Bauer”, portrayed by actor Kiefer Sutherland, in the iconic television series “24”. The prop weapon is constructed
of black rubber with hand painted silver details and is modeled after a Microtech Halo III automatic knife with
partially serrated tanto point blade. This knife was a signature weapon used by Jack Bauer in pivotal scenes from
Seasons One, Four, and Five of the series.
The knife first appeared in “Day 1: 10:00am - 11:00am” (Season 1, Episode 11) during the scene where “Ted Cofell”
(Currie Graham) used it to attack Jack in the back seat of a limousine before being overpowered and having it
confiscated. After Jack kills him, he used the knife to cut a roll of duct tape and prop his body up in the back seat of
the car. In the following episode Jack used the knife to puncture a vehicle’s gas tank and blow it up with gunfire in
order to escape pursuers. He also used the knife notably in “Day 4: 7:00pm –
8:00pm” (Season 4, Episode 13) to kill the character “Specter” (Christopher
B. Duncan) inside a sporting goods store, and in “Day 5: 7:00am – 8:00am”
(Season 5, Episode 1) when killing the terrorist “Kohler” (Eric Winzinried).
The prop weapon is in screen used condition with minor distress and some
loss of silver paint from its repeated use in the action sequences. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity. ($2,300-$2,700)
Lot 325. Eli (Denzel Washington) Prop Pistol from The
Book of Eli - This non-firing prop pistol was used by the
character “Eli”, portrayed by actor Denzel Washington,
in the 2010 motion picture, “The Book of Eli”. The prop
weapon is modeled after a Heckler & Koch HK45 pistol
and is constructed of dense rubber with hand painted
details to simulate the appearance of a live firing metal
weapon. Since the hero metal HK45 was sanded and worn
down to look like an antique firearm (film takes place in a
post-apocalyptic world), this prop replica received equal
treatment to look weathered. The actual pistol is currently
on display at the National Firearms Museums located at
the NRA headquarters in Fairfax, VA.
Mr. Washington used this prop weapon in multiple scenes during the film. It is clearly visible when he is first introduced to Claudia (Jennifer Beals) and Solara (Mila Kunis), as well as when he fights off Carnegie (Gary Oldman)
and his men in town. The weapon is also seen when he attempts to escape from the house of an elderly couple
suspect of being cannibals. “The Book of Eli” follows the story of Eli, a nomad in a post-apocalyptic world, who is
told by a voice to deliver a mysterious book to a safe location on the West
Coast of the United States.
The gun is in good screen used condition with evidence of wear from its
extensive use on the film. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity. ($2,300$2,700)
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Lot 326. Eli (Denzel Washington) Backpack, iPod and Switchblade from
The Book of Eli - This backpack, iPod, and switchblade was used by the
character “Eli”, portrayed by actor Denzel Washington, in the 2010 motion
picture, “The Book of Eli”. The Oakley brand backpack is a heavily distressed with leather ties and the bottom stitched on. The iPod is also heavily
distressed with electrical tape along the back and bottom left corner of the
front. The switchblade is a SOG Flash II with evidence of wear from production use.
Mr. Washington is seen wearing the backpack throughout much of the film.
He uses it to carry all his belonging as he treks across the post-apocalyptic
wasteland. It is seen in most promotional images for the film and later worn
by Solara (Mila Kunis) at the conclusion of the film. The iPod is also seen
used by Solara at the end of the picture, but for much of the film, it is used
by Eli as his only companion while he travels alone across the wasteland.
The switchblade is used by Eli after he is shot by Carnegie (Gary Oldman)
outside Martha (Frances de la Tour) and George’s (Michael Gambon) house.
“The Book of Eli” follows the story of Eli, a nomad in a post-apocalyptic
world, who is told by a voice to deliver a mysterious book to a safe location
on the West Coast of the United States.
The items are all in screen used condition with evidence of distress from its
extensive use on the film. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity.
($3,300-$3,700)

Lot 327. Eli (Denzel Washington) Sunglasses
from The Book of Eli - This pair of sunglasses was
worn by the character “Eli”, portrayed by actor
Denzel Washington, in the 2010 motion picture,
“The Book of Eli”. The sunglasses have gray tinted
lenses with string wrapped around the temples to
look weather and distressed (film takes place in a
post-apocalyptic world). Also included is the protective case used in between filming when on set.
Mr. Washington is seen wearing the sunglasses
in numerous scenes. First seen as Eli is trekking
across the
post-apocalyptic wasteland, it is used throughout the film and last seen worn
by Solara (Mila Kunis) at the conclusion of the film. It is also seen in most
promotional images for the film. “The Book of Eli” follows the story of Eli, a
nomad in a post-apocalyptic world, who is told by a voice to deliver a mysterious book to a safe location on the West Coast of the United States.
The sunglasses are in screen used condition with evidence of wear from its
extensive use on the film. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity.
($1,050-$1,450)
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Lot 328. Eli (Denzel Washington) Longbow and
Arrows from The Book of Eli - This longbow and
arrows were used by the character “Eli,” portrayed
by actor Denzel Washington, in the 2010 motion
picture, “The Book of Eli.” The prop longbow is
constructed of multiple layers of long flat wood
bound together with industrial tape. It is heavily
distressed and weathered to look like a post-apocalyptic world weapon. Comes complete with five bamboo arrows
with various feathered tails, extra arrow tips (distress and taped), and extra bow strings.
Mr. Washington is seen carrying or using this prop weapon throughout much of the film. From the beginning of
the movie when he is walking through the wasteland with the shotgun sticking out of his backpack, to the various
action sequences, the shotgun is never too far from his grasp. At the end of the film, Solara (Mila Kunis) is seen
carrying off with the weapon. It is also seen in most promotional images for the film.
The prop weapon is seen used throughout the film, by both Eli and Solara (Mila Kunis). In the opening shot of
film, Eli shoots and kills a cat with the bow and arrow in a forest. He later uses the weapon to save Solara from her
attackers. Towards the end of the film, Solara uses one of the bow strings to strangle the driver of her truck in order
to escape and help Eli after he’s been shot. “The Book of Eli” follows the story of Eli, a nomad in a post-apocalyptic
world, who is told by a voice to deliver a mysterious book to a safe location on the West Coast of the United States.
The longbow and arrows are in good screen used condition with
evidence of distress from its extensive use on the film. Accompanied
by a letter of authenticity.
($2,300-$2,700)

Lot 329. Eli (Denzel Washington) Shotgun from
The Book of Eli- This non-firing prop shotgun
was used by the character “Eli,” portrayed by actor
Denzel Washington, in the 2010 motion picture,
“The Book of Eli.” The prop weapon is modeled
after a short barreled Remington 870 “Witness Protection shotgun and is constructed of dense rubber with hand
painted details to simulate the appearance of a live firing metal weapon. The shotgun has a heavily taped handle
with various weathering to look like an antique firearm (film takes place in a post-apocalyptic world).
Mr. Washington is seen carrying or using this prop weapon throughout much of the film. From the beginning of
the movie when he is walking through the wasteland with the shotgun sticking out of his backpack, to the various
action sequences, the shotgun is never too far from his grasp. At the end of the film, Solara (Mila Kunis) is seen
carrying off with the weapon. It is also seen in most promotional images for the film. “The
Book of Eli” follows the story of Eli, a nomad in a post-apocalyptic world, who is told by a
voice to deliver a mysterious book to a safe location on the West Coast of the United States.
The shotgun is in good screen used condition with evidence of wear from its extensive use
on the film. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity ($2,500-$3,000)
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Lot 330. Ryan Gosling License Plate from Drive- This license
plate was used by the character “Driver,” portrayed by actor
Ryan Gosling, in the 2011 motion picture, “Drive.” The white
California license plate with “2CQN654” has faux October, 2011
registration tags and the back of the plate has “Driver’s Impala”
handwritten in black ink.
This plate was mounted on Driver’s Impala in the opening sequence of the film. Driver (Gosling) performs his first heist job
onscreen and assists two robbers in evading the police, setting
up the tone for the rest of the film.
The prop item is in good condition with minor evidence of distress from its use during filming and was acquired directly from
the production company. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity. ($350-$550)

Lot 331. Mel Gibson Lethal Weapon 3 LAPD ID and Badge- This leather badge holder with LAPD Identity Card
and Sergeant’s shield were used by the character “Martin Riggs” portrayed by actor Mel Gibson, in the 1992 motion
picture, “Lethal Weapon 3.” The holder is constructed of black leather with transparent ID panel and badge mounting inside. The ID is laminated with a hole at the top for use with a detachable shirt clip (not included) and reads
“Los Angeles Police, Martin Riggs” with character’s signature, faux serial # 68943, actors head shot, and illegible
“Chief of Police” signature at lower right corner. The gold and silver metallic “Sergeant” officer’s shield has Riggs’s
badge # 8526.
The LAPD ID card was removed and worn on a clip by Gibson’s character in multiple key scenes that took place at
the LAPD Police Station. While the interior of the badge holder is not seen clearly in the final edited version of the
film, the folding badge holder with contents was used in the scene where Riggs and “Lorna Cole” (Renee Russo)
investigate a warehouse where Riggs is jumped by a group of thugs. While Riggs is roughed up, one of the thugs extracts his badge holder and reads its contents to learn his identity. Lorna then surprises the group, forcing the thug
to drop the holder before she is surprised in turn by another armed thug. The holder is again seen on the ground
several times during the ensuing fight sequence before Riggs and Lorna escape.
The ID badge is in excellent screen used condition while the sergeant’s badge has some evidence of distress and is
missing most of the original white coloring in the center ring resulting from wear that occurred during the production. The leather holder has some minor distress from its use in action sequences. Accompanied by a letter of
authenticity from the film’s property master who retained them after filming had been completed. ($4,300-$4,700)
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Lot 332. Prop Shield from Gladiator- This prop shield was used
by one of the Praetorian Cavalry background characters in the
2000 motion picture, “Gladiator”. The round shield measures
approx. 29 in diameter and is constructed of a round wooden
panel covered with black and gold painted canvas. The front is
decorated with a laurel and arrow motif and has metal crescents,
a plastic boss in the center, and rivets around the outer edge. The
back of the shield is painted red and has a leather handle on one
side, metal bar on the other, and additional handle in the center.
These shields were used by the Praetorian Roman Cavalry characters in several key scenes of the film. They appeared notably
during the sequence when the Roman Cavalry ransack the home
of “General Maximus” (Russell Crowe) and murder his family.
They also appear in several scenes when Maximus and his fellow
gladiators enter Rome to compete in the Coliseum games.
Ridley Scott’s “Gladiator” received five Academy Awards in
2001, including Best Picture, Best Costume Design, Best Sound,
Best Visual Effects, and Best Actor in a Leading Role for Russell
Crowe for his outstanding performance in the film.
The shield is in distressed screen used condition with evidence
of wear from it use in action sequences. ($900-$1,300)
Lot 333. Jet Li Complete Costume from The One - This costume was worn by the
character “Gabriel Yulaw”, portrayed by actor Jet Li, in the 2001 motion picture,
“The One.” The costume consists of a black and grey vinyl jacket with banded cloth
sleeves, matching pants, and pair of GBX black boots. The jacket and pants were
custom made for Mr. Li’s use on the film. This outfit has three small holes cut into the
back and sides of the waistline for use with a wire harness during Mr. Li’s aerial stunt
sequences. Like many martial artist actors, Mr. Li performed his own stunts during
filming, and the interior of the wardrobe has “Stunt Only, W/out Pads” handwritten
in white ink. The interior of both boots have the character name “Yulaw” handwritten in white ink.
Mr. Li worn this costume in the opening sequence of the film when Yulaw shows up
at a futuristic prison in the Anubis Universe in order to murder his alternate reality
double “Lawless” (also played by Li). After killing Lawless and battling police, Yulaw
is chased and performs superhuman feats of agility before eventually being captured
by two policemen from his own universe/timeline.
“The One” received a nomination for Best Science Fiction Film from the Academy of
Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror Films, and an MTV Movie Award nomination
for Best Fight for one of the extended martial arts sequences where Li appears to fight
an alternate version of himself.
The outfit is in good screen worn condition with minor evidence of wear from its use in the action sequences. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity. ($750-$1,150)
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Lot 334. Dania Ramirez Leather Bolero Jacket from X-Men: The Last
Stand - This jacket was worn by the character “Callisto”, portrayed by actress
Dania Ramirez, in the 2006 motion picture, “X-Men: The Last Stand”. The
bolero style jacket is constructed of black leather with zipper front, oversized
metallic buttons, and epaulets on the shoulders. It was custom tailored for
the actress and is complete with the original costume designer’s label “Designed by Judianna Makovsky” sewn inside and an additional label with the
character name “Collisto” (sic) handwritten in black ink.
Ms. Ramirez wore this signature garment in multiple scenes throughout
the film. Most notably, she first appears wearing the jacket in the hideout of
Magneto (Ian McKellen) when she informs him that she’s detected a Class 5
Mutant more powerful than he is. She next appears wearing the jacket in a
scene in the woods at the evil mutant camp when Callisto expresses concern about Jean Gray’s stability. She appears again in the climactic ending
of the film during the Alcatraz battle sequence when she faces off against
Storm (Halle Berry) and loses after being electrocuted on chain link fence by
Storm’s lightning bolts.
Judianna Makovsky recieved a “Best Costume” award from The Academy of
Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror Films as well as a Costume Designer’s
Guild Award for “Excellence in Costume Design for Film – Fantasy” for her
outstanding work on this film.
The garment is in excellent screen worn condition with some minor oxidation on the buttons and is accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the
costume house. ($1,050-$1,450)
Lot 335. Guy Pearce Complete Costume from The Time Machine - This signature
costume was worn by the character “Alexander Hartdegen”, portrayed by actor Guy
Pearce, in the 2002 sci-fi film, “Time Machine”. Includes a ecru self-stripe long-sleeve
placket front collarless shirt, brown flecked wool pants with ribbon in waistband with
“Pearce” clearly marked, olive green and brown striped suspenders, dark brown wool
herringbone vest, and a medium brown mohair overcoat with large collar. Comes
complete with a made-to-order brown leather lace up cap toe boots with “Alex / Action
Shoe” written under the left insole insert and “Alexander” under right insole insert, as
well as various costumer’s tag with production information.
Mr. Peace wore this outfit in the beginning of the film, and can be seen wearing the
pants, vest, shirt, and suspenders in various states of distress through the remainder of
the film. “Time Machine”, loosely adapted from the 1895 novel of the same title by H.
G. Wells, features Guy Pearce, Jeremy Irons, Samantha Mumba, and Mark Addy. The
film follows a 19th century inventor (Pearce) who, hoping to alter the past, mistakenly
travels 800,000 years into the future, where he finds humankind divided into two warring races. It was nominated for an Academy Award in 2003 for Best Makeup.
The garments are in very good screen worn condition
and is accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the
costume house. ($2,300-$2,700)
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Lot 336. Vin Diesel’s Chevy Chevelle from Fast and Furious 4 - This
car was driven for about 15 minutes by Vin in the big race around town.
The Chevelle did a big wheelie at the beginning of the race (against
smaller Japanese cars) and is very memorable.
Although they made probably half a dozen of this car made for the movie but this car has something called the E-Brake. This is a lever which is
next to the stick shift.
When the stunt driver wants to skid around the corner, which is every 2
seconds in the movie…he would use this break to lock up JUST the rear
wheels, which would give him complete control over the front wheels…
instead of just skidding the whole car sideways with NO control.
This is also a 4 speed car instead of automatic (probably most of the cars
were automatic).
All this means that when you saw one of the 6 cars on screen…you
probably saw THIS one most of the time. ($23,000-$27,000)
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Lot 337. Vin Diesel’s 1969 Dodge Charger from Fast and Furious 4 - This
is a hero Charger used by Vin Diesel throughout Fast and Furious (4)…then
rented back by Universal for the opening scenes in Fast 5.
Arguably the most famous car in the Fast and Furious movies is the famous
Charger.
This particular car has the original E-brake installed by the car builders.
This brake is controlled by a lever next to the shifter and allows the driver to
brake only the rear brakes which lets him do all the spinning and drifting of
the car without losing control of the front end.
Of the half a dozen cars made for the movie, this E brake pretty much guarantees that when you see the Charger driving through Mexico being chased
by the bad guys…you’re probably looking at THIS VERY car.
This car was bought from Universal right after Fast and Furious was shot.
When Fast 5 was nearly completed…Universal rented this car back to add
some opening scenes to show how Toretto actually escaped from the bus
while being taken to prison. The car was repainted by Universal to a gloss
black from the original flat black.
Although Universal offered to repaint the car flat black, the owner decided
to keep it the gloss black because of the connection to the first Fast and
Furious movie in which the Charger was high gloss black.
All documents from Universal are included. Receipt for purchase. Copy of
original “Universal Studios” title. Rental documents for Fast 5. Copies of
Checks from Universal. A navy blue “Dickies” ‘Fast and Furious’ jacket (size
M-L) and a Fast Furious 4 Storyboard binder also included with purchase of
the Charger. ($123,000-$127,000)
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Lot 338. THE SOPRANOS - Tony Soprano (James Gandolfini) signature 2003 Escalade ESV - THE SOPRANOS (1999-2007) - Tony Soprano
(James Gandolfini) 2003 Escalade ESV used in “The Sopranos”
This white 2003 Cadillac Escalade ESV was utilized by the character Tony
Soprano portrayed by actor James Gandolfini in the award winning HBO
series “The Sopranos”. This vehicle was one of only two identical Escalades
that were utilized by Mr. Gandolfini during the last three seasons of the series. One of the Escalades was purchased directly by the Sopranos production company, while this vehicle was leased to them separately through Movie Time Cars Incorporated.
All of the principle vehicles that were used on “The Sopranos” were either purchased by or leased to Soprano
Productions Inc. by Movie Time Cars. The company is located in New Jersey where the majority of filming of “The
Sopranos” took place and was responsible for all storage, maintenance, and delivery of the vehicles to filming locations during the entire course of production.
This Escalade was Tony’s personal car and primary means of transportation as seen in multiple episodes of the
series. While the purchased vehicle was used primarily for limited interior driving shots, this Escalade was used
more extensively for all exterior and close up shots of Tony and/or his associates entering, exiting, and driving
the vehicle, as well as in staged shots where the car appeared in the foreground or background during character
dialogues.
This car was used during filming of scenes of Tony arriving or leaving signature Sopranos locations like The Bada
Bing Strip Club, Satriale’s Pork Store, Sopranos crew members’ houses, meetings with members of the New York
families, and the Sopranos home driveway. This car was also utilized during the filming of action sequences such as
the infamous car chase in which Tony drives Phil Leotardo off the road and into the back of a parked car.
Mr. Gandolfini personally signed the driver’s side sun visor “Thanks for the truck, James Gandolfini” and also autographed the passenger’s side dashboard. Photos of the actor signing the vehicle will be included in the sale as well
as the original contract between Movie Time Car Company and Soprano Productions Incorporated. Also included
in the sale are the original non-legal faux license plates as seen in the series. The vehicle is sold as-is, and is accompanied by signed certificates of authenticity from both the CEO of Movie Time Cars documenting the use of this
vehicle on the production, and James Gandolfini.
VIN number 3gyfk66n13g284596
Estimated Mileage 106,000
Buyer will be required to sign a Bill of Sale. Vehicle sold as is. Buyer is responsible for removal of vehicle.
($23,000-$27,000)
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Lot 339. Armored (2009) Armored Truck - Black with neon paint
art “Met Custom Truck Bodies” custom-made armored truck.
6-cyl diesel engine - Armored - From the set of Armored, this is
a black with neon paint art “Met Custom Truck Bodies” custommade armored truck. Features a 6-cyl diesel engine. After the
movie was filmed, Mister Cartoon, a tattoo artist, and Sony Screen
Gems joined forces to trick out the armored truck for promotional
purposes. The LA-based muralist continually takes his art beyond
human canvases to such unique platforms as cell phones, sneakers and watches. The one-of-a-kind vehicle features Cartoon’s
signature Angeleno style on both the exterior and interior. The
outside mural includes a lone gunman with flying hundred dollar
bills with real dead presidents on them, while the inside is tagged
up from the floor to the ceiling. Sold on Bill of Sale only. Buyer is
responsible for removal of vehicle. Currently located in Los Angeles, CA. 1991 International Model 4700. 4x2. License 1QWX586.
Vin# 1HTSCNDMXMH353138. ($14,000-$18,000)
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Lot 353. Vintage Memorabilia Collection from Disney’s The Rocketeer -The
Rocketeer (1991) - Memorabilia Collection - Features
vintage collector items from
Disney’s “The Rocketeer.”
This lot includes two different scripts, four comic books, four slides from the film,
promotion guide, premiere junket, premiere pass, passport, tickets, and pre-flight check binder. ($100-$400)
Lot 355. Bulldog Café Cookie
Jar from The Rocketeer - The
Rocketeer (1991) - The Bulldog
Café Treasure Craft Cookie Jar
in original box. ($100-$200)

Lot 354. The Rocketeer Original
Deluxe Costume - The Rocketeer (1991) - Rocketeer Deluxe
Costume - Features a shirt, pants,
shoes, rubber helmet, and plastic
jet pack. Comes with original bag.
($100-$200)

Lot 356. Press Photos
from The Rocketeer - The
Rocketeer (1991) - Multiple
color press photos. ($100$200)

Lot 357.Vintage Memorabilia Collection from Disney’s The Rocketeer - The
Rocketeer (1991) - Features
vintage collector items from
Disney’s “The Rocketeer.”
This lot includes a backpack,
lunchbox, multiple pins
and buttons, folders, books,
belts, t-shirts, watch, toys, umbrella, and many more
fantastic items. Oversized item. Additional postage
required. ($200-$400)

Lot 358. Vintage Memorabilia
Collection from Disney’s The
Rocketeer - The Rocketeer
(1991) - Features vintage collector items from Disney’s “The
Rocketeer.” This lot includes a
box of Topps Trading Cards,
Pizza Head Boxes, suspenders, plates, napkins, t-shirts,
watches, pins, keychains, buttons, books, and other
fantastic items. Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($200-$400)

Lot 359. Vintage Memorabilia Collection from
Disney’s The Rocketeer
- The Rocketeer (1991)
- Features vintage collector items from Disney’s
“The Rocketeer.” This lot
includes toys, cards, cups,
t-shirts, towels, stickers, pizza box, puzzles, books, and
other fantastic items. Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($200-$400)

Lot 360. Vintage Memorabilia
Collection from Disney’s The
Rocketeer - Vintage Memorabilia Collection from Disney’s
The Rocketeer (1991) - Features vintage collector items
from Disney’s “The Rocketeer.”
This lot includes books, folders,
pins, buttons, toys, t-shirts, plane, hat, and other fantastic items. Oversized item. Additional postage required.
($200-$400)
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Lot 361. Vintage Memorabilia Collection from Disney’s The Rocketeer -The
Rocketeer (1991) - Features
vintage collector items from
Disney’s “The Rocketeer.” This
lot includes books, puzzles,
stickers, watch, t-shirts, novel,
belt, sign, cassettes, and other fantastic items. Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($200-$400)

Lot 362. Vintage Memorabilia
Collection from Disney’s The
Rocketeer - The Rocketeer (1991)
- Features vintage collector items
from Disney’s “The Rocketeer.”
This lot includes books, magazines, sleeping bag, model toy,
model plane, t-shirts, balloon,
and other fantastic items. The
sleeping bag is signed by Rocketeer creator David Stevens. ($300-$600)

Lot 363. The Rocketeer Standee
The Rocketeer (1991) - The
Rocketeer Stand Up Cardboard
Sign. (approx. 3’ tall). Oversized
item. Additional postage required. ($200-$300)

Lot 364. The Rocketeer
3-piece Poster - The Rocketeer
(1991) - The Rocketeer Three
Piece Cardboard Sign. (approx.
58” long). Oversized item.
Additional postage required.
($500-$700)

Lot 365. The Rocketeer Standee
The Rocketeer (1991) - The
Rocketeer Stand Up Cardboard
Sign. (approx. 6’ tall). Oversized
item. Additional postage required.
($300-$500)

Lot 366. The Rocketeer Illustration
The Rocketeer (1991) - The Rocketeer Color Illustration. (approx. 35
x 18). Oversized item. Additional
postage required. ($200-$300)

Lot 367. The Rocketeer Color
Poster- The Rocketeer (1991) - The
Rocketeer Color Poster. (approx. 28
x 42). Oversized item. Additional
postage required. ($200-$300)
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Lot 368. The Rocketeer Pre-Flight Check Binder - The Rocketeer
(1991) - Pre-Flight Check “Style Guide” Binder used for all merchandising. Features product designs, logo designs, and t-shirt designs.
(approx. 10 1/2 x 11 1/2) ($400-$600)

Lot 369. Billy Campbell’s Stunt Jacket from The Rocketeer
The Rocketeer (1991) - Cliff (Billy Campbell) light brown leather
screen worn stunt jacket. was purchased at a comic book store in
Orange, CA - called “Freedonia FunnyWorks”- which no longer
exists now. The owner continually came up with choice items
from the “Rocketeer” movie and studio the first six months after
the release of the film. ($800-$1,200)

Lot 370. The Rocketeer Screen Used Stunt Helmet - The Rocketeer
(1991) - Cliff (Billy Campbell) Rocketeer screen used stunt helmet. It
is made of gold colored plastic with tinted eyes (approx. 19” long). The
helmet was purchased at a comic book store in Orange, CA - called
“Freedonia FunnyWorks”- which no longer exists now. The owner continually came up with choice items from the “Rocketeer” movie and
studio the first six months after the release of the film. He displayedand sold only one-this one. It was one of three that were used as a
“stunt helmet” for distance shots-therefore the darker lenses in the eye
pieces. It was not outfitted with a football liner or chinstrap because it
was used for static shots only. ($800-$1,200)
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Lot 502. Where on Earth is Carmen
Sandiego Hand Drawn Animation
Cels - Four full color, handpainted
animation cels from the production of Where on Earth is Carmen
Sandiego? (1994-1998), a cartoon
series from DiC Enterprises. (8.5x11)
($100-$300)

Lot 503. Where on Earth is
Carmen Sandiego Hand Drawn
Animation Cel and Pencil Sketch
- One full color animation cel from
the production of the Where on
Earth is Carmen Sandiego? (19941998) cartoon series, together with
a hand drawn pencil sketch for the
same series. (Cell 14x10, Drawing
10x11) ($100-$300)

Lot 504. Where on Earth is
Carmen Sandiego Hand Drawn
Animation Cel and Pencil
Sketch - One full color animation cel from the production of
the Where on Earth is Carmen
Sandiego? (1994-1998) cartoon
series, together with a hand
drawn pencil sketch for the same
series. (Cell 13x10, Drawing
13x11) ($100-$300)
Lot 506. My Little Pony Hand
Painted Animation Cels - Two
animation cels, hand painted and
in full color, made for the cartoon
series My Little Pony (1986-1987).
The show, from Sunbow Productions and Hasbro, ran concurrently
with a highly successful toy line.
(12.5x10.5 each)($100-$300)

Lot 505.Where on Earth is Carmen
Sandiego Hand Drawn Animation
Cel and Pencil Sketch - One full color,
handpainted background for an animated cel from the production of the
Where on Earth is Carmen Sandiego?
(1994-1998) cartoon series, together
with a hand drawn pencil sketch for
the same series. (Cell 13.5x12, Drawing 12.5x10.5) ($100-$300)
Lot 507. My Little Pony
Hand Painted Animation
Cels - Four animation cels,
hand painted and in full
color, made for the cartoon series My Little Pony
(1986-1987). The show, from
Sunbow Productions and
Hasbro, ran concurrently with a highly successful toy
line. (12.5x11 each) ($100-$300)

Lot 508. My Little Pony Animation
Cels and Pencil Sketches - Seven animated cels, hand painted in full color,
made for the cartoon series My Little
Pony (1986-1987). The show, from
Sunbow Productions and Hasbro, ran
concurrently with a highly successful toy line. Also includes two hand
drawn pencil sketches. (12.5x10.5
each) ($100-$300)

Lot 509. My Little Pony Hand
Painted Animation Cels - Six
hand painted and full color animation cels made for the cartoon
series My Little Pony (19861987). The show, from Sunbow
Productions and Hasbro, ran concurrently with a highly successful
toy line. Also includes two hand
drawn pencil sketches. (10x12.5
each) ($100-$300)

Lot 510. Where on Earth is Carmen Sandiego Hand
Drawn Animation Cels - Six full color, handpainted
animation cels from the production of Where on
Earth is Carmen Sandiego? (1994-1998), a cartoon
series from DiC Enterprises. (3 cells 12x10.5, 3 cells
8.5x11) ($100-$300)
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Lot 510a. Spartan Soldier Costume from 300 - 300 (2006)
- Spartan Soldier screen worn, red cape, leather bottoms,
wrist aromor, lower leg armor, leather strappy sandals,
bloody shield, long spear, and custom Spartan helmet with
300 stand. Includes The Prop Store of London certificate of
authenticity. ($3,000 - $4,000)

Lot 510b. Spartan Soldier Sword from 300 - 300 (2006)
- Spartan Soldier screen used, bloody rubber silver
swords with leather handle and brown leather with belt
sheath. (approx. 31” long) Includes The Prop Store of
London certificate of authenticity. ($1,000 - $3,000)

Lot 511. Gerard Butler Screen Used Sword from 300 - Heavy sword with
metal blade, used by Gerard Butler as King Leonidas in 300 (2007). This
was one of several swords made for Butler, each varying in weight and material. Features the name “G. Butler” engraved into the handle. Oversized
item. Additional postage required. (34x4) ($3,000-$5,000)
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Lot 512. The Mummy Screen Used Crossbow - Lightweight wooden crossbow, used
in the Ancient Egyptian flashback seqeunces of The Mummy (1999). The film starred
Brendan Frasier and Rachel Weisz as explorers confronted by the maurauding mummy
Im-Ho-Tep. Oversized item. Additional postage required. (24x28x1.5) ($300-$600)

Lot 513. Taxi Driver Background Meter - Taxi meter used in one of the
background taxis featured in Martin Scorsese’s Taxi Driver (1976). The film
detailed the travails of cabbie Travis Bickle, played by Robert De Niro, who
finds himself immersed in the seedy milieu of New York City. Oversized
item. Additional postage required. (9x8.5x5) ($100-$300)

Lot 514. Lot of Five Silk Screen
Lot 515. Lot of Five Silk Screen Car
Car Permits for Film Productions
Permits for Film Productions - Five
- Five original, silk screened peroriginal, silk screened permits made
mits made by productions compaby productions companies in New
nies in New York for display in car
York for display in car windows on
windows on shooting days. These
shooting days. These signs are rare
signs are rare and often exceedingly
and often exceedingly beautiful. The
beautiful. The signs are for the
signs are for the following producfollowing productions: The Front
tions: Starting Over (1979), Badge
(1976), Batteries Not Included (1987), A Complete
373 (1973), Going in Style (1979), Network (1976) and
State of Death (released as The Stone Killer, 1973),
Charleston Blue (1972). ($100-$300)
Chapter Two (1980) and Kojak (1974). ($100-$300)

Lot 516. The Flintstones
Signed Hanna-Barbera
Photo - Color photo depicting
The Flinstones, signed by Bill
Hanna and Joseph Barbera.
($200-$400)

Lot 518. Sylvester Stallone
Signed Rocky Photo - Color
photo of Sylvester Stallone in
Rocky (1976) signed by the
actor in black felt pen. ($100$300)

Lot 517. Seth MacFarlane
Signed Drawing - Drawing
of Stewie from Family Guy,
signed by series creator Seth
MacFarlane ($100-$300)

Lot 519. Johnny Depp Signed
Photo - Color photo of Johnny
Depp, signed by the actor in black
felt pen. ($100-$300)
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Lot 521. Dolphin Tale Tail
Sleeve - Winter’s screen used,
white silicon like tail sleeve. (approx. 18” long)($100-$300)

Lot 520. Dolphin Tale
Drawings - Screen used,
pen and pencil drawings
depicting Winter’s new
prosthetic tale. (approx. 17
x 11) ($100-$300)

Lot 522. Dolphin Tale X-Ray
with Case - Winter’s screen
used, X-Ray’s with case. (approx. 18 x 14) ($100-$300)

Lot 523. Winter’s Prosthetic Tale
from Dolphin Tale - Winter’s screen
used rubber, plastic, and metal artificial
swimming fin. (approx. 26 long). Oversized item. Additional postage required.
($4,000-$5,000)

Lot 524. Hellboy Signed Guillermo Del Toro
Drawing - Hellboy (2004) - An original autographed hand drawing of Hellboy by director
Guilermo Del Toro and also signed by Ron
Perlman. There’s a crease in the card stock.
(11 x 14) ($100-$300)
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Lot 526. Lara Croft Life Size Figure - A life size figure
of Angelina Jolie’s character in the “Tomb Raider”
films. The face was made from an original face casting
of the actress. The entire costume is replica. The figure
is made of latex with punched hair and realistic eyes.
The belt buckle is a replica cast from the original molds.
The guns are pellet guns and the holsters come from an
armorer and everything else is replica. Oversized item.
Additional postage required. ($1,300-$1,700)

Lot 527. Immortals Athena’s Costume
Immortals (2011) - Athena (Isabel Lucas)
stunt, gold bustier style top with ties in
the back, plastic shoulder pieces, and red
and gold cape attached with metal pieces,
(slightly bloody inside) gold and red with
clips on the side skirt, gold stretch with
velcro under skirt, gold stretch shorts,
gold hard plastic helmet, gold lace up the
back hard plastic cuffs, gold rubber ankle
and leg armor, and gold strappy sandals.
($500-$800)

Lot 529. Immortals Zeus’
Helmet - Zeus’ gold with blood
on the side, custom made for the
film, screen worn with character
name written on inside, fighting
helmet. ($500-$800)

Lot 528. Immortals Titan’s Helmet
Titan’s black and red hard plastic,
custom made for the film with blood
on back and side, screen worn fighting helmet. ($300-$600)

Lot 530. Immortals Stavros Costume - Stavros
(Stephen Dorff) screen worn, brown fur and
leather seawhale skin vest/cape, brown and tan
leather back harness, brown leather two layer
bag with strap, and brown leather with ties at the
waist pants. ($300-$600)
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Lot 531. Immortals Young Lysander
Tunic and Belt - Immortals (2011)
- Young Lysander (Aron Tomori)
screen worn, bloody, purple with
leather tie at the shoulder tunic top,
leather belt, and brown cloth with
leather around the waist pants. Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 533. Immortals King
Hyperion Claw - Immortals (2011)
King Hyperion (Mickey Rourke)
screen used, hero, black and gold
rubber/foam custom made claw.
(approx. 17” long) ($100-$300)
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Lot 532. Immortals Slave Costume
Immortals (2011) - Slave (Tyler
Hynes) screen worn, brown leather
with woven design over the shoulder, metal and leather dangle design, ties at the waist custom made
top, leather wrist band, blue with
leather ties at the waist pants, and
leather strappy sandals. Includes
wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)
Lot 534. Immortals Heraklion Soldier
Costume - Immortals (2011) - Heraklion Soldier screen worn heavy black
leather tie in the back pants, leather belt
with fur, leather and fur toeless boots,
cloth top, leather poncho, leather arm
bands, leather and hard rubber decorative helmet. ($600-$800)

Lot 535. Immortals Hoplite
Soldier Battle Helmet - Immortals
(2011) - Hoplite Soldier screen
worn, silver hard plastic with
design on the front, spike on the
top, visor on the front, leather side
cheek pieces, custom battle helmet
with foam inside. (approx. 19”
long) ($200-$400)

Lot 536. Immortals Heraklion
Helmet - Immortals (2011)
Heraklion Soldier screen worn,
copper and brown rubber with flip
up front, custom made for the film
mask and helmet with leather hanging over the shoulders and neck.
($200-$400)

Lot 537. Immortals Heraklion
Soldier Helmet - Immortals (2011)
- Heraklion Soldier screen worn,
copper and brown hard plastic with
flip up front, custom made for the
film mask and helmet with leather
hanging over the shoulders and neck.
($200-$400)

Lot 538. Immortals Hoplite
Soldier Battle Helmet - Immortals
(2011) - Hoplite Soldier screen
worn, silver hard plastic with design on the front, spike on the top,
visor on the front, custom battle
helmet with foam inside. (approx.
19” long) ($200-$400)

Lot 539. Immortals Mask
Immortals (2011) - Heraklion Soldier screen worn, silver hard plastic
with white dust on the top, spikes on
the bottom, mask. (approx. 11” long)
($100-$300)

Lot 540. Immortals Heraklion
Soldier Sword - Immortals (2011)
Heraklion Soldier silver hard
plastic with decorative sheath,
small sword. (16” long) ($200$400)
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Lot 541. Immortals Minotaur
Decapitated Head - Immortals (2011) - Minotaur (Robert
Maillet) screen used, decapitated head, featuring two bull
horns on the side, fake barbed
wire, Hyperion mask, leather
hood, and fake blood and gore
at the neck. (approx. 24 x 22) Oversized item. Additional
postage required. ($100-$300)
Lot 543. Isabel Lucas Signed
Immortals Photo - 8 x 10
color photo of Isabel Lucas
in Immortals, signed by the
actress in felt pen. Signed at
the premiere of Immortals.
($100-$300)

Lot 542. Kellan Lutz Signed
Immortals Photo - 8 x 10
color photo of Kellan Lutz
in Immortals, signed by the
actor in blue felt pen. Signed
at the premiere of Immortals.
($100-$300)

Lot 544. Stephen Dorff Signed
Immortals Photo - Immortals
(2011) - 8 x 10 color photo of
Stephen Dorff in Immortals,
signed by the actor in black felt
pen. Signed at the premiere of
Immortals. ($100-$300)

Lot 545. Saw Jigsaw Mask
- Officially licensed mask of
Jigsaw, the homicidal highlight of the Saw franchise,
autographed on the forehead
by actors Cary Elwes, Costas
Mandylor and Shawnee
Smith. Includes original tags. This item includes its
original certificate of authenticity from Twisted Pictures,
listing the notables who signed the mask. ($200-$300)
Lot 547. Alice Cooper Signed Albums
- Billion Dollar Babies album signed by
Alice Cooper and all the members of
his band in felt pen on the front cover.
This lot further includes the Cooper
album School’s Out, signed by Cooper
on the front cover. (12.5x12.5 each)
($100-$300)

Lot 549. Robert Vaughn Signed
Photo - Signed photo of Robert
Vaughn as The Man from U.N.C.L.E.
(8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 546. Brian Wilson Signed
Album - The Beach Boys’
Pet Sounds album, signed by
band member Brian Wilson
in flet pen on the front cover.
(12.5x12.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 548. James Caan Signed
Photo - Signed photo of actor
James Caan in Rollerball (1975).
(8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 550. Happy Days Signed Photo
- Happy Days cast photo, signed by
Donny Most, Tom Bosley, Henry
Winkler and Anson Williams.
(8x10) (16” long) ($100-$300)
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Lot 551. Mickey Rooney Signed
Sugar Babies Poster - Original
Broadway poster for the musical
Sugar Babies, printed on posterboard
and signed by the show’s star, Mickey
Rooney. Also listed in the cast are
Ann Miller and Ann Jillian. The
show ran from the year 1979 to 1982.
(22x14) ($100-$300)

Lot 552. Adam West Signed Batman Comic Book - Batman hardcover book, Batman from the 30s to
the 70s, printed in 1971 and signed
on the dust jacket by Batman actor
Adam West. Book reprints several
stories from the archives of DC
Comics. (8x11.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 553. Kevin J. Anderson
Lot 554. Dick Ayer Signed Iron
Signed Books - Two books
Man Items - Marvel Comics
signed by noted fantasy author
Fantastic Firsts book, reprintKevin J. Anderson. The books are
ing the premiere adventures of
League of Extraordinary Gentlemany of the company’s foremost
men (small paperback) and Ai!
stars, signed by 1960s Marvel
Perdrito! (hardcover). Both are
artist Dick Ayer. This lot further
signed and personalized on the title pages. (Ai! Perdrito
includes a pewter statue of Iron
Book 9x7, LXG Book 7x4) ($100-$300)
Man, still sealed in box and signed by Ayer with a certificate of authenticity from R&R Auctions. (Iron Man
Statue 9.5x5x5.4, Book 10x7) ($100-$300)
Lot 555. Clive Barker Signed
Lot 556. Patrick Macnee Signed
Poster and Book - Poster of Clive
Books - Patrick Macnee, star of the
Barker, signed by Barker in gold
Avengers, signed The Avengers and Me
ink. This lot also includes a copy of
and Blind in One Ear books. Each is
Barker’s book Abartath, also signed
signed “Pat Macnee” on the title pages.
by Barker. (36x20) ($100-$300)
(Avengers Book 8.5x11. Patrick Macnee
Book 9x6) ($100-$300)

Lot 557. John Wayne Screen Worn Cavalry Cape - Blue cavalry cape worn
by Golden Age superstar John Wayne, most famous for his iconic Western films. Includes a Western Costume Company label with Wayne’s name
handwritten as “J. Wayne” on the inner pocket. Sourced directly from WCC.
Wayne, born Marion Robert Morrison in 1907, rose to fame in the 1930s with
John Ford’s classic Stagecoach (1939), having already appeared in scores of B
Western films and serials. Other films featuring his distinctive swagger and
voice include Back To Bataan (1945), Fort Apache (1948), Rio Grande (1950)
and The Alamo (1960). Wayne himself directed the last. In the 1970s Wayne
diversified his resume by appearing in the modern-dress cop dramas McQ
(1974) and Brannigan (1975). Wayne remains perhaps the most famous and
dearly loved figures of Hollywood’s Classic Era. ($800-$1,200)
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Lot 558. Rob Zombie’s Halloween Screen
Used Michael Myers Knife- Prop knife
used by Daeg Faerch as the Young Michael
Myers in Rob Zombie’s Halloween (2007).
It is with this knife that Myers murders
several of his family members in the film’s
opening sequences. Myers, the homicidal antagonist of the Halloween films,
was played by Faerch as a boy as by Tyler
Mane as an adult. Includes a certificate of
authenticity from Screencaptured.com.
(15x2.5) ($300-$700)

Lot 560. Halloween H2O
Screenplay - Screenplay for
Halloween H2O (1998) under
its early title, Halloween: The
Revenge of Laurie Strode. Dated
12-03-97. (8.5x11) ($100-$300)

Lot 559. Rob Zombie’s Halloween
Screen Used Police/Psychiatric
File - Voluminous police dossier
including several police reports,
psychological surveys, collections
of statistical data and crime scene
photos involving the murder spree
of Michael Myers, the homicidal
antagonist of Halloween (2007).
Interesting and detailed lot. All files are encased within
a larger Pendaflex folder. Files names include Mychael
Myers Spacial Recognition Drills, Michael Myers Parent
Behavior Assessment and Michael Myers SGWC Sanitarium Archive File. Inclusive of numerous papers, this lot
is of special interest to any Halloween fan. ($100-$300)
Lot 561. Prop Book Page from Halloween
II- The Devil Walks Among Us book title
page by Dr. Samuel Loomis, played by Malcolm McDowell, in Halloween II (2009). This
was Loomis’ published survey of his patient,
Michael Myers, in the film. Includes a certificate of authenticity. ($100-$300)

Lot 562. Michael Myers Figure with Screen Worn Halloween H2O Mask and
Coveralls - Full figure of Michael Myers, the diabolical killer of the Halloween
franchise, dressed in the mask and coveralls worn by actor Chris Durand as Myers in Halloween H2O (1998). Mask features thinning, unruly hair and a devious expression. Coveralls are distressed and bloody, with numerous wounds and
dirt marks from the film’s climax in evidence. An amazing ensemble from one of
the most popular of the Halloween films, presented in a deluxe, quite displayable
fashion. Includes a letter of authenticity and prior sales receipt for the mask and
a certificate of authenticity for the coveralls. Oversized item. Additional postage
required. ($9,800-$10,200)
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Lot 563. Peter Cushing Framed and
Signed Postcard - Signed and inscribed postcard from Peter Cushing,
the legendary star of Hammer Films’
Curse of Frankenstein (1957), Horror
of Dracula (1958) and The Mummy
(1959) among many other horror
classics. The front of the postcard
depicts Cushing in Dracula AD 1972
and is signed beneath the image as “Peter Cushing 75” while
the back is inscribed “Septhen, may God’s blessing be with
you always. In all sincerity, Peter Cushing”. Postcard has
been framed and matted with a photo of Cushing in the film
I, Monster (1970). Includes original online auction listing.
($100-$300)
Lot 566. Return of the Jedi Poster
Signed by Drew Struzan - Rolled one
sheet poster in gold foil for Return of
the Jedi (1983), signed by artist Drew
Struzan. ($100-$300)

Lot 568. The Nightmare Before
Christmas Full Size Display
Dolls - Life size display figures
of Jack Skellington and Sally the
Patchwork Girl, made to publicize the release of The Nightmare Before Christmas (1993).
These figures were arranged
in theater lobbys as part of the
film’s elaborate promotional
campaign. Only a very limited
run of each figure was ever
made, making this set a prime
collectible for any Nightmare
fan. Posable and dressed in
screen accurate clothing. Oversized item. Additional postage
required. ($300-$700)
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Lot 564. Gone with the
Wind Screen Used Canteen
and Sack - Canvas sack and
canteen, both used in the
immortal screen classic Gone
with the Wind (1939). The
film starred Clark Gable and
Vivien Leigh as Rhett Butler and Scarlett O’Hara in a
romantic epic of the Old South. The canteen has
“US” stamped on its outside while the sack has
“CSA”, thus providing an item from both side of
the Civil War and an overall ensemble worthy of
any fan of the Victor Fleming classic. Includes a
letter of provenance from a former MGM makeup man. (Canteen 9 Diameter x 3) ($100-$300)
Lot 567. Star Wars “Circus”
Poster Signed by Drew Struzan Star Wars (1977) “circus style” one
sheet poster signed by artist Drew
Struzan. Rolled. (approx. 27 x 41)
($100-$300)

Lot 569. Justin Bieber Personally Worn Shirt - Black American Apparel t-shirt worn by
pop superstar Justin Bieber and
sourced from the Clothes Off
Our Backs Clothing Charity
Auction. Incudes a letter of authenticity from the auction and
three photos of Bieber wearing
the shirt. ($300-$500)
Lot 570. Corpse Bride Set Piece
- Large piece of faux-stone flooring, actually made of wood, used
in the making of Tim Burton’s
grotesque stop motion feature
Corpse Bride (2005). The film
featured the voices of Johnny
Depp and Helena Bonham Carter. (35x21x1) Oversized item.
Additional postage required.
($100-$300)
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Lot 571. Screen Worn Buffy, The
Vampire Slayer Makeup Mounted
to Bust - Makeup for a demon appearing in the television series Buffy,
the Vampire Slayer, mounted to a
bust for display. Features two rows
of fanged teeth, red eyes and pointed
ears. Rendered in tones of green
and brown. Oversize item. Additional postage required. (12x9x8)
Oversized item. Additional postage
required. ($100-$300)
Lot 573. Vintage Naval Military
Equpiment from Twentieth
Century Fox - World War II era
ballasts and one ship searchlight,
sourced from Twentieth Century
Fox and used in the production
of war films from the 1940s to the
1970s. Eleven ballasts in all, each
stamped with a yellow US Navy
seal at the bottom. Oversized item.
Additional postage required. (Ballasts 7x3x3, Searchlight 6x4x4)
($100-$300)

Lot 575. Back to the Future
Part II Poster Signed by
Drew Struzan - Rolled poster
for Back to the Future Part II
(1989), signed by artist Drew
Struzan. ($100-$300)

Lot 580. Demi Moore Screen
Worn Shorts from Charlie’s
Angels: Full Throttle - Black
stretch shorts worn by Demi Moore
as Madison Lee in Charlie’s Angels: Full Throttle (2003). Moore
wore these shorts in the film’s “Lair
sequences. Includes a certificate of
authenticity from Reel Clothes and
Props. (16” long) ($100-$300)

Lot 572. Tales from the Crypt:
Demon Knight Casting of a
Demon - Casting of a demon
makeup used in Tales from the
Crypt: Demon Knight (1995).
Fully painted and finely detailed.
Includes two beady green eyes
and a diabolical grin. Oversized
item. Additional postage required. (12x9x8) ($100-$300)

Lot 574. Hook Poster Signed by
Drew Struzan - Rolled one sheet
poster for Hook (1991), signed by
artist Drew Struzan. ($100-$300)

Lot 579. Mike Myers Screen Worn View
from the Top Costume - Black sweater
and black ski mask, worn by actor/comedian Mike Myers as John Witney in View
from the Top (2003). Includes a certificate
of authenticity. The film was directed by
Bruno Barreto and involved a young woman, played by Gwyneth Paltrow, who leaves
home to pursue her dream of becoming a
flight attendant. ($100-$300)
Lot 581. Prop Head from Lexx - Fully
painted and finely detailed prop head
of Mantrid (Deter Laser), made for
the sci-fi series Lexx (1997-2002).
Includes faux-eyebrows and artificial
eyes. Lexx detailed the adventures of a
bizarre group of extraterrestrial misfits
who travel about the galaxy. Includes
a certificate of authenticity. (12x10x7)
($100-$300)
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Lot 582. Screen Used Batarang and Prop Money
from The Dark Knight - Hero metal batarang used
in the production of The Dark Knight (2008), the
second of the famous Batman series from Christopher
Nolan. This batarang, one of five made for the film,
has been signed by stars Christian Bale (Batman)
and the late Heath Ledger (The Joker). The batarang
is a pointed metal throwing device in the shape of
the Batman symbol, used by Batman as a non-lethal
weapon in lieu of firearms. This lot further includes a
stack of intentionally distressed prop $100 bills, used
in the sequence in which The Joker burns a huge pile
of money. A letter of provenance for both items is
included. ($2,500-$2,900)

Lot 583. Leather Jacket Used by Harrison Ford’s Stunt
Double in Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull - Brown leather jacket by Tony Nowak, made
for Harrison Ford’s stunt double in Indiana Jones and
the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull (2008). Includes studio
markings on the lining, indicating where the pockets are
located. Further includes a hangtag reading “Corrected
mistakes by TN Original” on one side and “H. Ford C.
S. Carl Rice Stunts # 15 Special Backing in Space # 15”.
Includes a letter of authenticity. ($3,300-$3,700)
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Lot 584. Joyful Noise Olivia Hill
(Keke Palmer) Dress - Joyful
Noise (2012) - Olivia Hill (Keke
Palmer) screen worn, charcoal
grey scoop neck top with ruffles
down the center, black skirt
‘Be-Bop’ dress, (size M) purple
button front three quarter sleeve
‘BP’ sweater, (size M) and black
leather with cut-outs and bow
‘Kim’ ballet flats. (size 9 1/2) Includes wardrobe
tag!($100-$300)

Lot 585. Joyful Noise Olivia Hill (Keke
Palmer) Costume - Joyful Noise (2012)
- Olivia Hill (Keke Palmer) screen worn,
blue with light brown plaid stripes,
black fur on the hood, zipper and button
front ‘I Love Robinson’ jacket, red short
sleeve with crochet pattern up the front
‘XXL’ sweater, (size M) pink with orange
and white print, button front cap sleeve
‘Odille’ blouse, (size 6) and dark blue denim ‘Gap’ straight leg
denim jeans. (size 26/2) Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 586. Joyful Noise Olivia Hill
(Keke Palmer) Shirt and Camisole Joyful Noise (2012) - Olivia Hill (Keke
Palmer) screen worn, lavender and
white plaid long sleeve button front
‘Faded Glory’ shirt, (size S) lavender
scoop neck ‘Gilligan + Omalley’ t-shirt,
(size M) and white spaghetti strap
camisole. (size S) Includes wardrobe
tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 587. Joyful Noise Olivia Hill (Keke
Palmer) Cardigan and Costume - Joyful Noise (2012) - Olivia Hill (Keke
Palmer) screen worn, pale pink knit
three quarter length sleeve button front
‘Elle’ cardigan, pale peach short sleeve
scoop neck ‘J. Crew’ t-shirt, (size S)
charcoal tiered with floral print Mimichica’ skirt, (size M) and black with
sparkles ‘Chinese Laundry’ ballet flats.
Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 588. Joyful Noise Olivia Hill (Keke
Palmer) Choir Robe - Joyful Noise
(2012) - Olivia Hill (Keke Palmer)
screen worn, light purple with gold
piping zipper and velcro up the front
‘Murphy Robes’ choir robe. Includes
wardrobe tag! Proceeds of this sale will
be donated to charity. ($100-$300)

Lot 589. Joyful Noise Randy Garrity
(Jeremy Jordan) Shirt - Joyful Noise
(2012) - Randy Garrity (Jeremy Jordan) screen worn, navy two pocket
long sleeve button front ‘Lucky
Brand’ shirt, (size M) and pale blue
short sleeve crew neck ‘Old Navy’ tshirt. (size L) Includes wardrobe tag!
($100-$300)

Lot 590. Joyful Noise Randy Garrity
(Jeremy Jordan) Choir Robe - Joyful
Noise (2012) - Randy Garrity (Jeremy
Jordan) screen worn, light purple with
gold piping zipper and velcro up the front
‘Murphy Robes’ choir robe. Includes
wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 591. Joyful Noise Vi Rose
Hill (Queen Latifah) Chiffon and
Dress - Joyful Noise (2012) - Vi
Rose Hill (Queen Latifah) screen
worn, hero, navy sleeveless basket
weave bodice with v-neck, chiffon
with rhinestones on the shoulder
‘Tadashi’ dress. Proceeds of this
sale will be donated to charity.)
($300-$600)
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Lot 592. Joyful Noise Vi Rose
Hill (Queen Latifah) T Shirt and
Pants - Joyful Noise (2012) - Vi
Rose Hill (Queen Latifah) screen
worn, hero, heathered blue deep
v-neck short sleeve ‘Mossimo’
t-shirt, (size 1) and medium grey
‘Merona’ yoga pants. (size 2) Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)
Lot 594. Joyful Noise Vi Rose
Hill (Queen Latifah) Coat
Joyful Noise (2012) - Vi Rose
Hill (Queen Latifah) screen
worn, grey with big plastic buttons down the front ‘Style & Co.’
coat. Proceeds of this sale will be
donated to charity. ($100-$300)
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Lot 593. Joyful Noise Vi Rose Hill
(Queen Latifah) Apron and Costume
- Joyful Noise (2012) - Vi Rose Hill
(Queen Latifah) screen worn, black with
‘Howard’s Resteraunt & Bar’ on the front
apron with ties in the back, white short
sleeve button front ‘Style & Co.’ blouse,
(size 16) and black ‘Tahari’ pants. Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)
Lot 595. Joyful Noise Vi Rose Hill
(Queen Latifah) Dress and Scarf - Joyful Noise (2012) - Vi Rose Hill (Queen
Latifah) screen worn, black with self
belt, cab sleeve button front ‘Calvin
Klein’ dress, gray and black gloves, and
teal scarf with frays at the end. Includes
wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 596. Joyful Noise Vi Rose Hill
(Queen Latifah) Dress and Pumps
- Joyful Noise (2012) - Vi Rose Hill
(Queen Latifah) screen worn, fushcia
cap sleeve boat neck ‘Jones NY’ dress,
(size 16W) and black ‘Bandolino’
pumps. (size 11) Includes wardrobe
tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 597. Joyful Noise G.G.
Sparrow (Dolly Parton) Jacket Joyful Noise (2012) - G.G. Sparrow (Dolly Parton) screen worn,
black and grey design on the front
with zipper, long sleeve jacket.
($600-$800)

Lot 598. Joyful Noise Bernard
Sparrow (Kris Kristofferson) Jacket Joyful Noise (2012) - Bernard Sparrow (Kris Kristofferson) screen worn,
charcoal two toned with multi layer
zipper and buttons long sleeve ‘Haggar’ jacket, (size M) and dark grey
denim long sleeve button front ‘Croft
& Barrow’ shirt. (size M) Includes
wardrobe tag! Proceeds of this sale will
be donated to charity. ($100-$300)

Lot 599. Joyful Noise Caleb
(Andy Karl) Tambourine - Joyful
Noise (2012) - Caleb (Andy Karl)
screen used, hero, light brown
wood tamborine. Includes prop
tag! Proceeds of this sale will be
donated to charity. ($100-$300)

Lot 600. Joyful Noise Walter Hill
(Dexter Darden) Sunglasses Joyful Noise (2012) - Walter Hill
(Dexter Darden) screen worn,
hero, black plastic with sparkle
design on the top sunglasses. Used
in “the finals sequences. Proceeds
of this sale will be donated to
charity. ($100-$300)

Lot 601. Joyful Noise Booklet Joyful Noise (2012) - ‘Pacashau
Sacred Divinity Church’ booklet. (approx. 9 x 5 1/2) Condition may vary slightly. Proceeds
of this sale will be donated to
charity. ($100-$300)
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Lot 602. Joyful Noise Regional
Finals Booklet - Joyful Noise
(2012) - ‘Joyful Noise’ Regional
Finals booklet. Condition may
vary slightly. Proceeds of this
sale will be donated to charity.
($100-$300)

Lot 603. Joyful Noise Regional Finals Booklet - Joyful Noise (2012)
- ‘Joyful Noise’ National Finals
booklet. Proceeds of this sale will
be donated to charity. ($100-$300)

Lot 604. Joyful Noise G.G. Sparrow
(Dolly Parton) Certificate - Joyful
Noise (2012) - G.G. Sparrow (Dolly
Parton) screen used, ‘Certificate of
Ordination’ Credentials of Ministry
for the State of Georgia. (approx. 11
x 8 1/2). Proceeds of this sale will be
donated to charity. ($100-$300)

Lot 605. Joyful Noise - G.G.
Sparrow (Dolly Parton) Framed
Picture - Joyful Noise (2012)
- G.G. Sparrow (Dolly Parton)
screen used, red with metal design
frame with a picture of Bernard
Sparrow (Kris Kristofferson)
inside. (approx. 7 1/2 x 5 1/2)
($100-$300)

Lot 606. Joyful Noise G.G.
Sparrow (Dolly Parton)
Earrings - Joyful Noise
(2012) - G.G. Sparrow (Dolly
Parton) screen worn, hero,
small metal with rocks inside
stud earrings.($100-$300)

Lot 607. Joyful Noise G.G.
Sparrow (Dolly Parton) Flower
Broach and Earrings - Joyful
Noise (2012) - G.G. Sparrow
(Dolly Parton) screen worn, hero,
metal with black and clear rock
design flower broach, and two
dangle earring with black stones
and clear stones. ($100-$300)

Lot 608. Joyful Noise G.G.
Sparrow (Dolly Parton) Ring
and Earrings - Joyful Noise
(2012) - G.G. Sparrow (Dolly
Parton) screen worn, hero, large
yellow and clear stones with
a stretch band ring, and two
dangle earrings with stones. One
stone is missing on one earring.
($100-$300)
Lot 610. Joyful Noise Vi Rose Hill
(Queen Latifah) Earrings - Joyful
Noise (2012) - Vi Rose Hill (Queen
Latifah) screen worn, three layer
metal dangle earrings. ($100-$300)

Lot 609. Joyful Noise Vi
Rose Hill (Queen Latifah)
Earrings - Joyful Noise
(2012) - Vi Rose Hill
(Queen Latifah) screen
worn, metal with large
sparkle rock earrings.
($100-$300)

Lot 611. Joyful Noise Vi Rose
Hill (Queen Latifah) Cross
Necklace - Joyful Noise (2012)
- Vi Rose Hill (Queen Latifah)
screen worn, cross necklace.
Proceeds of this sale will be
donated to charity. ($100-$300)
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Lot 612. Young Adult Mavis (Charlize Theron) Costume - Young Adult (2012) - Mavis
(Charlize Theron) screen worn, black leather
with plaid hood and lining, ‘Guess’ jacket, olive
green v-neck pullovers ‘Lora P’ sweater, dyed
lavender cotton tank top, blue medium wash
‘Calvin Klein’ jeans, (size 28) and silver studded
grey hi top ‘Stella McCarthy’ shoes. (size 40)
Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 614. Young Adult Mavis (Charlize
Theron) Tank Top, Jeans and Accessories
- Young Adult (2012) - Mavis (Charlize
Theron) screen worn, black with gold slits on
the front tank top, dark blue wash ‘J. Brand’
jeans, (size 28) faux gold with charms necklace, small black with zipper ‘Juicy Couture’
purse, faux gold hoop earrings, and black
strappy on the front ‘Loeffller Randal’ shoes.
Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 616. Young Adult Mavis
(Charlize Theron) Keycard
- Young Adult (2012) - Mavis
(Charlize Theron) screen used,
white plastic ‘Qnity’ hotel keycard.
(approx. 3 1/2 x 2) ($100-$300)

Lot 618. This Must Be The Place
Cheyenne (Sean Penn) Costume
This Must Be The Place (2011)
Cheyenne (Sean Penn) screen worn,
hero, black cotton with zipper front
and fur on the hood ‘Chrome Hearts’
sweatshirt, (size S) black button up
the front ‘Dolce & Gabana’ shirt,
black cotton cargo ‘H&M’ pants,
black with metle buckle belt, and
black lace up the front ‘Doc Martens’
boots. (size 9) Includes wardrobe
tag!($600-$800)
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Lot 613. Young Adult Mavis
(Charlize Theron) Sweatshirt
and Shoes - Young Adult (2012)
- Mavis (Charlize Theron) screen
worn, tan with faux gold buttons
‘Tory Burch’ cardigan sweatshirt,
(size S) and white patten leather
with black toe and trim ‘Anyi Lu’
heels. (size 39) Includes wardrobe
tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 615. Young Adult Beth (Elizabeth
Reaser) Sweater, Turtleneck and Pants
- Young Adult (2012) - Beth (Elizabeth
Reaser) screen worn, green woven with
large wood buttons ‘Fever’ sweater, (size S)
bright green ribbed ‘Sarah Spencer’ turtleneck shirt, (size S) and brown corduroy
‘Old Navy’ pants. (size 2) Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 617. Young Adult Mavis
(Charlize Theron) Notebook
- Young Adult (2012) - Mavis
(Charlize Theron) screen used,
hardcover bound small notebook
with two pens. (approx. 7 x 4 1/2)
($100-$300)

Lot 619. This Must Be The Place
Cheyenne (Sean Penn) Costume
with Shoes - This Must Be The
Place (2011) - Cheyenne (Sean
Penn) screen worn, white with
red, yellow, and blue sleeves zipper
up the front ‘Fred Perry’ sweatshirt, (size S) black short sleeve
‘American Apparel’ t-shirt, (size
M) and black canvas ‘Converse
Chuck Taylor’ shoes. (size 9) Includes wardrobe tag! ($200-$400)
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Lot 620. This Must Be The Place
Mary (Eve Hewson) Costume- This
Must Be The Place (2011) - Mary
(Eve Hewson) screen worn, black
zipper and button up the front
with hood, band pins on the front
jacket, (size XS) black wth grey
stripes scoop neck shirt, (size 6)
black stretch denim with holes on
the front ‘Current/Elliot’ pants, (size
26) dark red long fur tail, and black
leather lace up the front ‘Dr. Martens’ boots. Includes wardrobe tag!
($100-$300)
Lot 622. Emilio Estevez Signed
Mighty Ducks Hat - Emilio Estevez
signed Mighty Ducks baseball cap,
bearing the team logo with a Disney
maker’s tag. Estevez has signed on the
brim of the hat in black marker, adding “Quack and his team number. A
receipt for the charity auction from which the hat was
purchased is included. ($100-$300)

Lot 624. Dennis the Menace Signed Cartoon
Cel - Original, handpainted Dennis the Menace
cartoon cel signed by three of the cast members
of the 1950s live action adaptation. These are Jay
North, Gloria Henry and Jeannie Russell. All three
have added their character names. Also includes
an original, handpainted background depicting a
train station. This cel was done for the 1980s DiC
Entertainment animated series. ($100-$300)

Lot 621. This Must Be The Place Mordecai
Midler (Judd Hirsch) Costume - This Must
Be The Place (2011) - Mordecai Midler (Judd
Hirsch) screen worn, heathered charcoal heavy
wool ‘London Fog’ overcoat, brown/cream
tweed knit button front ‘Buckingham’ vest, blue
long sleeve button front ‘Van Heusen’ shirt,
(size 17-17.5) brown, blue, tan, and cream
broken diagonal tie, taupe, brown, and blue
with grey broken window pane ‘Haggar’ pants,
(size 36 x 30) red and brown soft leather shoes,
and brown fedora hat. Includes wardrobe tag!
($100-$300)

Lot 623. Peter Pan Signed June
Foray Cassette - Peter Pan VHS
tape signed on the front cover by
veteran voice actress June Foray,
who plays the Mermaid, and Margaret Kerry, who played Tinkerbell. Kerry has added her character
name. ($100-$300)

Lot 625. Original Star Trek: The Original Series
Script - Original screenplay for the Star Trek episode
Requiem for Methuselah, dated Nov. 26, 1968 and
written by Jerome Bixby. This episode was written for
the show’s third season. In red paper covers. Complete
with a certificate of authenticity. (8.5x11) ($250-$650)
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Lot 626. Agnes Moorehead Screen Worn Bewitched Bracelet - Spider
bracelet with simulated blue topaz-Austrian Crystal Rhinestone and simulated black onyx pieces for th eyes, worn by actress Agnes Moorehead
as Endora the Witch on the television series Bewitched (1964-1972). Endora was the opinionated mother of Samantha (Elizabeth Montgomery)
on the series, frequently finding herself at odds with Darrin (Dick York/
Dick Sargent). The piece was offered by Moorehead to a children’s charity
and was thereafter purchased by a private collector. Complete with a certificate of authenticity. (2.5” Diameter) ($1,000-$1,400)

Lot 627. Elizabeth Montgomery Screen Worn Bewitched Bracelet - Vintage 1950s bracelet with over 100 brilliant stones and
three large five karat stones in the center framed by fourteen other
stones, worn by actress Elizabeth Montgomery as Samatha the
Witch in Bewitched (1964-1972). This bauble was worn in a second
season episode of the series. The piece was auctioned at an AIDS
charity event after Montgomery’s death and it comes complete
with a certificate of authenticity. Not a studio-made prop, this is an
intrinsically valuable treasure from Montgomery’s personal collection of jewlery. (2.5 Diameter) ($1,800-$2,200)

Lot 628. The World is Not
Enough Screen Used Casino
Chips and Caviar Label Four casino chips of various
colors and one Zukovsky
brand caviar label, screen used
in the James Bond adventure
The World is Not Enough (1999). Zukovsky, played
by Robbie Coltrane, a former KGB enemy of Bond,
owns a casino and assists 007 in his efforts to prevent global catastrophe. (Caviar Label 6x4, Chips 1.5
Diameter ($100-$300)

Lot 630. Robert Redford Screen
Worn Security Badge from The
Hot Rock - Security guard cap
badge reading “interstate K”, worn
by Robert Redford in the film
The Hot Rock (1972). The film,
directed by Peter Yates, had Redford as a former jewel thief who, upon being released
from prison, embarks on a new series of capers with
his brother-in-law, played by George Segal. includes a
signed letter of provenance. ($100-$500)
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Lot 629. Screen Used Alien Egg from
Aliens - Small alien egg, painted black,
used in the distant background of the
Queen’s lair in Aliens (1986). The eggs
featured in this scene was of various sizes
depending upon how near they were to
the camera. (3x2) ($100-$500)

Lot 631. John Travolta
and Nicholas Cage Signed
Painting - Color painting
by Joseph Namsinh depicting the stars of Face/Off
(1997), Nicholas Cage and
John Travolta, signed by
each of the actors in silver
pen. Signed at the premiere of Apollo 13 in 1995.
Measures 16 x 20. ($100-$300)
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Lot 632. Anthony Hopkins Signed
Painting - Color painting by Joseph
Namsinh depicting Anthony Hopkins, signed by the actor in silver
ink. Signed at a UCLA event in 1995.
Measures 16 x 20. ($100-$300)

Lot 634. Kevin Costner
Signed Drawing - Black
and white pencil drawing
of Kevin Costner by Joseph
Namsinh, signed by the actor in blue felt pen. Signed
at the premier of Waterworld in 1995. Measures
16 x 20. ($100-$300)

Lot 633. Charlie Sheen Signed
Painting - Color painting of Charlie Sheen, signed and dated by the
actor in blue felt pen. Painting by
Joseph Namsinh. Signed in Beverly
Hills in 1998. Measures 16 x 20.
($100-$300)

Lot 635. Lot of Folded Movie Posters - Lot of original, folded one sheet
movie posters which include Pirates of
the Caribbean: Curse of the Black Pearl,
Star Crystal, The Annihilators, The Rose,
Sam’s Son, Screw Balls and Angel Heart,
Def Con 4, Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest and
Knights of the City. (Angel Heart 40x27, The Rose 31.5x
20.5, Knights of the City 40x27, DefCon 4 40x27, The Annihilators 40x27, Screw Balls 40x27, Star Cyrstal 40x27, Sam’s
Son 40x27, Pirates of the Caribbean 49.5x21, Cars/Pirates
Composite 49.5x21) ($100-$300)

Lot 636. Two Stills from NYPD
Blue - Two original black and white
stills from the police drama NYPD
Blue , dated 11-8-94 and 3-15-94.
(9x7 each) ($100-$300)

Lot 638. Screen Used Predator
Dreadlock - Rubber “dreadlock”, used
as part of the Predator costume in
the film Predator (1987). This Arnold
Schwarzenegger classic had a group of
soldiers in the jungle fighting an alien
menace who hunts human beings.
(16.5 long) ($100-$300)

Lot 637. Two Stills from Austin
Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me
- Two original black and white stills
from Austin Powers: The Spy Who
Shagged Me (1999). (8x10 each)
($100-$300)

Lot 639. Throw Momma From
the Train Stunt Mask - Throw
Momma from the Train (1987) - A
stunt mask of actress Ann Ramsey
who played Momma. A highly detailed mask with eyes and punched
eyebrows. This mask was worn by
a stuntman, who doubled for Mrs.
Ramsey. Aging and delicate, part
of mask is folded under. This is
a front face mask, not full head,
made to wear with a wig. 10 x 6
($100-$300)
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Lot 640. Humphrey Bogart Lifecast
- Lifecast of actor Humphrey Bogart,
famous for his roles in The Maltese Falcon,
Casablanca and The Treasure of the Sierra
Madre. (12x7x7) ($100-$300)

Lot 642. Ghost of Christmas Future from
Scrooged - Top half of the seven foot tall
screen used figure of the Ghost of Christmas
Past as seen in Scrooged (1988). This impressive prop features bony lineaments and a sinister black hood. The Ghost visited Bill Murray’s
character in the film to frighten him out of his
selfish ways. Oversized item. Additional postage required. (12x7x7) ($300-$700)

Lot 644. Winona Ryder Signed
Drawing - Black and white pencil
drawing of Winona Ryder by Joseph
Namsinh, signed by the actress in blue
felt pen. Signed in Beverly Hills in
1993. Measures 16 x 20. ($100-$300)

Lot 641. James Stewart and Robert Wagner
Signed Poster Rolled poster for Jimmy Stewart’s
Relay Marathon dated March 29, 1987, signed
by both Stewart and Robert Wagner in blue felt
pen. (24x17) ($100-$300)
Lot 643. Jodie Foster
Signed Drawing - Black
and white pencil drawing
of Jodie Foster by Joseph
Namsinh, signed by the
actress in blue felt pen.
Signed at the premiere of Jumanji at Sony Studios in 1995. Measures 16 x 20. ($100-$300)
Lot 645. Steven Segal
Signed Drawing- Black
and white pencil drawing
of Steven Segal, signed by
the actor in blue felt pen.
Drawing is by Joseph Namsinh. Segal signed at the
premiere of Under Seige 2
in 1995. Measures 16 x 20.
($100-$300)

Lot 646. Michelle Pfeiffer Signed
Lot 647. Brad Pitt Signed
Drawing - Black and white pencil
Drawing - Black and white pendrawing of Michelle Pfeiffer by
cil drawing of Brad Pitt, signed
Joseph Namsinh, signed by the
by the actor in blue felt pen. Also
actress in blue felt pen. Signed at
signed by artist Joseph Namsinh.
the 1995 premiere of A Dangerous
Signed at the premeire for Living
Mind. Measures 16 x 20. ($100-$300)
in Oblivion in 1995. Measures 16 x 20. ($100-$300)
Lot 648. Vulcan Ears
from Star Trek: The
Motion Picture -Screen
used Vulcan ear appliances used for an actor
playing one of the Vulcan Starfleet officers in Star
Trek: The Motion Picture (1980). (2x1.5 each)
($100-$300)
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Lot 649. Model Piece from Aliens - Light
wood model part, used in the making of the
dropship seen in James Cameron’s Aliens
(1986). The dropship in the film is used to
transport Colonial Marines to the surface of
planet LV-426. (16x3.5) ($100-$300)
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Lot 650. Stegosaurus Head Casting
from King Kong - Casting of the head
of the stegosaurus featured in King
Kong (1933), mounted to a wooden
handing plaque. This casting was made
from the original, screen used model
once owned by Forrest J Ackerman and
now in the possession of Peter Jackson.
Bits of the original model’s exterior
“skin” were used in the making of this
casting, making it quite a unique item
for Kong collectors. (5.5x5x5) ($100$300)

Lot 652. Blackbeard’s Ghost Storyboards
- Eleven sheets of original, hand drawn
storyboard art for the Disney film Blackbeard’s Ghost (1968). The film starred
Peter Ustinov and Suzanne Pleshette, with
the ghost of pirate Blackbeard appering in
the modern day. Some sheets are painted
in color. (9.5x5.5 each) ($100-$300)

Lot 654. 1941 Model Parts Three pieces of miniature set
pieces, a rolled up fire hose, a
lantern and a bell, made for Steven Spielberg’s 1941 (1979). The
film depicted the comedic chaos
experienced by California in the
aftermath of the Pearl Harbor bombing and featured
elaborate special effects. (Firehose 3.5 diameter, Lantern 2x1, Bell 1x1) ($300-$600)
Lot 656. Flying High Screen Used
Program - Screen used program made
for the 1931 musical comedy Flying
High (1931). In the form of a New
York Theatre program, with the film’s
title and the names DeSylva, Brown
and Henderson on the front cover.
(9x6) ($100-$300)

Lot 651. Jack Warden Lifecast
Lifecast of actor Jack Warden,
made at Burman Studios. Warden appeared in 12 Angry Men,
Donovan’s Reef and Heaven
Can Wait, among many other
gems. (7.5x5.5x4) ($100-$300)

Lot 653. History of the World Part One
Original Concept Art - Original, hand
drawn and hand colored concept art for Mel
Brooks’ classic History of the World Part
One (1981). The scene depicts a guillotine
sequence set during the French Revolution.
(28x25) ($100-$300)
Lot 655. CHUD Production Art
- Five pieces of production art
by Giacomo Simone for CHUD
(1984), the horror film about cannibalistic monsters living beneath
the surface of New York. Includes
proposed concept drawings for
the film’s poster and several views
of the fanged monsters. (One
drawing 14x9, One drawing
12.5x9.5, Three drawings 8.5x11)
($100-$300)

Lot 657. The Shocking Miss.
Pilgrim Screen Used Songbook
- Small songbook for the Boston Chapter of the New England
Women’s Suffrage League, used
in The Shocking Miss. Pilgrim
(1947). The film had Betty Grable
becoming involved with women’s
rights. (7x5)($100-$300)
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Lot 658. Doll Face Screen Used
Program - Program for The Genuis
DeMilo, used in Doll Face (1946).
The film starred Vivian Blaine and
was written by Gypsy Rose Lee,
a noted striptease artist. (8.5x6)
($100-$300)

Lot 659. Gentleman Jim Screen
Used Tickets - Three tickets for a
champioship boxing bout between James J. Corbett and Robert
Fitzsimmons, used in Gentleman
Jim (1942). Corbett was played by
Erroll Flynn. (5x2.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 660. Doctor Doolittle Screen Used
Ticket and Program - Ticket and program for Blossom’s Mammoth Circus,
the extravaganza featured in Doctor
Doolittle (1967). Blossom’s Circus is run
by Albert Blossom, a greedy showman
who exhbits the Pushmi-Pullyu as a star
attraction. (8.bx5.5, 5x3) ($100-$300)

Lot 661. Buffy the Vampire Slayer
Demon Hands - Pair of prosthetic
demon hands used in the production of the Buffy, the Vampire Slayer television series. These gnarled,
clawed hands are fully painted and
finely detailed with attached, sharp
nails. (16x8 each) ($100-$300)

Lot 662. George C. Scott Prosthetic
Nose for Patton - Prosthetic nose
made by John Chambers for George
C. Scott as Patton (1970). The film
found Scott in an Award-winning
performance as George S. Patton,
the firebrand World War II general.
Includes six black and white shots of Scott in the makeup
from various vantage points. These are also from Chambers’ collection. ($100-$300)

Lot 663. Screen Used Puppet
from The Rains Came - Small
puppet made of rubber and
dressed in Indian style garb, used
in The Rains Came (1939). The
film featured an elaborate flood
sequence, one in which miniatures
such as these were utliized. The
film starred Tyrone Power and
Myrna Loy. (6x4) ($100-$300)

Lot 664. Screen Used Puppet from
The Rains Came - Small puppet
made of rubber and dressed in Indian style garb, including a turban,
used in The Rains Came (1939).
The film featured an elaborate flood
sequence, one in which miniatures
such as these were utliized. The film
starred Tyrone Power and Myrna
Loy. (5x3) ($100-$300)

Lot 665. Screen Used Puppet from
Twentieth Century Fox - Puppet
made of foam and wood, sourced
from Twentieth Century Fox and
used in one of their 1930s era motion pictures for a special effects
sequence involving miniature sets.
Dressed in cloth clothing, in the
style of a soldier with a black helmet
on its head. (9x3) ($100-$300)

Lot 666. Dick Smith Mr. Hyde Makeup
Lot 667. Total Recall ConCasting - Casting of a facial makeup
tact Lenses - Pair of bloodfor Jason Robards as Mr. Hyde, fully
shot contact lenses, made
painted, by Dick Smith. Includes artififor a performer appearing
cial eyes and protruding teeth. Robards
in one of the many effects
was to star in an aborted version of the sequences of Total Recall (1990) starring Arnold
Jekyll and Hyde story for television in
Schwarzenegger. (1) ($100-$300)
1968. The telefilm was eventually made
with Jack Palance instead. (10.5x6x6)
($100-$300)
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Lot 668. Van Dort Puppet Casting from
Corpse Bride - Casting of the puppet
made for the character Van Dort, the
father of the character played by Johnny
Depp, in Tim Burton’s Corpse Bride
(2005). Housed in a clear plastic display
case. (7.5x4x4) ($100-$300)

Lot 669. Mel Gibson Signed
Photo - Oversize photo of Mel
Gibson, signed by the actor in
blue felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 670. Fats Domino Signed
Album- Fats Domino Swings album signed by Domino in black
felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 672. Phil Collins Signed
Album - Hello, I Must Be Going
album signed by Phil Collins in
black felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 674. ET Screen Used Mushroom E.T.(1982) - Mushroom from the film’s
opening sequence set on the spaceship,
direct from effects artist Don Pennington. (1.5 diameter) ($400-$600)

Lot 676. Demon Blade Script Signed
by Walter Phelan - Demon Blade script,
dated 3-1-04, signed by actor, stunt man
and makeup artist Walter Phelan, who
played Dr. Satan in Rob Zombie’s House
of 1,000 Corpses. (8.5x11) (10.5x6x6)
($100-$300)

Lot 671. Olivia Newton John
Signed Album - Let Me Be
There album signed by Olivia
Newton John in black felt pen.
Record is dated 1973. ($100$300)

Lot 673. Billy Joel Signed Albums - 52nd Street and The Bridge
albums, both signed by Billy Joel in
blue felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 675. Hallowed Ground
Script Signed by Walter Phelan
- Hallowed Ground (2007) script
signed by actor, stunt man and
makeup artist Walter Phelan, who
played Dr. Satan in Rob Zombie’s
House of 1,000 Corpses. (8.5x11)
($100-$300)
Lot 677. Honor Script Signed by
Walter Phelan - Screenplay for
Honor dated Aug. 10, 2005 and
signed by actor, stunt man and
makeup artist Walter Phelan, who
played Dr. Satan in Rob Zombie’s
House of 1,000 Corpses. (8.5x11)
($100-$300)
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Lot 678. Tarzan: The Epic Adventures Script Signed by Walter Phelan - Screenplay for Tarzan: The Epic
Adventures, dated 1-19-96, signed by
actor, stunt man and makeup artist Walter Phelan, who played Dr.
Satan in Rob Zombie’s House of 1,000
Corpses. (8.5x11) ($100-$300)
Lot 680.Beneath the Planet of the
Apes Mutant Makeup Paint Master
- Fully painted, production made bust
depicting a mutant from Beneath the
Planet of the Apes (1970), designed to
be a paint master for makeup artists
on the film. Face is full of multi-color
arteries and muscle tissue. The mutants
in the film live underground and worship a huge “doomsday” bomb. Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($300-$600)
Lot 682. The Others Script Signed
by Walter Phelan - Script for an
episode of The Others titled Eyes,
dated10-15-99, signed by actor,
stunt man and makeup artist Walter
Phelan, who played Dr. Satan in Rob
Zombie’s House of 1,000 Corpses.
(8.5x11) ($100-$300)

Lot 684. Charmed Script Signed by
Walter Phelan - Charmed screenplay,
dated 7-16-99 for the eipsode Witch
Trail, signed by actor, stunt man and
makeup artist Walter Phelan, who
played Dr. Satan in Rob Zombie’s
House of 1,000 Corpses. (8.5x11)
($100-$300)

Lot 686. Tom Burman Script
for Scrooged - Original script
for Scrooged (1988) from Tom
Burman, the film’s special makeup
effects artist, under the film’s
original title, Scrooge, A Christmas Carol. (8x10) ($100-$300)
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Lot 679. Seraph Script Signed by
Walter Phelan - Script for Seraph,
dated Sept, 13, 1993, signed by
actor, stunt man and makeup artist
Walter Phelan, who played Dr. Satan in Rob Zombie’s House of 1,000
Corpses. (8.5x11) ($100-$300)
Lot 681. Stargate Production
Made Bust - Bust of an Egyptianclothed alien, production made for
Stargate (1994). The film told of an
expeditionary dig in Egypt which
leads to insterstellar travel and the
revelation of the involvement of
extraterrestrials in mankind’s history. Oversized item. Additional
postage required. ($300-$600)
Lot 683. Masters of Horror Script
Signed by Walter Phelan - Script
for the Masters of Horror episode
The Fair Haired Child, an episode
directed by Mick Garris, signed
by actor, stunt man and makeup
artist Walter Phelan, who played
Dr. Satan in Rob Zombie’s House
of 1,000 Corpses. Phelan played Johnny Thing in this
film. (8.5x11) ($100-$300)
Lot 685. Tom Burman Script for
One Dark Night and Two Zombie
Drawings - Original script for One
Dark Night (1983) under its original title, Rest In Peace, from Tom
Burman, the film’s special effects designer. Includes two pencil sketches
which are concepts for the zombie
creatures who serve as the film’s antagonists. (Script
8x11, Drawings 17x11 each) ($100-$300)
Lot 687. Tom Burman Script
for Life on the Edge - Life on the
Edge script from Tom Burman,
an award winning makeup man of
the famous Burman Studios, dated
Oct. 5 1987. This script is written
by Burman and Lisa Morton. The
film was never produced. (8x10
each) ($100-$300)
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Lot 688. Bob Hope Shaving
Case from Mary Gaffney
- Black shaving kit case from
Bob Hope’s personal makeup
artist Mary Gaffney, used
by her to house equipment
reserved especially for Hope.
Includes two stickers reading “BH” on the outer lid.
(8.5x6x5) ($100-$300)

Lot 690. Big Trouble in Little China
Negative Film Reels - Two reels of
film for Big Trouble in Little China
(1986). One has “Big Trouble Dupe #2
Print” handwritten on its side while
the other has “Big Trouble Neg. #2.”
Also includes a stamped receipt with
the date May 1, 1985. (Diamter of
Reels 6.5, Box 11.5x11.5) ($100-$300)
Lot 692. Ghostbusters Floppy
Disk - 3M floppy disc with footage from Ghostbusters (1984),
from production sources. Disk
has “BFC Demo Reel typed on it,
indicating Boss Film Corporation.
(8x8) ($100-$300)
Lot 694. Cliffhanger Film Reels
Three reels of film depicting
effects footage for Cliffhanger
(1993). Box has “BL - 1 Artic
Printback (BC) 2 Rolls)” handwritten on it. (Diameter of reels
4” each, Box 11x12) ($100-$300)
Lot 696. Man on a Ledge Nick
Cassidy (Sam Worthington) Movie
Costumes - Nick Cassidy (Sam
Worthington) screen worn, hero, steel
grey viscose five button, two front
pockets ‘Hugo Boss’ trench style coat,
(size 42R, rigged in the back for vest)
royal blue long sleeve cotton ‘Brooks
Brothers’ shirt, (size 15 1/2 - 34) dark grey wool flat front
‘Brooks Brothers’ pants, (size 36W) black leather belt, and
black leather laced up the front ‘Rockports’ shoes. (size
12) Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 689. Ghostbusters Special
Effects Film Reels - Eight
small film reels with special
effects footage from Ghostbusters (1984). Directly from
the effects designers themselves and from the time of
the film’s release. In a box that reads “GT-SS Cavette
MV037.” (Reels 2-4, Box 10.5x10.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 691. Alien 3 70mm Effects
Film Print - Large reel of 70mm
film from Boss Film Studios
depicting effects shots for Alien 3
(1992). Invoice is attached to inside box lid and is dated 12-10-91.
(Diameter of Reel 10, Box 11x12)
($100-$300)

Lot 693. Masters of the
Universe Effects Film Reels
- Three film reels from Boss
Films depicting effects shots
from Masters of the Universe (1987) sourced from
Boss Films. Invoice taped to
inside of film can is dated 5-21-87. (Reels 4 Diameter,
Can 11 Diameter) ($100-$300)
Lot 695. Photos from Project
X- Ten small color snapshots
taken behind by makeup man
Robert Schiffer during the
shooting of Project X (1985).
Photos depict an actual chimpanzee and various bits of
makeup and costuming. (5x3.5 each) ($100-$300)
Lot 697. Man on a Ledge Nick
Cassidy (Sam Worthington)
Movie Costumes - Nick Cassidy
(Sam Worthington) orange button
front with black cord collar ‘Bob
Barker’ jacket with ‘D.O.C.’ on the
back, (size 38/40) orange short
sleeve button front with ‘D.O.C.’ on the back “Red
Kap” shirt, (size M) grey long sleeve ‘Northern Expolosion’ thermal shirt, (size L) and orange elastic waist
‘Bob Barker’ pants. (size M)($100-$300)
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Lot 698. Man on a Ledge Nick
Cassidy (Sam Worthington)
Movie Costumes - Nick Cassidy
(Sam Worthington) orange short
sleeve button front with ‘D.O.C.’
on the back “Red Kap shirt, (size
M) grey long sleeve ‘Northern
Expolosion’ thermal shirt, (size
XL) and orange elastic waist ‘Bob
Barker’ pants. (size M) ($100-$300)

Lot 699. Man on a Ledge Lydia Mercer
(Elizabeth Banks) Movie Costumes Lydia Mercer (Elizabeth Banks) screen
worn, hero, all rigged with hole in the
back, taupy tan soft broken cotton knee
length with belt ‘Comptoir des Cotoniers’ trench coat, (size 36) cashmere
heathered brown zip and button front
with hood thigh length ‘Aqua’ sweater,
(size S) and navy with white cotton very
fine weave button front with collar ‘BDG’ blouse. (size S)
Includes wardrobe tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 700. Man on a Ledge Joey
Cassidy (Jamie Bell) Movie
Costumes - Joey Cassidy (Jamie
Bell) screen worn, black poly
wool blend two piece two button
‘J. Ferrar’ suit jacket and pants,
(size 36 - 32/30) white cotton
long sleeve button front ‘Armani’
shirt, (size 14.5/33) grey and
black diagonal stripe ‘Theory’ neck tie, black leather
with silver square buckle belt, and black leather zip
up the side Cuban style boots. Includes wardrobe
tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 701. Man on a Ledge Joey Cassidy (Jamie Bell) Movie Costumes Joey Cassidy (Jamie Bell) stunt, slightly
bloody, grey zip up the front ‘Dickie’
jacket, (size S) light cotton heathered
grey ‘Alternative Earth’ shirt, (size M)
and black denim ‘Diesel’ jeans. (size
29/30) Includes wardrobe tag! ($100$300)

Lot 702. Man on a Ledge Mrs.
Morales (Kyra Sedgwick) Movie
Costumes - Mrs. Morales (Kyra
Sedgwick) screen worn, hero,
short red wool double breasted
with black buttons ‘Steven Alan’
coat, (size 2) black sleaveless poly
blend thigh high length’Tahari’
dress, (size 2) fake gold two
strand twist hoop earrings, and
black suede half boot with roll down upper ‘Kate
Spade’ shoes. (size 8) Includes wardrobe tag!
($100-$300)

Lot 703. Man on a Ledge Angie
(Genesis Rodriguez) Movie Costumes
- Angie (Genesis Rodriguez) screen
worn, hero, black cashmere knit with
ruffled trim, self tie belt, ‘Cathrine Malandrino’ sweater, long sleeve mesh with
scrunched torso ‘Laundry’ dress, (size
2) fake gold bamboo style earrings,
fake gold bracelets, and black leather
fold over suede with studs ‘Miss Sixty’
boots. (size 38M) Includes wardrobe
tag! ($100-$300)

Lot 704. Man on a Ledge David
Englander (Ed Harris) Movie
Costumes - David Englander (Ed
Harris) screen worn, hero, sandy
brown with taupy stripes, two
button wool ‘Armani’ suit jacket
and pants. ($100-$300)

Lot 705. Man on a Ledge Dougherty
(Edward Burns) Movie Costumes
- Dougherty (Edward Burns) screen
worn, hero, sandy brown two piece
two button ‘Nautica’ suit jacket and
pants, (size 42 - 36) and grey cotton
non iron long sleeve button front
with collar ‘Joseph & Feiss’ shirt. (size
15.5) ($100-$300)
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Lot 706. Man on a Ledge Nick
Cassidy (Sam Worthington)
Movie Prop - Nick Cassidy (Sam
Worthington) screen used, hero, ‘I
will exit this world as I entered - innocent. I am going home’ written
in pen on “The Roosevelt Hotel”
stationary paper. (approx. 8 1/2 x 6
1/2) ($100-$300)
Lot 708. Man on a Ledge Lydia
Mercer (Elizabeth Banks) Movie
Prop - Man on a Ledge - Lydia
Mercer (Elizabeth Banks) screen
used, ‘Police Department of New
York’ note pad with notes inside
regarding the plot line. (approx. 8
1/4 x 4) ($100-$300)
Lot 710. Man on a Ledge
Explosive Entry Paper
Movie Prop - Man on a
Ledge - Screen used, typed
out Beeswax or clay substructure explosive entry
paper. (approx. 8 1/2 x 11)
($100-$300)
Lot 712. The Three
Musketeers Cagliostro
(Til Schweiger) Movie
Costumes - The Three
Musketeers - Cagliostro
(Til Schweiger) screen
worn, hero, black felt with
green, gold, and black
lace linging, metal chain
hanging at the neck,
custom made long cape,
green with gold and black lace through
out, gold metal buttons down the center,
black and gold frill at the neck custom
made jacket, green with ties at the neck,
ties at the cuffs with gold frill, custom
made shirt, green with gold lace and metal
buckle, custom made shoulder sheath,
green felt with gold lace throughout, green
and yellow feathers on the back custom
made hat, metal with bedazzle intricate
mask, and green with gold and black lace,
tie and button at the waist custom made
trousers. ($1,300-$1,500)

Lot 707. Man on a Ledge
Nick Cassidy (Sam
Worthington) Movie Prop
Man on a Ledge - Nick Cassidy (Sam Worthington) screen
used, “The Roosevelt Hotel”
plastic hotel key. (approx. 3 1/2 x 2)) ($100-$300)
Lot 709. Man on a Ledge Diamond
Movie Prop - Man on a Ledge Screen used, hero, large prop diamond with bag. This is the central
prop in the film. ($100-$300)
Lot 711. The Three Musketeers Athos (Matthew
Macfadyen) Movie Costumes - Three Musketeers
- Athos (Matthew Macfadyen) screen worn, black
with heavy black lace throughout, lace covered
metal buttons on both sides, no sleeves custom
made vest top, black with self black floral print,
metal buttons up the front, heavy lace long sleeve
with white frills at the cuffs and neck, custom
made jacket, black with ties at the neck and cuffs
long sleeve shirt, and heavy black with buttons
and ties in the back at the waist, lace piping down
the sides, boot straps at the bottom custom made
pants. ($1,500-$1,700)
Lot 713. The Three Musketeers Cagliostro (Til
Schweiger) Movie Costumes - The Three Musketeers
- Cagliostro (Til Schweiger) screen worn, green with
gold and black lace through out, gold metal buttons
down the center, black and gold frill at the neck custom
made jacket, and black lace, tie and button at the waist
custom made trousers. ($1,000-$2,000)
Lot 714. The Three Musketeers
Queen (Juno Temple) Movie
Costumes - The Three Musketeers - Queen (Juno Temple)
screen worn, beige and off white
with ruffle sleeves, lace design
throughout, bead stitching at the
bust, puffy sleeves with clips on
the side of the bust custom made
long dress. ($3,000-$4,000)
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Lot 726. Piper Laurie Signed
Card - Index card signed by
actress Piper Laurie, matted with
a photo of her in Carrie (1976).
(13x12) ($100-$300)

Lot 728. Forest Whitaker Makeup
and Lifecast from Battlefield Earth
Headpiece with attached hair and
breathing apparatus used on Forest
Whitaker in the sci-fi film Battlefield:
Earth (2000), adapted from L. Ron
Hubbard’s novel of the same name.
Also includes a lifecast of Whitaker,
taken for the film. Whitaker portrayed
the alien Ker, a lieutenant to Terl,
played by John Travolta. Inner lining
of headpiece features the handwritten
name “Forest.” ($600-$800)
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Lot 727. The Mighty Ducks
Storyboard Collection Seven sheets of hand drawn
storyboards for the Disney
production The Mighty Ducks
(1992). Scenes feature the film’s
titular hockey team on the ice
and crowds cheering them on.
(8.5x11) ($100-$300)

Lot 729. Ewoks Animated Series
Handpainted Backgrounds
Handpainted backgrounds for
animation cels, created for the
animated Star Wars: Ewoks series
of 1985-1986. They depict an
elaborate royal chamber and the
outside of a dome. (14.5x10.5,
13x11) ($100-$300)

Lot 730. Tales from the Crypt:
As Ye Sow Screenplay - Original
screenplay for the Tales from the
Crypt episode As Ye Sow, dated
March 11, 1993. (8.5x11) ($100$300)

Lot 731. Big Screenplay - Screenplay for the Tom Hanks comedy
Big (1988), dated 7-27-87. (8.5x11)
($100-$300)

Lot 732. Cop Land Screenplay
- Original screenplay for Cop Land
(1997) starring Sylvester Stallone and
Harvey Keitel, dated 4-15-96. (8.5x11)
($100-$300)

Lot 733. Simon and Simon
Original Screenplay - Screenplay for the Simon and Simon
episode The Ten Thousand Dollar
Deductable, dated Sept. 10, 1982.
(8.5x11) ($100-$300)
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Lot 734. Cagney and Lacey
Original Screenplay
Screenplay with additional
shooting schedule pages
for the Cagney and Lacey
episode Internal Affairs,
dated Sept. 28, 1981. (8.5x11)
(13x12) ($100-$300)

Lot 736. Road To Perdition
Lobbycard Set - Set of eleven
original, color lobbycards for
the Tom Hanks film Road To
Perdition (2002). Includes
original mailing envelope.
(10.5x13.5 each) ($100-$300)

Lot 735. Collection of Original
Presskits - Four original presskits for
the films The Prince of Egypt (1998),
City Slickers (1991), Black Moon Rising (1986) and The Wind and the Lion
(1975). Each presskit includes stills and
production-issued memos, cast lists and
plot summaries. (Press kits (12x9, Style
guide magazine 13x9.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 737. The Gift Original
Screenplay - Original screenplay for The Gift (2000) written
by Billy Bob Thornton and Tom
Epperson, in original ICM agency
covers. (8.5x11) ($100-$300)

Lot 738. The Amazing SpiderMan Lobbycard Set - Nineteen
original, color lobby cards from
France and Germany advertising The Amazing Spider-Man
(1977), a made for TV movie
designed to be the pilot for the
1970s series, released theatrically
in Europe. (9x10 each) ($100$300)

Lot 739. House Still Set - Set of
ten black and white and color still
from House (1986), a New World
production starring William Katt
and George Wendt. Three of the
photos are board-backed. (8x10
each) ($100-$300)

Lot 740. Set of Buffy,
The Vampire Slayer Stills
Four original stills from
the television series Buffy,
The Vampire Slayer. (8x10
each) ($100-$300)

Lot 741. Lot of New World
Posters - Lot of one sheet movie
posters, folded, for the following
films from New World Pictures:
Wheels of Fire, Bliss, Warriors of
the Wind, The Zoo Gang, Roller
Blade The Video, No Retreat, No
Surrender and Torment. (40x27
each) ($100-$300)
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Lot 742. Lot of New World
Posters - Lot of one sheet
movie posters, folded, for the
following films from New World
Pictures: Certain Fury, Grunt:
The Wrestling Movie, Knights
of the City, The Annihilators,
Winners Take All and Def Con
4. (40x27 each) ($100-$300)

Lot 744. Richard Kiel Signed
Book and Photo - Richard Kiel
as Jaws, the antagonist of The
Spy Who Loved Me, signed and
personalized 8 x 10 color photo
and copy of Kiel’s book, Making It
Big in the Movies, also signed by
the actor. Book signature is personalized and Kiel has added his
character name “Jaw”s. (Photo
8x10, Book 9x6) ($100-$300)
Lot 746. Saw IV and Signed
Saw V Movie Posters - Saw
IV rolled movie poster,
together with a Saw V rolled
movie poster signed by writers Patrick Melton and Marcus Dunstan. ($100-$300)

Lot 748. Marvel Earth
Boxed Bronze Bust - Boxed
Marvel Earth X bronze bust
with a certificate of authenticity signed by Alex Ross
and the sculptor, Mike Hill,
numbered on the bottom.
(9x8x8) ($100-$300)
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Lot 743. Micky Dolenz Signed
Comic Book - Vintage Circus Boy
comic book signed by the TV series
star, Micky Dolenz, later of the
Monkees, in black felt pen. Dolenz
has signed using the name his was
billed as while the show was being
produced, Micky Braddock. (8x10)
($100-$300)

Lot 745. Chillerama and Feast
Signed Posters - Chillerama
poster signed by cast and crew,
including Joe Lynch, Adam
Green, Adam Rifkin, Baron
McCreery, Lin Shaye, Ray Wise,
Kane Hodder, Anton Troy,
Christina Klebe. This lot further
includes a Feast poster signed
by writers Patrick Melton and
Marcus Dunstan. ($100-$300)
Lot 747. Hagar the Horrible
Signed Items - Hagar the Horrible plush signed on the arm by
Chris Browne, artist for the Hagar
comic strip and the son of creator
Dik Browne, in black felt pen. This
lot further includes a Hagar the
Horrible flyer advertising a proposed movie, also signed by Chris
Browne in silver felt pen. Brown
adds a Hagar drawing to this.
(Plush Doll 13x6x6, Flyer 8x10)
($100-$300)
Lot 749. Paranormal Activity
3 Signed Poster and Hat
Paranormal Activity 3 signed
hat and one sheet poster,
each signed by directors Ariel
Schulman and Henry Joost.
(40x27) ($100-$300)
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Lot 750. Paranormal Activity 3
Signed Hat and Creature Signed
Poster - Paranormal Activity 3 hat
signed by directors Ariel Schlman
and Henry Joost, with Creature
one sheet poster signed by Fred
Andrew, Tracy Morris and one
other individual in silver ink.
(40x27) ($100-$300)

Lot 751. Two Clive Barker
Signed Books - Lot of two
signed Clive Barker books,
Pandemonium, being a
large illustrated softcover,
and Abarat, being a small
softcover. (11x8.5, 8.5x5.5)
($100-$300)

Lot 753. Four Signed
Lot 752. Return of the Living Dead
Comics from Walter
Signed Cast and Crew DVD - ReKoenig - Walter Koenig,
turn of the Living Dead and More
Mr. Checkov from the
Brains! DVD signed by Bill Philiputt,
classic Star Trek series,
Tommy Hutson, Michael Perez,
comic books entitled
Michale Benni Pierce, Lito Velasco,
Things To Come. Each
Beverly Randolph, Brian Peck, Jewel
is
signed
on
the
cover
by
Koenig.
Four comics in all.
Sheperd, Stacey Q, William Stout,
(10.5x7 each) ($100-$300)
Jules Brenner, Stanzi Stokes, Drew
Deighan, Paul Sammon, John Penney,
Brian Yuzna, Michael Kenworthy.
(7.5x5.5) ($100-$300)
Lot 754. Judy Collins Signed
Tambourine and Record - Tambourine signed by popular 1960s
singer Judy Collins. The item has
been personalized to Steve. This
lot also includes an LP record from
1980 titled Running For My Life
and featuring several songs by Collins. (Tambourine 7.5” diameter x
2”, Album 12.5x12.5)($100-$300)

Lot 755. Burt Reynolds and Liza
Minnelli Signed Script - Script
for Rent-A-Cop, being an original
dated 11-5-86, signed by Burt
Reynolds and Liza Minnelli.
Reynolds has added “To the Chicago Symphony Radio Marathon.
With a certificate of authenticity
from R&R Auctions. (9x11.5)
($100-$300)

Lot 756. The Longest Yard
Signed Burt Reynolds and
Richard Kiel Script - Script
for The Longest Yard, signed by
stars Burt Reynolds and Richard Kiel, who has personalized
his signature and added his
character name. With a receipt from Care For Kids Silent
Auctions. (8x11) ($100-$300)

Lot 757. Two Tippi Hedren Signed
DVDs - Two Alfred Hitchcock
DVDs, Marnie and The Birds, signed
by Tippi Hedren, who adds “With
Fear to her inscription on The Birds.
Bird drawings on both. (7.5x5.5 each)
($100-$300)
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Lot 758. Deathlock Resin
Statue in Box - Earth X
Deathlok resin statue in box,
complete with a certificate of
authenticity signed by Alex
Ross, Martin Canale and Pablo
Viggiano. (7x7x6) ($100-$300)

Lot 760. Yvonne Craig Signed
Lithograph - Lithograph of
actress Yvonne Craig in her most
famous characters, including
Batgirl and the green skinned
alien of Star Trek, signed by artist J. Pittareli and Craig herself.
(18x13) ($100-$300)

Lot 762. American Graffiti
Signed Cast Photo - American
Graffiti (1973) advertising image
signed by Richard Dreyfuss,
Ron Howard, Candy Clark, Bo
Hopkins, Paul LeMat and Cindy
Williams. Dreyfuss, Clark, Hopkins, LeMat and Williams have
added their character names.
(8.5x11.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 764. Philadelphia, Here I
Come Signed Donal Donnelly
Program - Playbill theatrical
program booklet for Philadelphia,
Here I Come (1966), signed by
star Donal Donnelly on the cover.
(9x5.5) ($100-$300)
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Lot 759. Spider Girl Resin
Statue in Box - Earth X Spider
Girl resin statue with a certificate of authenticity signed by
Alex Ross and Nicola Barucci.
(7x7x5.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 761. Don Knotts Signed
Photos - Lot of two signed Don
Knotts photos, one being an
original still from The Reluctant Astronaut (1967) and the
other one a standard publlicity
photo. The second comes with a
certificate of authenticity from
Christophe Stickel. (8x10 each)
($100-$300)

Lot 764. Murder At Howard
Johnson’s Signed Cast Program
- Playbill theatrical program
booklet for Murder At the Howard Johnson’s (1979), signed on
the cover by Bob Dishy, Tony
Roberts and Joyce Van Patton.
(9x5.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 765. An Inspector Calls
Signed Philip Bosco Program Playbill theatrical program booklet for An Inspector Calls (1994),
signed by star Philip Bosco on the
cover. (9x5.5) ($100-$300)
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Lot 766. Ring Round the Moon
Signed Fritz Weaver Program Playbill theatrical program booklet
for Ring Round the Moon (1999),
signed on the cover by star Fritz
Weaver. (9x5.5)($100-$300)

Lot 768. Twigs Signed
Playbill - Playbill theatrical
program booklet for Twigs
(1972), signed on the cover
by star Larry Haines. (9x5.5)
($100-$300)

Lot 767. Philip Bosco Signed Playbill - Playbill theatrical program
booklet for Donnybrook! (1961),
signed on the cover by star Philip
Bosco.(9x6.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 769. Casting of Freddy Makeup
from Nightmare on Elm Street Part
2 - Latex casting of Robert Englund’s
Freddy Krueger makeup as seen in A
Nightmare on Elm Street Part 2 (1985).
Full painted and finely detailed. Krueger
was the burn scarred haunter of teenage dreams in this long running horror
series. ($200-$600)

Lot 770. Planet of the Apes
Makeup - Facial appliance
for a chimpanzee in Planet
of the Apes (1968) designed
by the Oscar winning John
Chambers. Production made,
not screen used. Appliance
mouth was never cut. (7x7x6)
($200-$600)

Lot 772. Evil Dead DVD Signed
by Female Stars - Evil Dead
DVD Ultimate Edition from
Anchor Bay, signed by stars
Betsy Baker, Ellen Sandweiss and
Sarah York in black felt pen. Each
has added her character name.
Sandweiss has personalized her
signature. (7.5x6) ($100-$300)
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Lot 771. Evil Dead Actress
Signed Photo - Evil Dead
actresses color photo, featuring and signed by Betsy Baker,
Ellen Sandweiss and Sarah
York. Each have added their
character name. Sandweiss has
personalized her signature.
(8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 773. Losing Chase Signed
Cast Photo- Composite photo
from Losing Chase, a Showtime made for television film,
signed by Kiera Sedgewick,
Helen Mirren and Beau Bridges
in blue . With a certificate of
authenticity from Christophe
Stickel. (8x10) ($100-$300)
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Lot 774. Douglas Fairbanks
Jr. Signed Baseball - Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. signed baseball. Being an official Rawlings American League ball. Fairbanks was
a leading man legendary for his
appearances in such films as
Gunga Din, Little Caesar and
The Dawn Patrol. He was also a
highly decorated World War II
veteran. ($100-$300)

Lot 775. Hugh O’Brian
Signed Toy Badge - Wyatt
Earp carded toy marshal’s
badge, signed on the card
by actor Hugh O’Brian, who
played Earp on television
from 1955-1961. O’Brian has
personalized his signature
and added “Top Gun.” (4x3.5)
($100-$300)

Lot 776. Prescription Murder Cast
Signed Program - Prescription
Murder stage program signed on
the inside by Joseph Cotten, Patricia
Medina and Agnes Morehead on
their individual photo pages. With a
certificate of authenticity from R&R
Enterprises. Prescription Murder
features the character Lt. Columbo,
later played by Peter Falk on television. (9x12) ($100-$300)

Lot 777. Julie Newmar
Signed Maltese Bippy
Lobbycard - The Maltese
Bippy (1969) original lobbycard signed and personalized by star Julie Newmar. The film also starred
Dan Rowan and Dick
Martin, most famous for appearing on TV’s Laugh-In.
(11x14) ($100-$300)

Lot 778. Jackie Gleason Signed
Toy Poster - The Toy (1982)
one sheet poster signed by Jackie
Gleason, who adds “My Best
Wishes.” Gleason co-starred in the
film with Richard Pryor and Scott
Schwartz. (41x27) ($200-$600)

Lot 780. Andrew Bryniarski
Signed Photo and Other Horror
Items - The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre remake, signed by
Leatherface actor Andrew Bryniarski, who adds character name
and a face with two Xs for eyes.
Also includes card advertising
Rob Zombie’s Hallowwen remake
and a Dark Angel mini-novelbooklet signed by author Max
Allan Collins. (8x10) ($100-$300)
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Lot 779. Ernest Borgnine Signed
Script - Ernest Borgnine signed
script for The Commish, episode Rising Sun from 1993, who
adds his character name “Frank
Nardino. With sign from the Care
for Kids auction from which this
script was purchased. (8.5x11)
($100-$300)

Lot 781. Joanie Loves Chaci
Cast Signed Script - Script for
the television series Joanie Loves
Chaci, episode titled Beatlemania
and dated Oct. 1, 1982. Signed
by series stars Scott Baio, Erin
Moran and Ellen Travolta and
Mitch Weissman on the front
cover. This script was initally
purchased from Dave Hart, Scott
Baio’s longtime friend. (8.5x11)
($100-$300)
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Lot 782. Louise Fletcher
Signed Photo - Signed
photo of Louise Fletcher,
most famous for her role in
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest starring Jack Nicholson, depicting the actress in
a composite series of shots with other Oscar-winning
performers including Ann-Margaret and Carol Kane.
Includes a certificate of authenticity from Christoph
Stickel. (8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 784. Arnold Schwarzenegger Signed Card in
Frame - Matted and framed
signature of Arnold Schwarzenegger, matted with two
bodybuilding photos of the
actor. (16.5x12) ($100-$300)

Lot 786. Original Cartoon Cel
from The Quckdraw McGraw
Show - Original cartoon cel
depicting Hanna-Barbera’s
famous character Baba Looey
from The Quickdraw McGraw
Show which aired from 1959
to 1962, framed and matted. Baba Looey is the basis for
the nickname of Gary Dell’Abate (Baba Booey) on The
Howard Stern Show. (15x12.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 788. Gene Hackman
Signature - Three candid
photos of Gene Hackman
arranged in a frame, with
matted signature of the actor
also included. Autograph is
in red ink on a cut-out piece
of paper. (13x7) ($100-$300)

Lot 783. Arnold Schwarzenegger Signed Red Heat
Lobbycard - Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Red Heat
(1988) lobbycard, matted in
a frame. (18.5x14.5) ($100$300)

Lot 785. Mary Astor Signed
Photo - Vintage still photo
from 1934 for the Warner
Bros. film The Man With Two
Faces, signed on the matting
by the film’s star, Mary Astor.
Edward G. Robinson also
appears in the image. Astor’s inscription reads: “To
Robert Nagles, Sincerely, Mary Astor, 1980.” Includes
a certificate of authenticity from R&R Auctions.
(13x10.5) ($100-$300)
Lot 787. Clark Gable Photo
and Book - Framed picture of
Clark Gable depicting the actor
in a handsome pose. This lot
further includes a Gone with the
Wind motion picture edition
book from 1939 signed by Cammie King, who adds her character name Bonnie Blue Butler.
(17.5x14.5x1.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 789. Lot of Signed Items from
John Carpenter Films - John
Carpenter’s Ghosts of Mars (2001)
framed poster signed by co-star
Joanna Cassidy. This lot further
includes two scripts for Carpenter’s
They Live (1986) signed by star
Rowdy Roddy Piper, with original
Heritage auction eceipt. (25x17)
($100-$300)
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Lot 790. Spy Kids Signed
Daryl Sabara and Alex Vega
Poster - Spy Kids poster,
framed, signed by stars Daryl
Sabara and Alex Vega. Each
have personalized their
signatures. Signed at a McDonalds promotional event.
(21.5x17.5) ($100-$300)

Lot 791. Adam West Signed Batman
Script- Batman (1966-1968) script
for the episode The Joker Goes To
School, dated December 13, 1965 and
written by Lorenzo Semple Jr., from
Adam West’s personal collection.
Signed and personalized by West on
cover. Interior pages are xeroxed but
contain West’s personal notations.
(8.5x11) ($100-$300)

Lot 792. Framed and Matted
Spencer Tracy Signature - Spencer
Tracy framed original signture, matted with photo of Tracy signing his
name to a register at the WaldorfAstoria. Signature is dated Sept.
1958. (21.5x17.5) ($100-$300)
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Lot 793. Our Vines Have
Tender Grapes Signed Margaret O’Brien Lobbycard Original Mexican lobby card
for Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes starring Edward G.
Robinson, signed by co-star
Margaret O’Brien in black felt pen. (17x13) ($100-$300)

Lot 794. Tim Thomerson Signed
Trancers Laserdiscs - Trancers
and Trancers 5 laserdics, both
signed by star Tim Thomerson on
the front covers. (12.5x12.5 each)
($100-$300)

Lot 795. Niel Marshall Signed
Descent Bust- The Descent
Crawler mini bust signed by
film director Neil Marshall on
the box and the figure itself.
(8x7x7) ($100-$300)

Lot 796. Hatchet II Signed
Mini Poster - Hatchet II
rolled mini poster signed by
Adam Green, Tom Holland,
R. A. Mihailoff, Will Barratt, Bob Pendergraft and
other cast and crew. (11x14)
($100-$300)

Lot 797. Twilight Zone and Ray
Bradbury Signed Items - Charles
Beaumont The Short Life of
Twilight Zone’s Magic Man poster
signed by many of those who
participated in the production:
George Clayton Johnson, William F. Nolan, Marc Zicree, Jason
V. Brock, Sunni K. Brock. This
lot further includes a West Ways
magazine with cover story by famous fantasy author Ray
Bradbury, signed by Bradbury in black felt pen. (11x17,
8x11) ($100-$300)
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Lot 798. The Mist Signed
Movie Poster - The Mist
rolled movie poster signed
by star Thomas Jane and
composer Mark Isham.
(40x27) ($100-$300)

Lot 800. Bernard
Fox Signed Photo
and Display for The
Mummy - Bernard
Fox 8 x 10 photo
signed by the actor
and personalized to
Steve. This lot further includes a VHS display
header for The Mummy, also signed by Fox.
(34x25) Oversized item. Additional postage
required. ($100-$300)
Lot 802. Indiana Jones
Promo Lot - Indiana
Jones three dimensional
display from Blockbuster
store for Indiana Jones
and the Crystal Skull,
together with a VHS
display from Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade. This lot
further includes an Indiana Jones Stetson hat with Indy
pin (purchased at the time of the Temple of Doom’s release, with a 1984 copyright date on the inside). (Cyrstal
Skull Display 47x19, Last Crusade Display 24x25) Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($100-$300)
Lot 804. Rocky Series Signed
Photos - Lot of signed photos
from the Rocky series of films,
including photos of Sylvester Stallone, Talia Shire, Carl
Weathers, Burgess Meredith
and Burt Young, each signed by
the relevant actor. (8x10 each)
($100-$300)

Lot 799. Ringo Starr Ad and Beatles
Poster- Vintage Sun Country Wine
Cooler advertising sign featuring Ringo
Starr of The Beatles holding a bottle of
the beverage. This lot further includes
a very well framed poster depicting the
Beatles at the height of their fame in
the 1960s. (Poster 36x23x1, Coller Ad.
19x19) Oversized item. Additional postage required. ($100-$300)

Lot 801. Stan Lee Signed Poster with
VHS Header - Stan Lee poster print
from Lee’s own collection, being a Marvel in-house work never released to the
public. It has been signed by Lee in black
felt pen and includes a Heritage Auction
recepit. This lot further includes a vintage
cardboard VHS header for the original
Spider-Man film. (Poster 28x19.5, Standee
37x30) Oversized item. Additional postage
required. ($100-$300)
Lot 803. Berni Wrightson Signed
Lot- Berni Wrightson fan club
book signed on the spine by Wrigtson in silver pen; includes one
signed print, along with a computer disc of wallpapers and various other fan items. This lot also
includes a signed Wrightson comic
book entitled Eleven Eleven and
a signed Wrightson poster depicting The Victorian.
(Poster 35x23, Fan Club Binder 11x10, Comic Book
9.5x7) Oversized item. Additional postage required.
($100-$300)
Lot 805. Gwen Stefani Signed
Photo - Color photo of singer
Gwen Stefani, signed by her in
blue felt pen. (8x10) ($100-$300)
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Lot 806. Rick Springfield
Signed Photo - 8 x 10 color
photo of musician Rick
Springfield, signed by him
in felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 807. Blink 182 Signed
Photo - Color photo of the
band Blink 182, signed by each
member in felt pen. (8x10)
($100-$300)

Lot 808. Hall and Oates Signed
Photo - Black and white photo
of musicians Hall and Oates,
signed by each man in black felt
pen. (8x10) ($100-$300)

Lot 809. Tony Curtis Signed
Photo - Photo of Tony Curtis
in The Black Shield of Falworth
(1954), signed by the actor in
blue felt pen. (8x10) ($100$300)

Lot 810. IPam Anderson Signed
Photo - 8 x 10 color photo of Pam
Anderson, signed by the actress in
black felt pen. ($100-$300)

Lot 812. Andy Whitfield Signed
Spartacus Photo - 8 x 10 color
photo of Andy Whitfield in
Spartacus, signed by the actor in
black felt pen. Signed at a Spartacus party. ($100-$300)
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Lot 811. Billy Bob Thornton
Signed Bad Santa Photo - 8 x 10
color photo of Billy Bob Thornton
as Bad Santa, signed by the actor in black felt pen. Signed at the
premiere of Puss in Boots. ($100$300)

Lot 813. Manu Bennett
Signed Spartacus Photo
- 8 x 10 color photo of
Manu Bennett in Spartacus,
signed by the actor in black
felt pen. Signed at a Comic
Con. ($100-$300)
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Lot 814. Ernie “Chip Douglas” Work Shirt from The Cable Guy
- This blue work shirt was worn by the character “Chip Douglas,”
portrayed by actor Jim Carrey, in the 1996 black comedy film, “The
Cable Guy.” The striped polyester/cotton blend work shirt comes with
a cable company patch and has the name “Jim” handwritten in faded
black ink on the inside collar label.
Mr. Carrey wore the shirt throughout various parts of the film. Most
notably, he can be seen wearing this shirt when he goes to Robin’s
(Leslie Mann) apartment to upgrade her cable unbeknownst to Steven
(Matthew Broderick). Jim Carrey was nominated for three MTV
Movie Awards for the film in 1997, winning for Best Comedic Performance and Best Villain.
The garment is in excellent screen worn condition and is accompanied
by a letter of authenticity from the costume house. ($1,000-$1,400)

Lot 815. Jim Carrey Medieval Tunic, Gloves and Helmet from The Cable Guy This medieval outfit was worn by the character “Chip Douglas,” portrayed by actor
Jim Carrey, in the 1996 black comedy film, “The Cable Guy.” The outfit consists of
a blue and gray velvet tunic, black gauntlet gloves, and a helmet with horns and
feathers. The helmet is constructed of leather, painted to look like metal.The initials “JC” is handwritten in faded black ink on the inside collar of the tunic.
Mr. Carrey wore the outfit during the Medieval Times scene when he and Steven
(Matthew Broderick) battle it out in the arena. The helmet was worn exclusively
during the joust scene while the gloves and tunic were worn throughout the entire
fight sequence. Jim Carrey was nominated for three MTV Movie Awards for the
film in 1997, winning for Best Comedic Performance and Best Villain.
The items are in excellent screen worn condition and are accompanied by a letter
of authenticity from the costume house. ($3,000-$5,000)
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Lot 816. Matthew Broderick Medieval Tunic, Gloves and Helmet from The
Cable Guy - This medieval outfit was worn by the character “Steven Kovacs,”
portrayed by actor Matthew Broderick, in the 1996 black comedy film, “The
Cable Guy.” The outfit consists of a green velvet tunic, black gauntlet gloves, and
a helmet with feathers. The helmet is constructed of leather, painted to look like
metal. The initials “MB #1” is handwritten in faded black ink on the inside collar
of the tunic.
Mr. Broderick wore the outfit during the Medieval Times scene when he and
Chip (Jim Carrey) battle it out in the arena. The helmet was worn exclusively
during the joust scene while the gloves and tunic were worn throughout the
entire fight sequence. “The Cable Guy” was nominated for three MTV Movie
Awards in 1997, and Matthew Broderick was nominated for Best Fight alongside
Jim Carrey.
The items are in excellent screen worn condition and are accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the costume house. ($1,800-$2,100)

Lot 817. Jim Carrey Medieval Helmet from The Cable Guy - This
medieval helmet was worn by the character “Chip Douglas,” portrayed
by actor Jim Carrey, in the 1996 black comedy film, “The Cable Guy.”
The helmet with studs is constructed of leather, painted to look like
metal, and has “#1” handwritten in faded black ink on the inside crown.
Mr. Carrey wore the helmet during the Medieval Times scene when
he and Steven (Matthew Broderick) battle it out in the arena. A different helmet was used during the joust scene while this helmet was
worn during the entire hand-to-hand combat sequence. Jim Carrey was
nominated for three MTV Movie Awards for the film in 1997, winning
for Best Comedic Performance and Best Villain.
The helmet is in excellent screen worn condition and is accompanied by
a letter of authenticityfrom the costume house. ($1,800-$3,000)
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Lot 818. Matthew Broderick Medieval Helmet from The Cable Guy - This
medieval helmet was worn by the character “Steven Kovacs,” portrayed by actor Matthew Broderick, in the 1996 black comedy film, “The Cable Guy.” The
helmet with studs and nose guard is constructed of leather, painted to look like
metal.
Mr. Broderick wore the helmet during the Medieval Times scene when he
and Chip (Jim Carrey) battle it out in the arena. A different helmet was used
during the joust scene while this helmet was worn during the entire hand-tohand combat sequence. “The Cable Guy” was nominated for three MTV Movie
Awards in 1997, and Matthew Broderick was nominated for Best Fight alongside Jim Carrey.
The helmet in excellent screen worn condition and is accompanied by a letter
of authenticityfrom the costume house. ($1,000-$1,400)

Lot 819. You Don’t Know Jack Jack Kevorkian (Al Pacino) Suit
This 3-pc vintage suit was worn by the character “Jack Kevokian,” portrayed
by actor Al Pacino, in the 2010 television film, “You Don’t Know Jack.” The
outfit consists of a gray jacket with matching pants and vest. The interior of
the jacket and pants have the original Oakton Ltd label sewn inside.
Mr. Pacino wore this suit during numerous scenes throughout the film. He
is first seen wearing the suit at the art show to raise money for his patients
and later in various courtroom scenes for his second-degree murder trial.
“You Don’t Know Jack,” starring Al Pacino, takes a look at the life and work
of physician-assisted suicide advocate Jack Kevorkian. The film was nominated for 15 Emmy Awards, two Golden Globe Awards, and three Screen
Actors Guide Awards, with Al Pacino winning best actor in each of the
Awards.
The garments are in excellent vintage screen worn condition and are accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the costume house. ($1,000-$3,000)
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Lot 820. Frank Abagnale Jr. (Leonardo DiCaprio) Costume
from Catch Me If You Can - This Pan Am airline pilot’s
uniform was worn by the character, “Frank Abagnale Jr.,”
portrayed by actor Leonardo DiCaprio, in the 2002 motion
picture, “Catch Me If You Can.” The outfit consists of a navy
blue blazer with gold trim on the cuffs, matching pants,
a white long sleeve dress shirt with epaulet devices, and a
dark navy tie with gold colored clasp. The Size 38R double
breasted blazer and Size 33/29 pants were custom tailored
for Mr. DiCaprio’s use by Dominic Gherardi and the interior
jacket is complete with the original tailor’s label with the
name “Leonardo DiCaprio” and production date “December
2001 clearly typed. The long sleeve shirt was custom tailored
for Mr. DiCaprio by Anto of Beverly Hills and measures 15 ½
X 23. The interior of the garment has the tailoring label sewn
inside with the actor’s initials “L.D.” and “Feb. 2002.”
Mr. DiCaprio wore the outfit in numerous scenes throughout
the film, which chronicled the real life story of a young man
who impersonated a Pan Am pilot and several other bogus
identities in order to run confidence scams and evade the law.
The Pan Am costume is of particular significance in the film
as it marked Frank’s first foray into truly lucrative crime, and
his successful charade as a pilot allowed him to steal more
than 2.8 million dollars in forged Pan Am payroll checks
over a period of years. Apart from its appearance in numerous pivotal scenes throughout the film, Mr. DiCaprio also
appeared wearing this costume in several promotional and
publicity stills for the production.
The garments are in excellent screen worn condition and are
accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the costume
house. ($4,000-$7,000)
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Lot 821. Driving Miss. Daisy Morgan Freeman Hat
- This hat was worn by the character “Hoke Colburn,”
played by actor Morgan Freeman, in the 1989 motion
picture, “Driving Miss Daisy.” The vintage beaver felt
hat by “Beaver Blend Twenty” has matching brown
ribbon hatband and the lined interior is stamped with
the initials “N.T.W.” in gold (presumably for the hat’s
original owner). The interior front of the hatband has
a piece of white costumer’s tape attached with the actor’s name “Morgan Freeman” clearly typed.
Mr. Freeman wore this hat notably at the opening
of the film when Hoke visits the factory owned by
“Boolie Werthan” (Dan Aykroyd) and helps some
workers free a stuck freight elevator. Hoke then follows Boolie into his office to inquire about the position available
as driver for Boolie’s mother, “Miss Daisy” (Jessica Tandy). Various color filters
were used during editing of the sequence that slightly affected the appearance of
the hat onscreen.
“Driving Miss Daisy” was nominated for nine Academy Awards, winning four,
including for Best Picture, and also won three Golden Globe Awards, including
Best Motion Picture - Comedy/Musical, and Best Performance by an Actor for
Morgan Freeman.
The vintage hat is in good condition and is accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the costume house.
($2,300-$2,700)
Lot 822. Cosmo Kramer (Michael Richards) Coat from
Seinfeld- This sport coat was worn by the character “Cosmo
Kramer,” portrayed by actor Michael Richards, in the hit television show, “Seinfeld.” The vintage 1960’s green sport coat with
windowpane print is constructed of polyester and silk paisley
linings.
Most of Mr. Richards clothes on the set were used vintage
pieces that costumers kept in his “closet and were worn numerous times through the series. A copy of the Seinfeld production
rental return sheet dated “April 17, 1998 indicates that it was
returned to the costume house near the end of the show’s 9th
and final season. “Seinfeld,” which ran from 1990-1998, was
nominated for 15 Golden Globe Awards and 68 Emmy Awards.
The coat is in excellent vintage screen worn condition and
is accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the costume
house. ($3,500-$3,700)
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Lot 823. George Costanze (Jason Alexander) White
Suit from Seinfeld - This white suit was worn by the
character “George Costanza,” portrayed by actor Jason
Alexander, in the hit television show, “Seinfeld.” The
two piece suit by Marshal Fields is constructed of a
cream linen with a window pane print. The attached
costumer’s tag has the following information printed
in black ink: “Seinfeld #908, Actor-Jason Alexander,
Part Of - George.”
Mr. Costanza wore the suit in multiple flashback
scenes of “The Betrayal” (Season 9, Episode 8) when
George, “Jerry” (Seinfeld), and “Elaine” (Julia LouisDreyfus) travel to India to attend the wedding of one
of Elaine’s friends
“The Betrayal” originally aired on Nov. 20th, 1997 and
is known to “Seinfeld” fans as the infamous “backwards” episode in which the story was told in reverse
chronological order. “Seinfeld” ran from 1990-1998
and was nominated for 15 Golden Globe Awards and
68 Emmy Awards.
The suit is in excellent screen worn condition and is
accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the costume house. ($2,500-$2,700)
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Lot 824. Brad Pitt Western Shirt from Legends of the Fall
- This western shirt was worn by the character “Tristan Ludlow,”
portrayed by actor Brad Pitt, in the 1994 motion picture, “Legends of the Fall.” The long sleeve gray western shirt with white
pin stripes was custom made for the actor’s use on the production
and has the original costume house label sewn into the collar with
the name “Brad Pitt “clearly printed.
Mr. Pitt wore this shirt during the scene when Tristan is confronted by gangsters in an alley and threatened because of his bootlegging activities. “Legends of the Fall” was a sweeping dramatic
epic that also featured stellar performances by Anthony Hopkins,
Aidan Quinn, Henry Thomas, and Julia Ormond. The film was
nominated for three Academy Awards, winning for Best Cinematography, and received four Golden Globe nominations, including a Best Performance by an Actor nomination for Brad Pitt.
The garment is in excellent screen worn condition and is accompanied by a letter of authenticity from the costume house.
($1,200-$1,400)

Lot 825. Jamie Foxx Suit from Ray - This vintage style suit was worn by
the character “Ray Charles,” portrayed by Jamie Foxx, in the 2004 motion
picture, “Ray.” The brown plaid 3-button jacket made of wool comes with
matching pants.
Mr. Foxx wore this suit during scene near the end of the film when he is
walking through the new RPM studio with Joe Adams (Harry Lennix) and
Jeff Brown (Clifton Powell). “Ray,” starring Jamie Foxx, is a biographical
film focusing on the life of R&B musician Ray Charles. It was nominated for
six Academy Awards and two Golden Globe Awards, with Jamie Foxx winning each award in the Best Performance by and Actor category. In addition, the film got an Academy Award nomination for Best Costume Design.
The garments are in excellent screen worn condition and are accompanied
by a letter of authenticity from the costume house. ($950-$1,150)
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